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Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are now widely adopted as hardware accelerators due to their inherent parallel processing capability. However, the sub-optimal logic utilization and large reconfiguration latency in conventional single-context FPGAs pose constraints on their usage for applications like adaptive control systems in vehicles, software defined radio where frequent context switching or resource sharing between tasks are required. As such, multi-context FPGAs with dynamic reconfiguration capability have been introduced with the aim to allow rapid reconfiguration of the FPGA, and hence increase the effective logic density. The current generation of multi-context FPGAs typically use a dynamic reconfigurable architecture based on static Random Access Memory (RAM) to implement multiple configuration planes that enable fast switching between contexts. The main challenge of these types of multi-context FPGAs are limited on-chip storage and relatively long reconfiguration latency (of the order of milliseconds). With technology driving down to nano scale, new generations of hybrid multi-context FPGA architectures, such as the CMOS/NAnoTechnology reconfigURable architecture (NATURE) that use on-chip nano RAMs to store multiple configurations to enable extremely fast runtime reconfiguration (of the order of pico seconds) have been developed. This type of FPGA enables cycle-by-cycle reconfiguration and temporal logic folding resulting in improved logic density and area delay product by more than an order of magnitude compared to traditional FPGAs. However, the fine granularity of this type of architecture limits its usage as a high performance hardware accelerator that implements compute intensive arithmetic operations.

This research work explores and presents how DSP architectures can be designed for the hybrid multi-context NATURE platform in order to fully exploit its advantages and possibilities. The performance of various compute intensive signal
processing kernels are used in the study to benchmark the improvements achieved by the proposed DSP architectures. A full-block dynamically reconfigurable DSP architecture is first presented, which can be reconfigured at runtime to implement different arithmetic functions in different clock cycles. To fully exploit the capability of temporal logic folding techniques in NATURE, the DSP block is then extended to support pipeline level reconfiguration that allows independent reconfiguration of individual pipeline stages. To enable efficient implementation of mixed-precision applications, the capability to dynamically fracture the internal compute-path of the DSP block is also incorporated into the design.

The design automation tool for the NATURE platform is extended to enable efficient mapping of compute intensive kernels utilizing the proposed DSP architecture(s) by exploring optimum resource sharing and area/power reduction. A design space exploration algorithm is developed and incorporated into the mapping tool that can determine the optimal configuration for a given input circuit, based on the design requirements and user constraints. The proposed technique automatically explores the different folding levels and DSP modes (configurations), evaluates their area/power trade-off and determines the most efficient mapping of the chosen configuration, which is subsequently fed to the mapping flow to generate the bitstream.

The contributions of this work would allow system designers to design and map compute intensive arithmetic kernels on the next generation hybrid multi-context FPGA platforms with ease, while providing high computational performance and energy efficiency that are required for many modern applications.
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Over the past decade, the computational complexity of applications have grown multifold, making it increasingly difficult to extract the required performance using conventional processors. One of the most promising solutions is the adoption of hardware accelerators like Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). This is because FPGAs are able to provide the performance close to Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) while maintaining the design flexibility of General Purpose Processors (GPPs), along with shorter time-to-market and reduced power consumption. These features make FPGA a better proponent for realizing compute intensive kernels.

Conceptually, all FPGA devices can be considered to be composed of two distinct layers: the configuration memory plane and the hardware logic plane. FPGAs achieve their unique re-programmability as well as flexibility by this composition.
The hardware logic plane consists of a set of reconfigurable blocks like Look-Up-Tables (LUTs), Flip-Flops (FFs), Digital Signal Processing (DSP) blocks, Block Random Access Memories (BRAMs) etc., that are connected via programmable interconnects. By configuring the logic blocks with appropriate interconnects, any digital circuit that fits within the available resources can be implemented on an FPGA platform. The configuration memory plane stores the FPGA configuration bitstreams. In conventional FPGA fabric, the configuration memory plane is usually Static RAM (SRAM) based and hence volatile.

Early generations of FPGA architectures supported only single-context and static reconfiguration, thereby permitting only one full-chip configuration to be loaded at a time. This style of reconfiguration required the FPGA to be powered down for every configuration change, making them unsuitable for high performance applications that demand fast runtime switching of functionality. One way to address this issue is to swap the configuration bits stored in the memory in and out of the hardware as they are needed during application execution. This is known as runtime reconfiguration (RTR) or dynamic reconfiguration [11], where the functionality is changed by altering the contents of configuration memory or by swapping the configuration plane. This RTR technique increases the logic density of FPGA as well as reduces the reconfiguration time. Various dynamic reconfiguration models such as single-context, multi-context, and Partial Reconfiguration (PR) are proposed in the literature.

Single-context reconfiguration uses only a single configuration memory plane that can hold one bitstream [12, 13], which can be programmed using a serial stream of configuration bits. Since it supports only sequential access, even a minor change in the application demands a complete reprogramming of the entire chip and the reconfiguration delay is in the range of milliseconds. Another type of RTR based FPGA platform is the multi-context reconfigurable architecture. In this approach, different applications can be assigned to different contexts. The configuration bits corresponding to each context are stored in different configuration memory planes [14, 15, 16]. A multi-context FPGA platform can be viewed as a multiplexed set of single-context devices. This system allows an inactive configuration plane
to be loaded with the next circuit configuration, while the previous circuit is in operation.

PR is a comparatively new reconfiguration technique supported by FPGAs, especially those from Xilinx Inc. It takes advantage of the fact that the FPGA bitstream is stored in a configuration memory with individually addressable content locations. By selectively modifying the contents of the memory, portions of the design can be altered while the remaining parts of the circuit continue to operate without interruption [17, 18]. However, in all these dynamic reconfigurable architectures, SRAM cells are used to store the configuration bitstream. Two main challenges that limit the wide adoption of such SRAM based dynamic reconfigurable architectures as an efficient hardware accelerators, especially for applications which demand frequent reconfiguration, are its long reconfiguration latency and limited on-chip storage.

With technology scaling towards nanoscale, researchers have been working towards development of nanodevices such as carbon nanotubes, nanowires, etc., that inherit the characteristics of nanotechnology in terms of integration density, performance, and power consumption. Based on these nanodevices, novel reconfigurable nanoarchitectures have been proposed. Various hybrid reconfigurable architectures that use nanowire-based Field Effect Transistors (FETs) and reconfigurable switches for improving the performance and logic density are described in the literature [19, 20, 21]. Hybrid CMOS/nano reconfigurable architecture exploit the benefits of both CMOS technology and nano technology. The use of nano RAMs like nanotube RAM (NRAM) [22], Phase-Change Memory (PCM) [23], Magnetoresistive RAMs (MRAM) [24] etc., as configuration planes in an FPGA platforms enable extremely fast reconfiguration (of the order of pico seconds) and increased logic density compared to a SRAM based FPGA architecture. One such multi-context hybrid architecture is the CMOS/NAanoTechnology reconfigURabE architecture, called NATURE architecture [8], which integrates nano RAMs as on-chip storage elements efficiently with CMOS logic. High density nonvolatile NRAMs are distributed throughout the NATURE architecture to allow large on-chip configuration storage enabling fine-grained cycle-by-cycle reconfiguration. During runtime
reconfiguration, the bitstreams are dynamically loaded from the memory layer (nano RAMs) to the CMOS logic layer which consists of fine-grained elements like LUTs and FFs to support the current computation. NATURE supports temporal logic folding which significantly improves logic density and area-delay product and provides design flexibility in performing area-delay trade-offs. Hence, compared to a traditional SRAM based multi-context FPGA platform, hybrid multi-context dynamically reconfigurable architecture provides significant improvements in area-time product making it a better choice for compute intensive kernels that can take advantage of its fast context switching.

1.1 Motivations

One of the major bottlenecks that limit the extensive usage of a hybrid multi-context architecture like the NATURE for efficient high performance computing is its fine granularity. During technology mapping, all compute intensive arithmetic and other operation nodes are realized using LUTs and FFs. Most of the arithmetic circuits used in DSP applications consist of a large number of multipliers and multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) computations. Digital communication circuits and image processing algorithms such as FIR filter, compression/decompression algorithms are a few examples of such compute intensive applications. Realizing such complex applications using the NATURE architecture results in reduced computational performance due to the fine granularity of the architecture. This is justified by the fact that realizing a 16-bit multiplier node using the NATURE platform would consume 488 LUTs and incur a latency of 18.6 ns for each computation. This also results in large area utilization due to the usage of a large number of LUTs and FFs to realize such circuits.

On the other hand, researchers have shown the benefits of coupling coarse-grained blocks (DSP) with fine-grained logic blocks, which can also be observed in commercial FPGAs from Xilinx and Altera. These DSP blocks have been designed
specifically targeting their respective platforms that support runtime reconfiguration. Although, some of these DSP blocks support dynamic reconfiguration, efficient reuse of these DSP blocks requires deep knowledge about their architectures and have to be explicitly handled in the user design.

For improving the compute capability on multi-context FPGAs like NATURE, efficient reconfigurable DSP architectures need to be designed for mapping complex arithmetic operations. Also, these DSP blocks should support cycle level dynamic reconfigurability to fully exploit the capability of the NATURE architecture. DSP blocks that support cycle level reconfiguration allows efficient reuse of hard blocks thereby achieving reduced resource utilization and power consumption.

Efficient and optimal mapping of input circuit designs on FPGA require an equally efficient mapping tool. Typically, the design optimization tool flow verifies the functionality and timing constraints, performs mapping and scheduling of circuit nodes and finally generates the configuration bits after placement and routing. It is required to extend the tool flow according to the FPGA architectural enhancement for efficient mapping. Enhancing the architecture of NATURE cannot be done exclusively without augmenting its dedicated design automation tool flow called, NanoMap [10]. The existing NanoMap tool performs logic mapping, temporal clustering, temporal placement and routing and, finally generates a configuration bitmap for the fine-grained NATURE architecture. However, it is required to extend the NanoMap tool flow for efficient mapping of compute intensive arithmetic nodes on the coarse-grained blocks in the NATURE platform. Further, the temporal clustering algorithm needs to be enhanced for clever packing of arithmetic operations onto the DSP blocks, resulting in reduced coarse-grained block utilization and power consumption. Corresponding to the architectural enhancement of NATURE, a careful investigation of the placement and routing tools has to be performed in order to determine the best allocation for DSP blocks for flexible routing.

Growing demand for portable communication devices and mobile computing platforms demand the need for energy efficient mapping of compute intensive kernels
on hardware accelerators. Many researchers have been putting effort at the architecture and Computer-Aided Design (CAD) tools for FPGAs to make them an energy efficient platform for high performance computing [25, 26, 27]. Moreover, with the kind of flexibility available in reconfiguration parameters provided by mixed-grained multi-context FPGAs, it is important to choose the best configuration parameter for energy efficient mapping of a design based on constraints imposed by the designer.

1.2 Objectives

The major research goals of this thesis are indicated in this section. The primary objective of the thesis is to enable the next generation of multi-context FPGAs like NATURE to be used as an efficient platform for high performance computing. To meet this goal, the research work explores and presents how DSP architectures can be designed for the NATURE platform in order to fully exploit its advantages and possibilities to map complex arithmetic operations. For efficient mapping of an application to the mixed-grained NATURE architecture, an intelligent design automation tool is required. As such, the NATURE’s NanoMap tool flow needs to be extended to enable efficient mapping of compute intensive kernels utilizing the proposed DSP architecture(s) by exploring resource sharing and area/power reduction. Further, to enhance the NATURE architecture for implementing energy
efficient reconfigurable systems, a design space exploration algorithm needs to be incorporated into the mapping tool that can determine the optimal configuration (folding level and DSP modes) for a given input circuit, based on the design requirements and user constraints. The major research objectives are indicated in Figure. 1.1 and are listed below.

- To enable new generation hybrid multi-context FPGA suitable for HPC:

  - Architectural level exploration:

    1. To explore DSP block architectures for the hybrid multi-context reconfigurable platforms in order to fully exploit its advantages and capabilities.

    2. Incorporate efficient power management techniques for optimal energy utilization.

  - Mapping tool level exploration:

    1. To extend the NanoMap design automation tool flow by adding the capability to efficiently map complex arithmetic operations on DSP incorporated NATURE architecture.

    2. To develop intelligent algorithms that can determine the optimized configurations for the energy efficient configuration for a design based on constraints imposed by the designer.
The above mentioned research challenges will be addressed in this thesis through the design and development of efficient DSP incorporated in the NATURE architecture, targeted for compute intensive applications like digital communication circuits and image processing algorithms.

1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are the reconfigurable coarse-grained DSP architecture, its design features and reconfigurability that can be used in next generation hybrid multi-context FPGAs like the NATURE platform. The thesis also contributes to the development of an automated design tool flow for optimal energy efficient mapping of circuits for a given user constraint on the NATURE architecture. The design automation tool flow, NanoMap is extended for efficient mapping of compute intensive applications on DSP incorporated in the NATURE architecture. The specific contributions are listed below:

1. A comprehensive study is performed on the coarse-grained blocks from the perspective of dynamically reconfigurable architecture, specifically with the NATURE architecture for high performance computing. Three novel DSP architectures optimized for the NATURE platform are proposed as the result of this investigation.

   (a) Full-block DSP: This is a dynamically reconfigurable DSP block, which is fully reconfigurable during runtime to implement compute intensive arithmetic operations in different clock cycles. A route through DSP technique is also introduced that offers flexibility for the designers to exploit the features of the DSP block.

   (b) Pipeline Reconfigurable DSP: This is an enhanced version of the proposed full-block DSP architecture. It allows the reconfiguration of individual pipeline stage. A multi-stage clock gating techniques are also used to incorporate efficient power consumption within the coarse-grained blocks.
(c) Fracturable DSP block: This is a variable precision DSP block architecture capable of dynamically fracturing the internal compute-path to enable efficient implementation of mixed precision applications.

2. An efficient mapping algorithm on mixed-grained NATURE architecture is developed in this work. This work is integrated into NATURE’s NanoMap tool to demonstrate its effectiveness for the proposed DSP blocks. Efficient algorithms for optimal packing of DSP blocks followed by enhancement of Versatile Place and Route (VPR) tool flow for the best placement and routing are also proposed in this thesis.

3. A design space exploration algorithm that can determine the best folding level and depth relaxation for better power-delay/area-delay trade-off to map a design based on designer constraints.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The remaining thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an overview of the related works in reconfigurable architectures. It also presents an overview of recent research works on commercial and academic DSP architecture designs, their advantages and comparisons. Chapter 3 presents the background study of a fine-grained multi-context FPGA architecture, the NATURE platform and its mapping tool (NanoMap) which is used in this research work to demonstrate the performances and effectiveness of the various techniques proposed in this thesis. Chapter 4 presents the proposed coarse-grained Digital Signal Processing (DSP) block, its detailed architecture, interconnect design, reconfiguration of DSP, applications and experimental results. Chapter 5 describes the pipeline reconfiguration DSP architecture that exploits NATURE’s temporal logic folding capability to further augment its performance. Chapter 6 presents the technique that can be used to execute multiple sub-width arithmetic operations simultaneously on a single DSP block by dynamically switching between sub-width and full-width operations. Chapter 7 presents an automated design tool flow for the NATURE
a platform which maps the input circuit using the best energy efficient configuration for a given user constraint. Chapter 8 then concludes the work presented in this thesis and outlines the future research directions.

1.5 Publications

Most of the work presented in this thesis has been written up in a number of published and submitted papers listed below:

Journal articles


Conference proceedings


In this chapter, an overview of the generic FPGA architecture, routing interconnects and conventional mapping tool flow is presented. Prior works on commercial and academic FPGA designs are discussed in detail. Special focus is given to architectural features and capabilities of both commercial and special purpose DSP blocks that are available in the literature. Various design methodologies and optimization schemes employed in different FPGA architectures for efficient mapping of circuit designs are also investigated. With focus shifting towards low power FPGA implementations, the chapter concludes with a discussion on various methodologies employed at both architecture and tool level for energy efficient mapping of input designs on reconfigurable platforms.
2.1 Reconfigurable Architectures

A reconfigurable architecture consists of a set of configurable compute blocks, programmable interconnects and a flexible interface (input/output pads) to interact with the rest of the system. In this section, we review the different FPGA architectures and summarize their features.

2.1.1 Conventional FPGA Architecture

The basic building block in an FPGA is a set of Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs), arranged in an island style configuration. In a fine-grained architecture, the logic block contains only very basic logic, implementing a single function on a small number of bits. Figure 2.1 shows a typical fine-grained block, consisting of an n-input LUT, carry chain, a D-Flip Flop (DFF) and multiplexers (MUXs). A LUT is a small memory-like element usually 1-bit wide and 16 or 64 bits deep. By storing appropriate values in these elements, any Boolean function can be implemented. DFFs allow temporary storage of values and implementation of synchronous computation. The fast carry logic is a special resource to speed up carry based computations [11].

On the other hand, a coarse-grained blocks consist of Arithmetic and Logic Units (ALUs), DSPs and even BRAMs. BRAMs and DSPs are arranged in column fashion spread across the FPGA. The DSP blocks can also be connected with
dedicated interconnect lines which can be efficiently used when cascading multiple DSP blocks. BRAM blocks are generally incorporated within the architecture so that temporary results can be stored. Input/ Output (I/O) blocks are connected at the periphery of the grid, which can be connected to CLBs and DSPs depending on the required logic. In addition to the coarse-grained and fine-grained elements, there are SRAMs distributed in the reconfigurable plane to store the bitstreams (configuration bits).

With the advancement in technology, current generations of FPGAs are often also integrated with hard processors, such that general purpose logic can be easily replaced by them, together with glue logic implementation in FPGAs. Hence, although a System on-Chip (SoC) typically uses an ASIC implementation, today’s FPGAs can also be used to provide a SoC solution.

**FPGA Interconnect**

Figure 2.2 shows the routing architecture used by a typical FPGA. The layout is mainly island style with general purpose routing channels surrounding both fine-grained and coarse-grained blocks. Routing resources incorporate wire segments of varying lengths, where long wires span multiple logic blocks while short wires span
into a few logic blocks depending upon the wire segment length. The Connection Blocks (CB) \[28\] enable connectivity between I/O pins of CLBs/DSPs/BRAMs and the selected wire segments or all the adjacent wire segments. Switch Blocks (SB) \[28\] are provided at the intersection of every horizontal and vertical channel. These are a set of programmable switches that allow some of the wire segments incident to the SB to be connected to others. By configuring appropriate switches, short wire segments can be connected together to form long connections. The signal flows from the logic block into the CB then continue into the routing channel, and eventually to the SB which provides for a change in direction. The CB and SB contain reconfigurable MUXs or pass transistor switches.

**Conventional FPGA Mapping**

The process of implementing a design on an FPGA starts with describing the design in a HDL like Verilog or VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL) and ends with a stream of bits, which is loaded into the FPGAs configuration memory. The configuration memory controls all the low level features of the fabric, determining the logic contents of the LUTs, how all primitives are connected, and which features are used. With the increase in complexity of circuit designs, researchers have also explored the possibilities to efficiently describe such systems at a higher level of abstraction which will improve the design and verification tasks. This includes research into tools that can convert high-level languages like SystemC, C and C++ into hardware. Generally, these tool takes the design description in a high-level language and translate them into synthesizable code which can be used in further steps (logic mapping, scheduling, placement and routing) of the generic tool flow. After a circuit is described in HDL, the initial step of the tool flow is to verify the functionality of the design. Typically, there are three major steps involved in the generation of bit streams from a Verilog design level. These steps are:
The flow diagram of a typical FPGA implementation process is shown in Figure 2.3.

- **Synthesis**: In this process the input file, which is in HDL format is transformed into a network of basic building blocks, including LUTs for Boolean logic, FFs for synchronous components, other basic arithmetic units, and in modern tools, even to some device specific hard blocks. Different optimization techniques are employed to minimize the number of logic gates thereby reducing the total area and circuit delay of the final implementation of the design. The output of the synthesis stage is a network of Boolean gates, FFs,
basic circuits, hard blocks (DSPs, BRAM) and wiring connections between all these basic components in the network.

- **Technology mapping:** It is defined as mapping of the network to a given set of pre-defined library cells. These library cells comprise LUTs, FFs, basic arithmetic circuits like adders, multipliers and other advanced hard blocks. Hence the technology mapping consists of segmenting the Boolean network into a set of nodes, where each set will be mapped to one of the basic blocks in the library cells.

- **Placement and Routing:** The placement algorithms determine which logic block within an FPGA should be used to implement which part of the logic required in the circuit. There are optimization methods employed in this process such as to place the connected logic blocks as close as possible to minimize the required wiring. In another placement method where routability is given priority, the wiring density would be balanced across the FPGA. In the time-driven placement method, the preference is given to minimization of delay of the entire circuit. The three main classes of placers used today are min-cut (partitioning-based) \[29, 30, 31\], analytic \[32, 33, 34, 35, 36\] and simulated annealing \[37, 38, 39, 40\].

After the placement process, in which the physical placement of logic blocks in a circuit have been decided, a router decides which routing switches have to be turned on in order to connect between each logic block input and output pins as required by circuit. Generally, a directed graph \[41, 42\] are used to represent the routing architecture of FPGA. In this graph, each wire and each logic block pin becomes a node and potential connections become edges.

FPGA routers can be classified into two groups: Combined global-detailed routers \[43, 44, 45, 46, 47\] that take only one step to determine a complete routing path, and the two step routing algorithm, which first performs global routing followed by detailed routing. Global routing determines the appropriate nets to be used with the various logic block pin and channel segments while detailed routing \[48, 49, 50, 51\] determines the wire(s) each net will use within each channel segment.
After successful execution of all these steps, a bitstream will be generated that is to be stored in the configuration memory of FPGA.

### 2.1.2 Commercial FPGA

Profiling the top FPGA vendors of recent years, Xilinx and Altera continue to dominate the market for general purpose programmable logic \[52, 53\] with approximately 90% of the market share (Xilinx 49% and Altera 41%). However, a few companies like Atmel, Lattice semiconductor, Actel, Tabula etc are also gradually winning market share by targeting niche applications. Atmel uses Electrically Programmable Logic Device (EPLD) technology to develop their product lines \[54\], while Actel devices \[55\] use anti-fuse technology which is qualified for both military and spaceflight applications. Tabula uses slightly different terminology to describe their devices (ABAX device family), referring to Spacetime technology to achieve high logic density and area saving architectures \[56\].

#### (i) Xilinx

Xilinx has the largest programmable logic portfolio in the industry. They have a good range of FPGAs in terms of cost and performance. Built on 45 nm technology, Spartan-6 devices are the most cost-optimized FPGAs that are ideally suited for a range of advanced bridging applications found in infotainment, consumer and industrial automation. Their current FPGA family consists of the Series-7 (Artix-7, Kintex-7, Virtex-7, Spartan-7) which are built on a 28 nm process. Artix and Kintex series which provide better coverage of lower cost and power targeted for mid-range applications. For highest system performance Virtex-7 family provides advanced high performance FPGA logic. They are the basic logic blocks for implementing sequential as well as combinational circuits in Xilinx FPGA architecture. The CLB used in 7-series is identical to that in the Virtex-6 FPGA family. Each
CLB element is connected to a switch matrix for accessing a general routing matrix. A CLB contains a pair of slices consisting of four 6-input LUTs and eight storage elements.

In addition to SRAM based FPGA products, they also offer Flash and EE type CPLD devices (CoolRunner-II and XC9500XL). Xilinx Zynq-7000 SoC is a new hybrid reconfigurable device that support partial reconfiguration couples a powerful ARM Cortex A9 processor and 28 nm Xilinx programmable logic that provides a better platform for designing smarter systems with tightly coupled software based control and logic with real time hardware based processing and optimized system interfaces. The ARM processor in Zynq devices communicates with on-chip memory, memory controllers and peripheral blocks through AXI interconnect. Xilinx extended their device range to UltraScale portfolio spanning 20 nm and 16 nm FPGA, SoC and 3D IC devices and leverage a significant boost in performance. To enable highest level of performance and integration, the UltraScale+ family (16 nm) also includes a new interconnect optimization technology, SmartConnect.

Table 2.1 shows the Xilinx multi-node product portfolio.

(ii) Altera

Altera’s products include FPGA, CPLD, and SoC. “Stratix” series is their high end FPGA family. In the mid-range is their “Arria” series and the “Cyclone” series rounds out their low cost offering (Arria-V, Cyclone-V and Stratix-V build on 28 nm process technology). Variation of Arria and Cyclone are available as SoC integrated with hard silicon core processors.
Figure 2.4: Stratix LE reproduced from [2].

The Stratix device employs a 2-D architecture to implement custom logic [2]. Logic Array Block (LAB), memory and DSPs are interconnected using routing resources of varying length and speed. The logic array consists of LABs with 10 LEs in each LAB. Each LE unit provides efficient implementation of user logic functions, containing a 4-input LUT, a programmable register and a carry chain with carry select capability. It also supports dynamic single bit addition or subtraction selectable by a LAB-wide control signal. LABs drive all types of interconnect: local, column, row, LUT chain, register chain and direct links. The Stratix LE structure is shown in Figure 2.4.

A summary comparing Altera’s FPGA families [13] is shown in Table 2.2.

2.1.3 Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architecture

These are reconfigurable architectures that are designed for specific types of applications. Unlike commercial FPGAs that consist of both fine-grained and coarse-grained blocks, these specially-designed FPGAs usually contain only coarse-grained
Table 2.2: Comparison of Altera FPGA families.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Arria-10</th>
<th>Arria-V</th>
<th>Stratix-V</th>
<th>Cyclone-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive logic module ALM</td>
<td>427,700</td>
<td>190,240</td>
<td>359,200</td>
<td>113,560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>1150,000</td>
<td>504,000</td>
<td>952,000</td>
<td>301,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers</td>
<td>1,710,800</td>
<td>760,960</td>
<td>1,436,800</td>
<td>454,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M20K memory blocks</td>
<td>2,713</td>
<td>2,414</td>
<td>2,640</td>
<td>1,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M20K memory (Mb)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLAB memory (Mb)</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>10.96</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>1,518</td>
<td>1156</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

blocks. The main advantage of such architectures are a reduction in configuration memory and configuration time.

In a mesh-based architecture, the Processing Elements (PEs) are arranged as rectangular 2-D arrays with horizontal and vertical connections which enable efficient communication resources for significant parallelism. The Colt architecture [57], derived from an amalgamation of FPGA and data flow computing concepts [58] is a 16 bit pipenet [59] and relies on runtime reconfiguration using wormhole routing.

The Garp architecture which mimics an FPGA fabric consists of 32 PEs arranged in rows to form a reconfigurable ALU [60]. It has a MIPS-II like host and for acceleration of specific loops, a $32 \times 24$ RA of LUT based 2 bit PEs is used. Another special architecture is MorphoSys [61] which has a TINYRISC processor with an extended instruction set, an $8 \times 8$ reconfigurable arrays, a DMA controller, context memory and a frame buffer for intermediate data. The CHESS array [62] resembles a chessboard like floor plan with interleaved rows of alternating ALU/ switch box sequence. The high memory requirement is supported by embedded RAM.

The Reconfigurable Pipeline Datapath (RaPiD) and PipeRench architectures fall under the linear array based architectures. Using deep pipelines, RaPiD [63] aims to speedup highly compute intensive tasks. It offers different computing resources like ALUs, RAMs registers, and multipliers, but which are irregularly distributed. For accelerating pipelined applications, PipeRench [3] provides several reconfigurable pipeline stages (stripes) and support fast partial dynamic reconfiguration.
and runtime scheduling of configuration streams and data streams. The reconfigurable fabric allows the configuration of a pipeline stage in every cycle subsequently allowing the parallel execution of all other stages. The fabric contains a set of physical pipeline stages, called stripes as shown in the Figure 2.5. Each stripes has an interconnection network and a set of PEs. Each PE contains an ALU and a pass register file. Each ALU contains LUTs and extra circuitry for carry chains, zero detection, and so on. Wider ALU operations are performed by cascading carry lines of PipeRench and complex combinational functions are realized by chaining PEs together via interconnection network. While RaPiD generally supports static reconfiguration, PipeRench relies on dynamic reconfiguration allowing the PEs to be reconfigured in each execution cycle.

There are various reconfigurable arrays that are based on crossbar switch based designs. Programmable Arithmetic Device for DSP (PADDI-1) [66] is used for rapid prototyping of computation-intensive DSP data paths. It features eight PEs all connected by a multilayer crossbar. The PADDI-2 [67] architecture has 48 PEs, with each featuring a 16 bit ALU. It saves area by using a restricted crossbar with a hierarchical interconnect structure for linear arrays of PE forming clusters. The
Table 2.3: Summary of coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Fabrics</th>
<th>Mapping</th>
<th>Target application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mesh</td>
<td>DP-FPGA</td>
<td>2-D array</td>
<td>[64]</td>
<td>1 &amp; 4 bit</td>
<td>inhomogeneous routing channels</td>
<td>switchbox routing</td>
<td>regular datapaths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colt</td>
<td>2-D array</td>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>1 &amp; 16 bit</td>
<td>sophisticated</td>
<td>RTR</td>
<td>highly dynamic reconfiguration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Garp</td>
<td>2-D mesh</td>
<td>[66]</td>
<td>2 bit</td>
<td>global &amp; semi-global lines</td>
<td>heuristic routing</td>
<td>loop acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MorphoSys</td>
<td>2-D mesh</td>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>NN, length 2 &amp; 3 global lines</td>
<td>manual P&amp;R</td>
<td>not disclosed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REMARC</td>
<td>2-D mesh</td>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>NN, full length &amp; manual P&amp;R</td>
<td>multimedia</td>
<td>multimedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>linear</td>
<td>RaPiD</td>
<td>1-D array</td>
<td>[66]</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>segmented buses</td>
<td>channel routing</td>
<td>pipelining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PipeRench</td>
<td>1-D array</td>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>128 bit</td>
<td>sophisticated</td>
<td>scheduling</td>
<td>pipelining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crossbar</td>
<td>PADDI</td>
<td>crossbar</td>
<td>[67]</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>central crossbar</td>
<td>routing</td>
<td>DSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PADDI-2</td>
<td>crossbar</td>
<td>[68]</td>
<td>16 bit</td>
<td>multiple crossbar</td>
<td>routing</td>
<td>DSP and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pleiades</td>
<td>mesh/crossbar</td>
<td>[69]</td>
<td>multi-granular</td>
<td>multiple segmented crossbar</td>
<td>switchbox routing</td>
<td>multimedia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pleiades architecture [68] is a low power PADDI-3 with programmable microprocessor and heterogeneous coarse-grained PEs in which communication is data-flow driven.

REMARC architecture consists of a MIPS ISA based core and an 8×8 reconfigurable logic array [65]. Each processing element of the array consists of a 16-bit processor and the instruction stored in small local memory control the execution of each processor. Virtual Embedded blocks (VEBs) was proposed to explore hard logic integration in an FPGA array [69]. Researchers proposed a methodology to study the effect of embedding floating point coarse-grained units in FPGAs. Experimental results show that embedding coarse-grained floating point unit in FPGAs can result in 3.7× area reduction and 4.4× speedup. Chameleon [70] is another architecture that consists of Montium Tile Processor, which has a cluster of 5 ALUs, each fed by two register files and all five controlled by a single and simple sequencer. Zippy, a coarse-grained multi-context hybrid CPU with architectural support for efficient hardware virtualization [71]. The Zippy model integrates an embedded CPU core with a coarse-grained reconfigurable unit that can be parameterized to resemble whole families of hybrid CPUs. Besides the simulation tools, Zippy includes a tool-chain to generate software and hardware executables. SmartCell is a novel coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture which is targeted
for high data throughput and compute-intensive applications [72]. SmartCell provides stream processing capacity by integrating a large number of computational units with reconfigurable interconnection fabrics. SYSCORE is a low power novel CGRA architecture targeting signal processing in wearable and implanted devices. Configurable Function Units (CFUs) and Round About Interconnect (RAI) units are the two main elements of this architecture. Unlike the traditional processors, fetch-decode steps are eliminated in SYSCORE CGRA to provide significant energy savings. Systolic data reuse technique is used to reduce the number of intermediate data RAM accesses. An average of 62% energy savings is achieved by SYSCORE architecture over a conventional DSP and SIMD processor.

Table 2.3 shows a comparison of some coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures.

\subsection{Dynamically Reconfigurable FPGAs}

The development of dynamically reconfigurable architectures dates back to 1995, when R. T. Ong from Xilinx filed a patent for an FPGA which can store multiple configurations simultaneously [73]. The proposed design supports only two configuration memory arrays to store different configuration data. The time multiplexed FPGA, proposed by Trimberger [74], was an extension of the earlier version which support a maximum of eight configuration planes. In [75], Dehon introduced the concept of temporal pipelining to support dynamic reconfiguration in the Dynamically Programmable Gate Arrays (DPGAs). The work exploited the fact that the area of the instruction storage is much smaller than the area of a LUT. The logic density of the reconfigurable platform can be increased by reusing the LUT for different instructions at different times. However, the DPGA has limited logic capacity, operating frequency, and high power consumption. To overcome this limitation, Chong et al. [76] proposed a fine-grained reconfigurable architecture called Reconfigurable Context Memory (RCM) that exploits the regularity and redundancy in configuration bits between different contexts. Scalera and Vazquez [16] developed the first practical multi-context FPGA on a 0.35\textmu m technology, called Context Switching Reconfigurable Computer (CSRC) that can store up to four
configurations concurrently. Garp was another dynamically reconfigurable architecture, that combined reconfigurable hardware with a standard MIPS processor [60]. Tabula also supported dynamic reconfiguration for their FPGA platform based on the concept of Spacetime technology, which enables rapid reconfiguration of hardware by fast context-switching of configuration bits that are locally stored [77]. Furthermore, Xilinx introduced the concept of dynamic partial reconfiguration, which allows the runtime reconfiguration of a small logic region. Although it significantly reduces the configuration time [78], the performance of Partial Reconfiguration (PR) is heavily impacted by design decisions (partitioning and floorplanning) [18, 79] and the long reconfiguration latency (in milliseconds). Altera also introduced PR on their Stratix-V series devices [80].

Various other dynamically reconfigurable FPGAs have also been proposed. The first challenge is the reconfiguration delay. Due to long reconfiguration delays, only 26 partial reconfiguration is possible at run-time. Hence, dynamic reconfigurations can only be used sparingly [74, 81, 82]. Other time-multiplexed architectures proposed in [83, 84, 85] also extend conventional FPGA architectures. Registers are added to store computational states and partial results. The LE in DRFPGA has four D flip-flops (DFFs) connected to form a shift register style temporal communication module (TCM), which stores intermediate results generated at different cycles. Fast run-time configuration is achieved by associating multiple SRAM cells to each configurable switch. However, only a few (4 to 8) contexts are allowed in these architectures because of the area overhead introduced due to the incorporation of a large number of SRAM cells per configurable switch. In addition, the rapid configuration rate can result in a power overhead [85, 86]. Miyamoto et al. addressed the power problem by using non-precharge low-power 9TSRAMs that support up to 16 contexts [87].
2.1.5 Hybrid Reconfigurable Architectures

The continuous advancement in process technology into the nanolevel gives researchers a new direction to develop nanodevices and nano circuits. Reconfigurable architectures based on nanodevices inherit their characteristics to achieve improved logic density, reduced power consumption etc. A reconfigurable architecture with programmable fabric made of nanowire connected using reconfigurable diode switches was proposed in [88]. A nanoscale fabric using nanowire-based FETs and reconfigurable switches was proposed in [20]. A hybrid cell-based reconfigurable architecture called CMOL, that consists of the CMOL stack as logic fabric which is connected using nanowires [89]. A hybrid CMOS/nano reconfigurable architecture with a crossbar of nanowires implementing logic and interconnects, and configuration interface implemented using CMOS logic was introduced by Rad et al. [90]. Other novel reconfigurable architectures based on nanodevices and nanocircuits have been proposed in the literature. These novel hybrid reconfigurable architectures achieve improvement in performance and logic density promising efficient alternatives when nanotechnology fabrication becomes practical.

FinFET has emerged as a promising replacement for the current CMOS technology due to its tighter control of the channel potential by the two gates wrapped around the body [91]. The front and the back gates in a FinFET can be used in various ways to enable different operation modes [92]. Controlling the two gates separately can create opportunities for innovative circuit designs with improved performance and power consumption [93, 94]. Beckett proposed a FinFET based low-power reconfigurable logic array containing homogeneous fine-grain reconfigurable cells [95, 96]. In each transistor, applying different voltages at the first gate configures the second gate to different operation points. Zhang et al. proposed another low-power architecture by using the two gates of FinFETs in a different way [97]. In the proposed design, the bias voltage applied to the back-gate is used to alter the threshold voltage (Vth) of the front gate, thereby controlling the leakage of the device.
2.2 DSP Architecture

Although signal processing is usually coupled with digital signal processors, it is becoming increasingly evident that FPGAs are taking over as the platform of choice in the implementation of high-performance, high precision signal processing. Accordingly, FPGA vendors are beginning to include hard multipliers and DSP blocks within their fabric. With the inclusion of hard DSP blocks in FPGAs, a wide range of signal processing applications (video surveillance, wireless base stations, medical imaging, military radar, etc.) that demands performance and precision can be realized. Typically, a DSP block can support large number of high precision arithmetic operations. DSP blocks are more power efficient, operate at higher frequency, and consume less area than the equivalent operations implemented using the fabric logic (LUTs).

2.2.1 Commercial DSP Architectures

(i) Altera Stratix DSP block for Multiple Applications

Altera’s first generation of high-end FPGA families, Stratix FPGA device combined an architecture tuned for high performance. The first DSP block from Altera was introduced in Stratix FPGA, containing four 18×18 multipliers, accumulators, and a summation unit, with a maximum frequency of 333 MHz. The Stratix II and Stratix II GX device has two or four columns of DSP block that can be configured at different modes (eight 9×9, four 18×18, one 27×27, one 36×36), generating output at 450 MHz [98]. The DSP block in Stratix III device includes a dynamic shift function as an additional feature and operates at a maximum frequency of 550 MHz [98]. The logical functionality of the Stratix III DSP block is a superset of the previous generation of the DSP block found in Stratix and Stratix II devices. In Stratix IV device, the DSP block includes rich and flexible arithmetic rounding and saturation units and natively supported 18 bit complex multiplications, that operates at a frequency of 550 MHz. With variable precision DSP blocks, Altera
Table 2.4: Comparison of the DSP blocks in Altera FPGAs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Embedded Block</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>No of DSP Blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stratix II</td>
<td>18×18 DSP block</td>
<td>450 MHz</td>
<td>12 - 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratix III</td>
<td>18×18 DSP block</td>
<td>550 MHz</td>
<td>27-96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratix IV</td>
<td>18×18 DSP block</td>
<td>550 MHz</td>
<td>384 - 1288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratix V</td>
<td>18×18 DSP block</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
<td>512 - 3926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variable Precision DSP</td>
<td>550 MHz</td>
<td>256 - 1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratix 10</td>
<td>18×19 multiplier</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2304 - 11520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arria II</td>
<td>18×18 DSP block</td>
<td>550 MHz</td>
<td>232 - 1040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arria V</td>
<td>Variable Precision DSP</td>
<td>up to 550 MHz</td>
<td>240 - 1139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arria 10</td>
<td>18×19 multiplier</td>
<td>up to 550 MHz</td>
<td>312- 3316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclone II</td>
<td>18×18 multiplier</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13 - 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclone III</td>
<td>18×18 multiplier</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23- 288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclone IV</td>
<td>18×18 multiplier</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40 - 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclone V</td>
<td>18×18 multiplier</td>
<td>up to 500 MHz</td>
<td>50 - 684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Variable precision DSP</td>
<td>up to 500 MHz</td>
<td>25 - 342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX 10</td>
<td>18×18 multiplier</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16 - 144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stratix V FPGA device supports various precisions ranging from 9×9 bits up to single-precision floating-point within a single DSP block [99]. The variable precision DSP block in Stratix V operates in 18-bit precision mode and high-precision mode, generating output at 550 MHz. The block delivers high performance due to the dedicated circuitry as shown in the Figure 2.6. High performance DSP block is included in Stratix 10 devices that can achieve up to 23 TMACs of fixed-point performance and up to 10 TFLOPS of IEEE 754 single-precision floating point performance [100]. With Stratix 10 devices, all fixed-point modes operate at a sustained 1 GHz frequency and all floating-point modes operate at a constant 800 MHz frequency.

Altera’s Arria family incorporates DSP blocks with rich feature set delivering optimal performance and power efficiency in the midrange. The DSP block in Arria II FPGA device provides eight 18×18 multiplier, in addition to other native features.
like registers, adders and subtrators etc, operating at a maximum frequency of 550 MHz. The DSP architecture of the 28 nm Arria V is optimized to support both high performance and variable precision data that enables area and power efficient implementation of both fixed and floating point operations. These DSP blocks can be configured at compile time into a 18 bit mode or in a high precision mode using dual 18×19 multiplier blocks. Supporting three operating modes (floating-point mode, standard-precision mode, high-precision mode), the variable precision DSP block included in Arria 10 FPGA delivers a maximum floating point performance up to 1.5 TFLOPS.

Cyclone devices provide an ideal platform for implementing low-cost DSP systems on an FPGA. 18×18 bit embedded multipliers are included in Cyclone II, III and IV devices. The number of embedded multipliers increases with device density. Similar to the Stratix V and Arria V devices, variable precision DSP block of similar features is included in Cyclone V FPGA. Altera’s latest MAX 10 FPGA incorporates embedded multiplier that can be configured as either one 18×18 multiplier or two 9×9 multiplier [101]. Supporting higher bit width multiplication is supported by cascading multiple embedded multiplier blocks together. Over the generations, the number of DSP blocks available has also increased significantly.
A comparison of DSP blocks used in Stratix series FPGAs are shown in the Table 2.4.

(ii) Xilinx DSP block

Early FPGA devices like the Virtex-II series consists of simple $18 \times 18$ multipliers to perform arithmetic computations that operates at a frequency of 150 MHz [102]. These multipliers offer significant performance improvements and area savings for many signal processing algorithms. In the Virtex-IV device, these multiplier blocks were extended to DSP blocks (DSP48), by adding a 48-bit adder/subtractor, with a maximum frequency of up to 500 MHz. The size of multiplier has increased from $18 \times 18$ bits to $25 \times 18$ bits in the Virtex-V device, with a maximum frequency of 550 MHz. Figure 2.7 shows a DSP48E1 DSP block incorporated in Virtex-VI device, includes a 25 bit pre-adder at the multiplier input as an additional functionality, generating output at 600 MHz [5]. In the latest 7 series FPGAs from Xilinx, the same DSP block is used across all the device families and are capable of running at a maximum operating frequency of 740 MHz. Additional functionalities such as pattern detection logic, cascade and feedback circuitry and SIMD mode area all incorporated into the latest DSP48E1. A more recent DSP48E2 [103] is included in the next generation Xilinx UltraScale architecture, offer wider data widths and a new functionality for the pre-adder, an additional input to the ALU and a dedicated XOR sub-block to perform wide XORs. Over the generation, the number of DSP blocks available have also increased significantly.

A broad comparison of Xilinx DSP48s slices [103] is shown in Table 2.5.

2.2.2 Academic DSP Architectures

Over the years, a wide range of DSP architectures have been proposed by various researchers, typically aiming at specific applications (signal processing) as well as addressing different challenges such as low operating power and high computation
Figure 2.7: Detailed Block Diagram of DSP48E1 Primitive reproduced from [5].

performances. This section focuses on the academic DSP architectures and their advantages.

In [105], Kolagotla et al. proposed a high performance dual-MAC DSP architecture that augments the features of traditional DSPs and microcontrollers designed to give good performance when executing voice and video algorithms. The proposed DSP block is a modified Harvard architecture based processor with two 16-bit single cycle throughput multipliers, two 40-bit split data ALUs and hardware support for on-the-fly saturation and clipping to accelerate the fundamental operations associated with video and image based applications found in 3G algorithms. A novel scalable DSP architecture was proposed in [106] for SoC applications which can adapt according to the application. By employing a group memory, group registers and extra datapaths, the proposed expandable DSP architecture can be split into slices. By exploiting single instruction multiple data properties (SIMD) and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Capabilities</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>No of DSP Blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virtex-2</td>
<td>18x18 bit multiplier</td>
<td>Up to 150 MHz</td>
<td>4-168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18x18 bit multiplier</td>
<td>Up to 500 MHz</td>
<td>32-512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtex-4</td>
<td>48-bit adder/subtractor (DSP48)</td>
<td>Up to 550 MHz</td>
<td>32-1056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>48-bit ALU (DSP48E)</td>
<td>Up to 600 MHz</td>
<td>288-2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtex-5</td>
<td>25 bit pre-adder</td>
<td>Up to 740 MHz</td>
<td>60-2520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18x25 bit multiplier</td>
<td>Up to 740 MHz</td>
<td>600-5520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18x25 bit multiplier</td>
<td>Up to 740 MHz</td>
<td>600-5520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UltraScale</td>
<td>27 bit pre-adder</td>
<td>Up to 740 MHz</td>
<td>600-5520</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

employing a modular Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), this scalable DSP architecture can be used for different system requirements.

Similar to Altera’s variable precision DSP block, Parandeh et al. proposed a flexible DSP block which accelerates multi precision addition operations in addition to multiplication, thereby achieving flexibility [6]. The flexible DSP block integrates a by-passable partial product generator into a Field Programmable Compressor Tree (FPCT). This architecture enhancement allows the DSP block to be configured to perform multiplication, using FPCT for partial product reduction or to bypass the partial product generator to use FPCT for multi-bitwidth addition. The DSP block incorporates a 9×9 Baugh-Wooley (BW) multiplier. Figure 2.8, shows the flexible DSP block which contains two by-passable partial product generators and a half FPCT that can perform partial product reduction in conjunction with two hard logic compression circuits. However, when compared to a fixed function compressor trees, the area and power overhead is considerably larger. Hence the
proposed FPCT based DSP design makes it less suitable for low power implementations. An extension of the flexible DSP block was proposed by in [107], which performs variable precision multiplication in addition to multi-input addition without a considerable overhead. Using two paired $18 \times 18$ radix-4 Booth multipliers, the DSP block can perform 9/12/18/24/36-bit multiplications.

Apart from the academic DSP blocks architectures presented in the literature targeting the improved efficiency and performance, researchers also proposed special DSP architectures for specific applications. One such DSP architecture is the Signal processing On-Demand Architecture (SODA) which is a fully programmable DSP architecture that supports Software Defined Radio (SDR) [7]. One of the main characteristics of this processor is its support for different wireless protocols to make it suitable for SDR. The SODA multiprocessor architecture consists of one controller and four ultra wide Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) processing
elements with data communication done through explicit Direct Memory Access (DMA) instructions. The PE of SODA consists of five major components:

- A SIMD pipeline for supporting vector operations.
- A scalar pipeline for sequential operations.
- Two local scratch-pad memories for SIMD pipeline and the scalar pipeline.
- An Address Generation Unit (AGU) pipeline for providing the address for local memory access.
- A programmable DMA unit to transfer data between memories and interface with the outside system.

The SIMD pipeline that supports intra-processor data movements consists of a 32 way 16-bit integer datapath with 32 arithmetic units working in lock-step. Each data path includes two read-port, 16-entry register write-port, one 16-entry register file and one 16-bit ALU with multiplier. When SODA runs at 400 MHz,
the multiplier takes two execution cycles. SODA supports several SIMD reduction operations, including vector summation and finding its minimum and maximum. For current generation wireless systems, SODA meets the processing requirement of two widely used protocols (W-CDMA and 802.11a) within the strict power constraints of a mobile terminal. It is also designed to meet the demands of next generation wireless protocols through more processing elements with wider SIMD execution. The architecture of SODA is shown in the Figure 2.9.

2.3 Design Methodologies

Efficient and optimal mapping of input circuit designs on FPGA platform requires an equally efficient CAD tool. Implementing hardware on an FPGA generally begins with a behavioural description of the digital circuit in a hardware description language. The behavioural representation of the digital design has to be validated using an RTL simulator (e.g. Modelsim) to ensure the correctness of the function. In the validation process, the golden output (desired output) is compared with simulated output obtained using representative test vectors. Manual debugging of an RTL description involves stepping through the signal waveforms at each clock cycle. Automated validation using checker and tracker modules are employed for large systems. The designs that are validated to be functionally correct, but do not meet the timing or area constraints, have to be modified, revalidated and re-synthesized before the synthesize process. Synthesis converts the validated behavioural description into a netlist of basic circuit elements. Various technology-independent optimization techniques are applied on the generated network at this stage to minimize the number of logic gates. The output of a synthesis stage is a network of Boolean logic elements, flip-flops, basic circuits and corresponding connections between them. The following sections discuss on the technology mapping, placement and routing methods that follows synthesis step.
2.3.1 Technology Mapping

The aim of technology mapping is to map the given technology-independent description (output of synthesis step) to a specific technology while satisfying different cost metrics and constraints provided by the user. In technology mapping, the target application is mapped using a set of pre-defined logic and circuit components.

A typical input design contains both control path and datapath elements. The datapath elements like arithmetic operations and memory components are mapped onto dedicated embedded blocks such as DSP blocks and BRAMs. The network of control logic is translated into an interconnection of basic logic elements (LUTs and DFFs) of the underlying architecture. The library module of the architecture contains the LUT level expansions for control logic elements like multiplexers and bit-wise operators. For a given input network of basic logic gates, technology mapping implements the circuit using a netlist of K-input LUTs. Logic elements with wider inputs (greater than K inputs) are realized using a cluster of LUTs. In some cases, logic duplication is also employed to optimize the mapping results.

Different techniques and algorithms are available in the literature for FPGA technology mapping. One of the techniques is tree based mapping \cite{[109]} and its extended versions \cite{[110],[111]}, in which the input netlist is partitioned into tree structures and each tree is handled separately. Each tree structure is mapped for area minimization by enumerating all possible LUT implementations using dynamic programming. Another approach is the flow-based mapping technique (FlowMap) proposed by Cong et al. \cite{[112]}. FlowMap is based on the max-flow-min-cut theorem and the network flow computation. Although FlowMap can generate depth-optimal solutions in polynomial time, it lacks flexibility due to its limited depth optimal min-cut solutions for each node. Furthermore, its cut-enumeration based technique explores many possible cuts for every mode and offers high flexibility and optimality which come with the cost of performance, when compared to tree-based or flow-based approaches \cite{[113]}. In addition to area and delay optimization techniques, there are algorithms available in the literature to optimize power
consumption \cite{114} and routability \cite{115, 116}. Furthermore, since technology mapping is an intermediate step in the FPGA mapping flow, a better solution can be obtained by merging the technology mapping step with optimization techniques, which can be performed before or/and after the mapping step. A more detailed perspective of technology mapping can be found in \cite{117, 118}.

### 2.3.2 FPGA Placement and Routing

The next step after technology mapping is the physical synthesis which mainly consists of placement and routing. The placement step determines the best possible location of each logic block. In placement, the communicating logic blocks are placed as close as possible to reduce the routing length and delay. The placement algorithm in VPR proposed by Betz et al. is based on Simulated Annealing (SA) \cite{119}. The basic operation in the SA process is defined as swapping of the contents of two logic blocks. A placer can be net congestion-drive or timing-drive. The former minimizes routing resource while the latter minimizes delay. Hence, the cost of a placement can be determined based on its total routing wirelength or routing delay. A high quality solutions are obtained using SA as it covers large search space at the cost of longer runtime. Another placement technique is the partitioning-based placement for FPGA, determines the placement solution at reduced runtime (compilation time) compared to VPR with slight degradation in quality of solution. This approach is widely adopted in ASIC \cite{120}.

The final step in the FPGA mapping flow is routing that determines the routing resources used to carry signals between logic elements. Since FPGAs have prefabricated routing resources, achieving 100% routability becomes a major challenge. Generally there are two types of FPGA routing: global routing and detailed routing \cite{118}. Global router decides which routing channel and routing switches are to be used for each net. PathFinder \cite{121} and VPR \cite{119} routers are the most widely used global routing techniques in FPGA which are based on negotiation-based iterative routing for ASIC designs. The iteration starts with a minimum cost function resulting in over-congestion in some routing channels. However, the cost
function is tuned to increase the penalty of routing through congested resources. The process is iterated until all the congestion is removed.

After global routing, the detailed routing determines the exact wire segments and pins that a signal travels through. Segment allocator (SEGA) \[122\] and Coarse-Grain Expansion (CGE) detailed router \[123\] are the most widely used detailed routing algorithms. These types of algorithms generally perform three steps for each net: selecting the solution with lowest cost, removing alternative solutions and removing the solution that conflicts with selected net. Routing cost is calculated based on the number of alternative paths and resource usage. Nets that have limited alternative solutions are given higher priority to be processed earlier. Another detailed routing approach is Boolean satisfiability (SAT) formulation which performs detailed routing based on Boolean expressions in the conjunctive normal form. There are other FPGA routing algorithms available in the literature such as the negotiation based VPR router \[124\] that combines both global routing and detailed routing in one step.

2.4 FPGA Power Optimization

Traditionally, research work on FPGA has focused on addressing area and speed overheads \[1\]. However, with the increased demand for low power applications and technology scaling, much of the focus has shifted to improve energy efficient mapping on FPGAs. This section reviews the basic energy optimization schemes employed at different levels of the FPGA platform.

2.4.1 System Level Power Optimization

Low-power techniques at system level can be classified into three categories: basic techniques, runtime reconfigurability techniques, and techniques for soft processors. The basic techniques of power optimization include the mapping of circuits using coarse-grained blocks more than the fine-grained logic blocks, as the former
is more power efficient than the latter for the same function [125]. Pipelining is another basic implementation technique that reduces glitches, and hence minimize the power consumption [126]. Also, other basic power optimization schemes like clock gating and dynamic voltage scaling techniques are also available in the literature [127].

Low-power techniques involving runtime reconfigurability have been widely studied by researchers. Osborne et al. proposed a technique of combining word-length optimization with runtime reconfiguration so as to adopt the smallest design at a given time to minimize energy consumption [128]. Another system-level power optimization scheme is the FPGA-based soft processor. Instruction set extensions to the MicroBlaze soft processor result in 40% reduction in energy and 12% reduction in peak power [129]. Dynamic power reduction up to 74% has been reported by power aware scheduling and instruction re-ordering techniques to optimize a soft processor at multiple levels of abstraction [130].

2.4.2 Circuit and Architecture Level Power Optimization

One of the most efficient ways to reduce FPGA power consumption is the use of an optimized architecture and circuit-level implementation, as it directly affects the efficiency of mapping applications on FPGA resources, and the amount of circuitry needed to implement these resources. In [25], George et al. proposed both architectural and circuit-level optimization concurrently to obtain an energy efficient FPGA platform. It includes various hybrid interconnect structures like nearest neighbour connections, hierarchical connectivity and symmetric mesh architectures for reconfiguration, making it suitable for low-power embedded applications. A low swing signaling technique and hybrid switch solutions composed of both buffer and pass-gate switches without degrading the performance of FPGA is proposed in [131]. A new FPGA routing architecture that utilizes a mixture of hardwired and traditional flexible routing switches, which reduce the number of configurable routing elements resulting in 24% reduction in leakage power consumption is proposed [132]. A novel FPGA routing switch that can operate in
high-speed, low-power or sleep modes is proposed [133], which reduces the leakage and dynamic power without any router complexity. To reduce static power consumption, a power-gating technique is applied to the routing switches and dynamic power reduction is achieved by duplicating routing resources that use either high or low Vdd [134]. Power efficient modules for embedded components were introduced in [135]. These optimize the number of connections between the module and the routing resources, and use reduced supply voltage circuit techniques. Moreover, power reduction techniques like register file elimination and efficient instruction fetch for a coarse-grained FPGA cell based architecture are proposed in [136].

2.4.3 FPGA Mapping Tool Level Power Optimization

Over the years, researchers have also worked on mapping tool level optimization of FPGA implementation to evaluate the area-delay trade-offs. In [137], area-delay estimation is determined based on a library of benchmarks implemented and characterized for several FPGAs. The main bottleneck of this approach is the requirement of different libraries for different tasks for various devices and applications. Based on a Xilinx XC4000 device, Xu. et al. proposed a technique to compute area and delay values from an estimation obtained from mapping and place & route stages [138, 139]. The technique proposed in [140] estimates area and delay at the abstraction level (DFG) in which a combination of both algorithm characterization and FPGA mapping model is used. However, it fails to consider the control and multidimensional data overheads. Area-delay estimation based on compilation of high-level specifications and target loop transformations are presented in [141, 142, 143, 144]. In [141], a MATCH compiler is proposed to perform design space exploration in order to determine the area and delay after a set of operations: scheduling, register binding and interconnection delay. Computing area-delay values based on datapath estimation and memory control units are also considered in studies. An iterative compilation-based method is proposed in [142], which performs extensive transformation, approximation and optimization
of DFF nodes that are to be mapped onto FPGA to compute the best area and delay values. \cite{144} is another compiler-based technique that estimates area and delay based on the synthesis results of a high-level synthesis tool. Furthermore, a very accurate area-delay estimation using analytical and empirical techniques is proposed in \cite{145}. Choi et al. proposed a technique suitable for a large design space to efficiently estimate the area delay values \cite{146}.

Intelligent FPGA mapping tools are required to efficiently map an application to the FPGA programmable fabric. These mapping tools can also have a significant impact on power consumption. There are several stages involved in the FPGA CAD tools when mapping an application: high-level synthesis, technology mapping, clustering, placement and finally routing as discussed in section 2.1.1. Optimization of different stages results in power-efficient optimal mapping of the circuit design on to FPGA platform.

Power optimization in high-level synthesis for low-power FPGAs designs are presented in \cite{147} \cite{148} \cite{149}. In \cite{147}, power consumption is reduced by minimizing the total wire length. Furthermore, fast switching activity and multiplexer optimization algorithms are applied to further reduce the power consumption of the design. In \cite{149}, an optimal algorithm is proposed in which the power is minimized by assigning the maximum number of operations to low Vdd and minimizing total switching activity through functional unit binding for the design. There have been extensive studies on power optimization in technology mapping for FPGAs designs \cite{150} \cite{151} \cite{152} \cite{153} \cite{154} \cite{155}. The algorithms proposed in these works minimize FPGA power by minimizing high-activity nodes as much as possible when the logic gates are packed into LUTs and/or by minimizing node-duplication, which tends to increase the number of interconnects between the LUTs. Low-power clustering techniques have been widely studied by researchers \cite{150} \cite{156} \cite{157}. In general, these algorithms minimize power by absorbing low fan-out and high-activity nets while clustering LUTs. The inter-cluster nets that dissipate most power are considerably reduced when small nets (low fan-out) are absorbed resulting in reduced power utilization. Power reduction techniques employed in place and route
stages are also available in the literature [159, 160, 161]. [160] employs probabilistic measures to determine the signal activities at the internal nodes of a circuit, based on which optimized placement and routing are performed to achieve low-power dissipation. The algorithm proposed in [151] minimizes leakage power by choosing low-leakage LUT configurations. Finally, power-aware algorithms for mapping logical memories to embedded memories in FPGA are proposed in [162]. The proposed technique evaluates different possible mapping options and chooses the most power efficient choice of embedded memories.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter, an overview of conventional FPGA architectures and various stages for mapping a design onto FPGAs are discussed. The main features and benefits of commercial and academic FPGA architectures are explained in detail. The significant characteristics of next generation reconfigurable architectures based on nanodevices are also presented. Hard blocks (DSP) widely adopted in the commercial world for realizing DSP-based applications are further discussed. Academic DSP designs which are developed for specific applications as well as to address generic challenges were explained further. Different algorithms used in technology mapping, placement and routing are also reported. Various studies in the literature that report the contributions of low-power FPGA implementation at different levels (system, circuit, architecture and tool) are also discussed.

The research reported in this thesis focuses on exploring DSP block design and its optimization for hybrid multi-context reconfigurable architecture that can efficiently realize arithmetic operations. In addition to the DSP architecture exploration, the thesis also looks into mapping tool optimization for hybrid multi-context architecture for an area/power aware mapping.
This chapter introduces the background information on the fine-grained multi-context dynamic reconfigurable architecture, NATURE that is used as a testbed for the research work presented in this thesis. An overview of its hybrid reconfigurable architecture, its interconnectivity design and its corresponding mapping flow is also presented.

3.1 Dynamic Reconfigurable Architectures

Dynamic reconfiguration, also known as runtime reconfiguration performs re-allocation of hardware at runtime. Dynamic reconfiguration can improve the system performance by using highly-optimized circuits that are loaded and un-loaded dynamically during system operation. Multi-context reconfigurable platforms are one
type of dynamic reconfiguration model in which configuration bits are stored in multiple configuration planes. NATURE is a fine-grained hybrid multi-context dynamic reconfigurable architecture that utilizes both CMOS logic and nano RAMs. It takes advantage of both technologies and thereby greatly improves the logic density and performance of design. An overview of its architectures is discussed in the following sections.

### 3.1.1 NATURE Architecture

The NATURE architecture is the acronym for CMOS/NA\text{anoT}echnology reconfig\text{UR}able architecture proposed by Zhang et.al [163], which can be fabricated with CMOS-fabrication compatible manufacturing processes and leverage the benefits of both technologies. In this architecture, the highly-dense nonvolatile nano RAMs are distributed throughout the SoC design to allow large embedded on-chip configuration storage, which enables fast reading and hence supports fine-grained runtime reconfiguration. NATURE’s Logic Elements (LEs) and interconnects can be reconfigured every few cycles, or even every cycle, making it a fine-grained runtime reconfigurable architecture. Compared to NATURE, conventional architectures allow only partial dynamic reconfiguration [164], in which only a part of the architecture can be reconfigured at runtime. In this new hybrid architecture, nano RAMs can be used to store a large set of configuration bits with a smaller area overhead. The nano RAMs can be Nonvolatile RAMs (NRAMs) [22], Phase Change Memory (PCMs) [23], Magnetoresistive RAMs (MRAMs) [24] or other such RAMs, which are nonvolatile, high density, high speed and low power. The distributed nonvolatile nano RAMs [24] and two SRAM cells per switch (one cell configured for the current computation while a second cell gets configured for the successive computation) significantly reduces the reconfiguration delay. As a result, NATURE architecture is able to provide a fine-grained cycle-level reconfiguration capability.
Temporal Logic folding

Temporal logic folding is the basic concept used in the NATURE architecture, which is similar to the temporal pipelining used in DPGA \cite{75}. Temporal logic folding is the ability to partition the circuit into a cascade of stages, which are
then implemented using the same set of logic elements through very fast dynamic reconfiguration. Hence a significant improvement in logic density and area can be achieved. Logic folding can have different levels of granularity, resulting in different area or delay characteristics. This provides significant flexibility in performing area-delay trade-offs. Figure 3.1a illustrates the concept of folding used in NATURE, in which each node denotes a LUT and the connectivity between them is represented by lines. Using the conventional FPGA, 10 LUTs will be required to realize this LUT graph shown in Figure 3.1a. However with NATURE for level-1 folding shown in the Figure 3.1a, only 4 LUTs are needed as each LUT can be reconfigured after every single level of LUT execution. In level-2 folding shown in Figure 3.1b, the LUTs are reconfigured after two levels of LUT execution, consuming a maximum of 7 LUTs.

The current library module of NATURE supports four folding levels which are folding levels 1, 2, 4 and 0. There are different trade-offs involved in the choice of folding level. As the folding level varies, the area and delay vary accordingly. For a given circuit, changing the folding level from 1 to 2, 4 and 0 leads to a higher clock period, but the cycle count reduces, since a larger number of LUT computations can be performed within a single clock cycle. This is because more operations are performed within a single clock cycle. Since the circuit execution is synchronized, the total circuit delay equals the clock period times the total number of clock cycles. Typically, overall circuit delay decreases with increase in folding level. If area is a constraint for implementing a logic circuit, then a small folding level is usually a better choice as area utilization decreases.

**Architecture of NATURE**

Like conventional FPGA architectures, NATURE also has an island style architectural design as shown in Figure 3.2. The basic reconfigurable block used in NATURE is called a Logic Block (LB) which contains a Super Macro-Block (SMB) and a switch matrix connected by various levels of interconnect, supporting local and global communications among LBs. The switch matrix acts as an interface
between input and output edges of the SMB. Interconnection between adjacent SMBs are done through direct links. The SMB in NATURE architecture contains two levels of logic to support temporal logic folding. In this hierarchical architecture as shown in the Figure 3.3, one SMB comprises 4 Macro Blocks (MBs) in the first (i.e higher) level, and 4 LEs per MB in the second level, resulting in 16 LEs per SMB.

The communication between MBs in an SMB is through local crossbar or MUX. Full connectivity is provided among various components inside MB and SMB. As shown in the Figure 3.4, an LE contains one 4-input LUT and 2 FFs. The FF can be used to store the computation result of the LUT for future use or to store some intermediate results from the LUT output.
The routing architecture of NATURE is mainly island style. Within the SMB, the
interconnect is hierarchical to aid logic clusters and local communication. Wire
segments of various lengths are used to connect SMBs. NATURE routing archi-
tecture employs mixed wire segment schemes including length-1, length-4 and long
wires, for routing flexibility and circuit delay control. There are also direct links
from the output of LB to its four neighbouring LBs to further facilitate local com-
munications. The routing structure caters for all levels of folding, including the
no-folding case. When employing logic folding, all the interconnects and switches
can be reconfigured by their associated nano RAMs and reused every cycle, which
reduces global communication significantly.
The NATURE architecture can be flattened such that there is only one level of logic (one layer) in which an SMB contains only 4 LEs as shown in the Figure 3.5. The inputs of LE can be selected from the common inputs of the SMB and the feedbacks. The common inputs, which are part of the total total number of inputs needed, serve as the inputs to all the LEs in an SMB. To minimize the interconnect delay while connecting LEs, 70% of the primary inputs are shared as common inputs in the flattened design. Large multiplexer clusters are incorporated in the flattened architecture to facilitate LE interconnection. The flattened NATURE architecture facilitates local communication within the SMB; however, it increases the delay from outside of the SMB to the inside of an LE. The flattened NATURE architecture uses a mixed wire segment scheme including 20%, 40% and 40% for length-1, length-2 and length-4 wires segments respectively. This thesis mainly focuses on the flattened NATURE architecture for efficient mapping of compute intensive arithmetic operations.
3.2 Mapping Tools For Dynamic Reconfigurable Architectures

A mapping tool is an integrated platform that takes an application design described in RTL and converts it to a stream of bits that is eventually programmed on the FPGA. In this section, the design optimization mapping tool developed for NATURE, the NanoMap tool is briefly introduced.

3.2.1 NanoMap Tool Flow

NanoMap is an integrated mapping platform that was developed to be used for NATURE. It performs design optimization from the RTL level down to physical level. Given an input circuit specification in RTL or in gate-level HDL after logic synthesis, the tool chain optimizes and implements the design on NATURE through logic mapping, temporal clustering, placement and routing. NanoMap automatically identifies the best temporal logic folding configuration, targeting area, delay or area-delay product. It uses a Force Directed Scheduling (FDS) technique to optimize and balance resource usage across different cycles. Figure 3.6 shows the complete flow of NanoMap. The main processing steps of NanoMap are explained below:

(i) Logic Mapping

In this step, the user-specified constraints, the folding level is determined. Based on the folding level, RTL modules are partitioned into connected LUT clusters, followed by scheduling of LUT and LUT clusters into appropriate folding stages. Various sub-steps involved in logic mapping are further discussed below.

(i-a) Plane Search: Plane search uses an iterative approach to identify the best folding level based on different parameters such as user-specified design constraints,
optimization objectives, and input circuit structure. Logic between two levels of registers is referred to as a *plane*. Plane separation is the key part of the circuit parameter search, which collects the circuit parameters for choosing the folding level. To identify each plane, a depth-first search algorithm is used. The algorithm follows the structure by following the edges of each node and assign the nodes (modules or LUT) along its path into the current plane. A new plane is created when the algorithm encounter registers associated with the plane during its extensive search.

(i-b) Folding Level Computation: This is the second step in logic mapping. Based on the input circuit parameters and user constraints, the initial folding level is computed but is further adjusted as needed during each iteration of NanoMap till an optimized folding level is obtained. Folding level selection is critical to achieve best area-delay trade-off for a specific optimization objective. The factors that are used to calculate the folding level are:
• Total number of planes.

• LUTs per plane.

• Maximum number of LUTs among all the planes.

• Width of each plane.

• Maximum plane width among all the planes.

• Logic depth of each plane.

• Maximum logic depth among all planes.

• Area constraint (Maximum number of LUTs available).

• Delay constraint.

• Number of reconfiguration copies in each nano RAM.

The folding level is calculated based on the different optimization objectives and constraints.

For delay optimization with no area constraint, the process starts with no folding and then iteratively searches for the optimal folding levels to obtain shortest delay. If the area constraint is given, then it has to be met first, followed by fitting the circuit to the best possible delay. Two scenarios have to be taken into consideration:

• Resource sharing across multiple planes: This scenario is realizable if there is no feedback across planes. Here the planes are stacked together so that the resources can be shared which reduces the area without affecting the delay. However if the maximum number of LUT across the plane is greater than available resources, then each plane is folded internally to further reduce area. For a balanced logic, the initial maximum folding level is given by

\[
\#_{initial\_level\_max} = \left\lfloor \frac{\text{depth}_{\text{max}}}{\text{folding\_stage\_min}} \right\rfloor
\]  

(3.1)
As most of the circuit logic is not balanced along critical path, a minimum initial folding level using maximum plane width is obtained as below:

\[ \#\text{initial} \_\text{level} \_\text{min} = \left\lfloor \frac{\text{available}_LE}{\text{width}_{\text{max}}} \right\rfloor \]  (3.2)

Next, the minimum folding level \( \text{min}_\text{level} \), allowed by \( \text{num}_{\text{reconf}} \):

\[ \text{min}_\text{level} = \left\lfloor \frac{\text{depth}_{\text{max}} \times \text{num}_{\text{plane}}}{\text{num}_{\text{reconf}}} \right\rfloor \]  (3.3)

The final minimum initial folding is given by:

\[ \#\text{initial} \_\text{level} \_\text{min} = \max\{\text{min}_\text{level}, \text{initial} \_\text{level} \_\text{min}\} \]  (3.4)

Using the obtained folding level, NanoMap performs scheduling and clustering to obtain the area. If the area constraint is not satisfied, the folding level is reduced by one. Otherwise the folding level is increased by one and can be verified if the area constraint is still satisfied and delay is reduced.

- Multiple planes without resource sharing: If the circuit is pipelined, then these pipeline stages have to co-exist in FPGA and hence the scope of logic folding is limited within each plane. The parameters in this scenario for folding level calculation become \( \sum_i \text{num}_{LUT_i} \) or \( \sum_i \text{width}_{\text{plane}_i} \).

If the objective is to minimize the area without timing constraint, then logic folding is performed as much as possible. Hence, within the plane, the minimum folding level value should be used. If a timing constraint is specified, the pipeline stage delay of the circuit should be less than the specified time constraint to maintain the required throughput.

(i-c) Force-Directed Scheduling (FDS): Scheduling is the process of deciding how to commit resources between a variety of possible tasks [166]. In a multitasking and multiprocessing operating system, scheduling allocates time slots for
execution, and in high-level synthesis, scheduling assigns data path operations to the best control steps to achieve desired cost-speed trade-offs. In the NanoMap tool, FDS algorithm is incorporated as the algorithm is intended to reduce the hardware resource usage, such as functional units, registers and bus required, by balancing the concurrency of the operations assigned to them without lengthening the execution time. FDS uses an iterative approach to obtain the schedule of operations in order to minimize overall resources usage [165], where the resources are modeled as force. Scheduling of an operation to some time slot, which results in minimum force, indicates a minimum increase in resource usage. Force is calculated based on Distribution Graph (DG), which describes the probability of resource usage for a type of operation in each time slot. FDS scheduling is used to assign LUT or LUT clusters to folding stages and balance the resource usage of folding stages. Once the force of each LUT or LUT clusters is calculated based on the LUT computation and register storage DGs, the node with minimum force is chosen and assigned to the folding cycle with minimum force. This will lead to a minimal increase in resource usage. This is an iterative process and it continues until all LUTs or LUT cluster computations are scheduled.

(ii) Temporal Clustering

By the end of scheduling, nodes are assigned to each folding cycle. In temporal clustering, the assigned LUTs are grouped into LEs and the LEs are packed into MBs and SMBs using a constructive algorithm. To populate each SMB, a LUT cluster with maximum number of inputs is selected and LUT with maximum number of its inputs within the cluster is selected as initial seed. A new LUT with high attraction to the seed LUT is selected and assigned to the SMB, until the SMB is fully packed. Then a new LUT seed is selected.

Due to logic folding, several folding stages may be mapped to a set of LEs, some LEs may be used to hold the internal results and transfer to another folding cycle. In temporal clustering, both the LUT mapping and the corresponding registers storage life time have to be carefully tracked.
(iii) Temporal Placement and Routing

VPR is a placement and routing tool for array-based FPGAs [167, 124]. It allows the circuits to be placed and routed on a wide variety of FPGAs to facilitate comparisons of different architectures. It takes two input files: a netlist describing the circuit to be placed and routed and a description of the FPGA architecture. A modified VPR tool is used for placement and routing on the NATURE architecture. To evaluate the quality of initial placement, VPR’s routability delay analysis is used, which determines whether a high-precision placement is achieved, or another round of optimization using adjusted logic folding should be involved. The algorithm used for placement is simulated annealing. To provide support for the inter-folding stages, the VPR placer has been modified. Once the placement is over, detailed routing can be performed using VPR to connect all SMBs in each folding stage and finish the mapping process. Direct link capability is included in the router to support the interconnect structure in NATURE. The routing in VPR can be conducted in a timing driven-fashion. As a result, the router tends to use the wire segments in a systematic fashion to attain the timing constraints. Based on the placement and routing on the NATURE architecture, the reconfiguration bits for each LE/switch can be generated.

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, a detailed overview of fine-grained NATURE architecture design and its routing structure is presented. The flattened NATURE architecture, on which the thesis is based, is discussed. The chapter also described different steps involved in the NanoMap tool flow for efficient mapping of circuits on the NATURE architecture.
4.1 Introduction

FPGAs can be categorized as either fine-grained or coarse-grained architectures. In fine-grained FPGA architectures, the logic block contains only basic logic units, consisting of one or two LUTs and groups of registers, implementing a single function on a small number of bits. Coarse-grained FPGA architectures on the other hand are typically much larger, consisting of relatively complicated and optimized logic blocks designed for specific functions. Modern FPGA designs tend to incorporate both fine-grained logic fabric and coarse-grained blocks. Such
mixed-grained architectures provide better design flexibility and performance for data-intensive applications.

The existing multi-context dynamic reconfiguration architecture described in the section 3.1.1 uses fine-grained logic blocks to realize various circuits. Implementing applications containing complex arithmetic operations using fine-grained logic affects the performance (in terms of speed) of the circuit. Hence, in order to reduce the delay, it is beneficial to implement complex arithmetic computations like extended multiplications and MAC operations in a coarse-grained block (like DSP) while implementing simple operations like control logic using fine-grained elements. This chapter proposes a novel full-block reconfigurable coarse-grained DSP for performing complex computations and demonstrate how the performance of current architecture can be improved.

The work presented in this chapter is also discussed in,


### 4.2 Related Works

Over the years, a wide range of works on both commercial and academic DSP architectures for FPGAs have been reported in the literature. For example, Virtex-II FPGA family developed by Xilinx for high performance from low-density to high-density applications, incorporates a dedicated 18×18 multiplier block [102]. These multiplier blocks can be used to realize read/multiply/accumulate operations and implementing DSP filter structures efficiently up to a maximum operating frequency of 150MHz. Evolving from the 18×18 multiplier block, Xilinx has also developed specialized DSP blocks like DSP48E1 [170] with 18×25 multiplier that can operate at a maximum frequency of 740 MHz to efficiently perform complex signal processing computations. Altera also incorporates advanced DSP blocks in their
latest FPGA architecture which can support variable precision operations [171]. Apart from these commercially available architectures, DSP blocks like SODA [7] have also been designed for specific applications in academia. Furthermore, there are DSP block architectures from academic research with feature enhancements for supporting varied bit-width multiplications [107]. While some of the DSP blocks allow their functionality to be altered dynamically (dynamic programmability on Xilinx DSP48 series), vendor tools are currently unable to analyze the computational patterns and automatically reuse these DSP blocks through cycle-by-cycle reconfiguration. On Xilinx FPGAs, designers have to explicitly manage these reconfiguration operations by controlling the INMODE, OPMODE and ALUMODE configuration pins using state machine (or other similar logic), which incurs additional fine-grained resources like LUTs and FFs.

Multiply-and-accumulate unit (MAC) is the prevalent building unit in a DSP block. A generic MAC architecture consists of a multiplier, whose output is fed to a simple accumulator, adder/subtractor or a complex ALU unit, which supports post addition, subtraction or other bit-wise operations on the multiplier output to deliver the final results [172, 173]. Typically, a multiplier unit is built up by a sequence of partial product units and a carry propagation adder unit. The design of the multiplier unit is the major bottleneck that determines the performance of DSP block. Over the years, a wide range of multiplier algorithms and architecture optimizations have been developed to reduce the multiplier delay. One of the earliest multiplier designs is the Wallace tree multiplier [174]. A widely used multiplier implementation is the Modified-Booth Algorithm (MBA) together with a logarithmic depth reduction tree [175] and a final adder. Radix-4 MBA and parallel architecture MBA [176] are later introduced for high-speed multiplication. However, due to its high power dissipation, the MBA multiplier is not a good choice for implementing a low power MAC unit. Another popular multiplier algorithm is Baugh-Wooley (BW) [173] which is more power and energy efficient than the MBA multiplier of equal bit-width. Another way to increase the multiplier’s performance on throughput is to minimize the critical path delay by inserting an extra pipeline register, either inside the PP unit or between the PP unit and final adder, leading
to a 3-cycle MAC architecture. However, adding an extra pipeline unit incurs overhead in terms of area and power and also causes an increase in the latency.

In this chapter, a runtime full-block reconfigurable DSP block which can support temporal logic folding is proposed and presented. In the full-block configuration, the DSP block can be reconfigured to implement different arithmetic operations only after one full DSP operation cycle. The internal interconnects of the proposed DSP block are designed to flexibly utilize the different functional units of our DSP block. The efficiency and flexibility of the proposed DSP is validated by implementing compute kernels such as wide multiplication and filter designs. The chapter also discusses the extension of NanoMap mapping tool flow to efficiently incorporate the proposed full-block reconfigurable DSP block into NATURE architecture.

### 4.3 Full-block Reconfigurable DSP for NATURE

This section first presents a motivational example to demonstrate the need to incorporate DSP in the existing NATURE architecture. Further sections explain the detailed design features of the proposed full-block DSP architecture, its reconfiguration capability and its interconnect design details. Finally the functionality of the proposed DSP block for supporting wider multiplication and filter designs are also discussed.

#### 4.3.1 Motivational Example

The architecture of existing multi-context dynamic reconfigurable FPGA, NATURE is based on CMOS logic and nano RAMs. The use of on-chip nano RAMs allow large embedded on-chip configuration storage, which enables fast reading and hence supports fast fine-grained runtime reconfiguration. The concept of temporal logic folding in NATURE supports the folding of the logic circuit in time and maps each fold to the same fine-grained elements (LUTs and DFFs) in the architecture.
Although, the NATURE architecture improves logic density and area-delay product, the use of fine-grained logic limits the performance while mapping compute intensive kernels. This can be explained with a scheduled datapath illustrated in Figure 4.1, which consists of 4 multiplier nodes, 1 adder node and one multiplexer node. Realizing a 16 bit multiplier node using the existing flattened NATURE platform would consume 494 LUTs (124 SMBs) and 25 LUT computation cycles. Thus, the mapping of such arithmetic intensive nodes that lies along the critical path using NATURE architecture affects the performance. Also, more resources (LUTs and DFFs) are consumed resulting in a large area utilization for realizing such arithmetic intensive applications. To improve the performance of these operations, conventional FPGAs have integrated hard blocks, like the DSP block, which can perform these operations efficiently. The DSP block in Altera devices do not support fast runtime reconfiguration and cannot be reused during execution to increase efficiency. Although the DSP48E1 blocks on Xilinx FPGAs support dynamic programmability, user designs have to manually exploit them using additional logic to drive the configuration pins on a per-cycle basis. Also,
the vendor tools are currently unable to analyze a generic compute kernel and automatically reuse the DSP blocks during the implementation phase. Hence, realizing the DFG shown in the Figure 4.1 using Altera or Xilinx FPGA takes 4 DSP blocks; 4 separate DSP blocks for MUL 1, MUL 2, MUL 3 and the chained MUL 4 and ADD 1 nodes. This results in an increase in DSP block utilization while mapping generic compute kernels on commercial FPGA architectures, impacting area and power consumption. Also, the single pre-adder unit in the Altera and Xilinx DSP blocks cannot efficiently map certain class of operations like complex number multiplications.

This chapter introduces a full-block reconfigurable architecture that realizes arithmetic nodes in minimum LUT computation cycles thereby achieving better performance over fine-grained implementations. The proposed runtime reconfigurable DSP block exploits the temporal logic folding of NATURE architecture and facilitates the implementation of complex functions. The dynamic reconfigurability of the proposed DSP block allows its efficient reuse resulting in minimum resource utilization and improved power consumption. Finally, the DSP block is also incorporated with dual pre-adders for efficient mapping of POS based circuits. The detailed architecture of the full-block reconfigurable DSP block is discussed in the next section.

4.3.2 Proposed DSP Architecture

Implementation of compute intensive mathematical operations such as Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters, Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters, Direct Cosine Transform (DCT) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) requires DSP as the basic building block. Dedicated DSP blocks are specifically designed to perform arithmetic operations, such as pre-add and multiply, multiply-add, and multiply-accumulate.

Commercial FPGAs from Xilinx and Altera support error checking and correction in primitives like BRAMs (using 1-bit parity per byte), resulting in non-standard
interface width like 18-bit or 36-bit. The 18-bit input width of DSP/multiplier blocks in Altera and Xilinx devices enables direct interfacing to BRAM primitives, allowing efficient implementation of common circuits like filters [177, 178]. NATURE architecture uses unified 16-bit width for the BRAM modules and do not support parity bits. Similar to the case with commercial FPGAs, the bit-width of the multiplier is chosen as 16 bits to enable seamless integration with NATURE’s BRAM modules, and library components, which support a maximum operand width of 16-bits.

The basic structure of the proposed full-block reconfigurable DSP design is shown in the Figure 4.2. The DSP block consists of three main units: pre-adder, 16-bit multiplier, and arithmetic logic unit (ALU). Starting from the pre-adder unit, the output of pre-adders are connected to a $16 \times 16$ Wallace tree multiplier. The ALU unit is 32-bit wide and can perform various operations on the output of the multiplier and the other inputs. In contrast to the traditional DSP architecture in [5], the proposed DSP block has two pre-adders that support complex number multiplications and POS operations. There are pipeline registers incorporated in the DSP to enhance throughput. In addition, there are dedicated connections to support cascading multiple DSP blocks without using general routing resources. One of the most important features of the DSP block is that its functionality can be altered every few clock cycles through physical reconfiguration (configuration...
bits stored in NRAMs), allowing it to perform different functions without requiring additional circuitry.

4.3.3 Detailed Design

This section describes in detail the internal connectivity of the different units, how the input signals pass through various pipeline stages and different multiplexer (MUX) configurations to select the appropriate signals for computations. A detailed architecture of the proposed DSP is shown in the Figure. 4.3. The DSP block has four input ports - C, A, B, and D respectively of uniform bit width. The MUXs C(port)Mux and B(port)Mux provide the flexibility to tap the signal from different stages of the input pipeline. The input signals through these ports are fed to the pre-adder input. The pre-adder is a 16-bit two input adder/subtractor. The DSP block is equipped with a 16×16 Wallace tree multiplier unit. Based on the MUX configuration at the input of the multiplier, it performs multiplication of the two pre-adder outputs, or the two input signals from ports A and B or a pre-adder output and an input signal. The post processing computations of the multiplier output is carried out at the ALU. The ALU unit is 32-bits wide and works on the output of multiplier and the other inputs. Since the proposed DSP supports basic arithmetic operations, the ALU unit is equipped with basic support configurations such as addition, subtraction and shifting. Two MUXs X_MUX and Z_MUX are used to select appropriate inputs for the ALU block.

The output of the ALU unit is fed to a MUX. This MUX provides the flexibility to select the output of the ALU or the multiplier output to drive the output port of the DSP block. The output side has two registers driven by a de-multiplexer (DEMUX) unit. Depending on the data occupancy of the registers, the DEMUX selects the register to hold the value. A load MUX is incorporated at the output side to select the values stored in these two registers. The selection of the MUX input lines depends upon the single bit select line value of Load_MUX_selection. This select bit provides the tractability to load the value stored in the register
from the previous cycle. Hence port $E$ outputs the current result or previously calculated DSP result.

Figure 4.3: Detailed design of full-block DSP architecture.
Based on the input configuration bits, the sub-blocks (pre-adder, multiplier, post adder) are selected so as to realize the corresponding arithmetic operations. The configuration bits also contain the operation mode selectivity of the ALU which sets its functionality. Followed by the input stage pipeline, there exist one pipeline stage each at the output of the multiplier and the ALU unit. The DSP block operates with a fixed pipeline depth of 3 cycles for maximum operating speed, allowing it to be reused for an operation that is scheduled 3 or more cycles later.

(i) Input Ports

The main input ports of the proposed DSP block consist of the following: A_port, B_port, C_port, D_port, Carry_in, B_in, E_in, clock enable and reset inputs. Input ports A, B, C, and D are connected to the pre-adder unit through a register pipeline. The width of these input lines is 16-bits. B_in and E_in are cascaded inputs which are 16-bits and 32-bit wide respectively. These lines are useful when multiple DSP blocks are cascaded to implement complex operations like FIR filters. The carry_in port is a single bit wide. Ports A and C are tied to one pre-adder input while ports B and D are connected to other pre-adder. In case of the B port, signal passes through a MUX as it selects either cascaded input B_in or B port value to be passed to the pre-adder unit. The ports C and D are also input to ALU unit which can be selected by proper configuration of the MUXs X and Z. If the cascaded input is enabled, then E_in port is driven to ALU unit through X_MUX, while for MAC operation, the E port value is fed back to ALU through Z_MUX. Flexibility is provided at the multiplier output to bypass the ALU unit so as to get multiplication results directly at the output port E.

(ii) Output Ports

The main output ports of the DSP block are: E_port, carryout, B_out and E_out. E_port is 32-bit wide and serves as the main output of the DSP block. As mentioned in section 4.3.3, the E_port provides either the ALU result of the current
Table 4.1: Load MUX selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config[0]</th>
<th>E_Prot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: DEMUX selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config[1]</th>
<th>DEMUX_OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Configuration control bits to select post ALU Multiplexer Output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config[2]</th>
<th>POST ALU MUX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>ALU_OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MUL_OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Operation modes of ALU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config[4:3]</th>
<th>ALU_OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>X_MUX_OUT + Z_MUX_OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>(X_MUX_OUT + Carry_in)+ Z_MUX_OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>(X_MUX_OUT + Carry_in)- Z_MUX_OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>16 bit shift and add</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cycle or the previous computation result stored in the output load registers. For cascading multiple DSP blocks, the output of one DSP is connected to the other through the output port E_out. Similarly, B_out is a cascaded output which is 16-bit wide, connected directly to the adjacent DSP blocks in case of computational intensive applications. The carryout pin is a single bit wide.

(iii) DSP Configuration bits

The proposed DSP block can perform 16-bit addition, subtraction and multiplication. Since the DSP is equipped with pre-adder units before the multiplier, the DSP can perform product of sum (POS) operations too. In many signal processing applications, the MAC operation is very common. By setting the configuration bits to select different components of the DSP, a MAC operation can be performed. The configuration bit setting for different units are mentioned in the Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.
Table 4.5: Configuration bits for X_MUX and Z_MUX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>D_REG_OUT</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>C_MUX_OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>E_PORT_OUT</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>E_in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MUL_OUT</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>MUL_OUT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Configuration bits for pre-adder output selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>A_REG_OUT</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>B_MUX_OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>A+C</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>B+D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A_REG_OUT</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>B_MUX_OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>B-D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7: C and B port select bits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>C_PORT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>B_MUX_OUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mode of the ALU unit is selected using 2-bit configuration which is included as a part of configuration bits. The different operation mode of the ALU is as shown in Table 4.4. The ALU unit performs the addition or subtraction of two 32-bit outputs from X_MUX and Z_MUX along with the carry_in bit depending upon the configuration bit setting. The X_MUX and Z_MUX are two 3-input 32-bit MUXs that provide the flexibility to choose different input line to be set to drive the input of ALU unit. The cascaded E_in signal is connected to one of the three input line of X_MUX where as for supporting MAC operation, the output port E_PORT is fed back to ALU via Z_MUX. The multiplier output is connected to both MUXs. The other signals connected to X_MUX and Z_MUX are C_PORT and D_PORT. The Table 4.5 shows a configuration bits setting for both the MUXs.

2-bits configuration is used for pre-adder and its multiplexer component input selection. The most significant bit (MSB) selects the operation of the pre-adder, decides whether to perform addition or subtraction. The least significant bit (LSB) configures the MUX that follows the pre-adder. Depending upon the selection of LSB, the MUX line switches either the pre-adder output i.e. A+C, A-C, B+D
Table 4.8: Configuration bits for B and Bin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config[15]</th>
<th>B_MUX_OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>B_PORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>B_in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and B-D or A_REG_OUT or B_MUX_OUT output. The configuration bit values for pre-adder selection is shown in the Table 4.6 below.

The input ports A_PORT, B_PORT, B_in, C_PORT and D_PORT are passed to the pre-adder stage through input pipe line registers. The input port selection and its pipeline stage selection using configuration bits are shown in the Tables 4.7 and 4.8.

### 4.3.4 DSP Interconnect

The total delay of a circuit implemented on FPGA fabric is the sum of logic delay and routing delay. Among these, the circuit is mostly affected by the routing resource delay (routing delay). Hence to reduce the routing delay, careful design of the interconnect is very important. Based on the routing parameters and various routing resources, the architectures can be designed to be fast and area efficient. Some of the routing architecture features are:

- Type of wire segment used for routing.
- Number of wire segments in each channel.
- Connection box flexibility ($F_c$) and switch box flexibility ($F_s$)
- Type of routing switch: pass transistor, MUX, or tristate buffer.
- Size of transistor in the switches, metal width and spacing of routing wires.

Different types of wire segments: length-1, length-2, length-4, length-8 and long wires can be used for interconnecting CLBs and DSPs in a general FPGA architecture. The length of a wire segment is the number of logic blocks it spans.
The performance of a circuit would be affected by using too many short wires as it requires a large number of routing switches for long transmissions. On the other hand, usage of long wires affects the routing flexibility and area of the circuit. Through design space exploration, a distribution of 20\%, 40\%, and 40\%, for length-1, length-2, and length-4 wire segments was estimated to be the best for flattened NATURE architecture [9]. The interconnection between DSP and SMBs is routed using these wire segments, while interconnection between DSPs is routed internally (direct links).

While incorporating the DSP blocks in the flattened NATURE architecture, careful routing of wire segments is required to avoid routing congestion and delay. To address the number of wire segments in each channel (horizontal and vertical channel), it is required to determine the sufficient number of routing tracks required on one side of DSP block to avoid routing congestion. Based on the observations in Betz and Rose [179], Dehon and Rubin [180], the total number of routing tracks
on one side of DSP should satisfy the equation:

\[ W_{\text{min}} = \frac{2 \times \text{Input} + \text{Output}}{4} \]  

(4.1)

The proposed DSP block has a total of 98 pins (input = 65, output = 33). Hence based on the equation 4.1, the total number of routing tracks on one side of the DSP \( W_{\text{min}} = 40 \). Based on the empirical estimation, additional tracks are added based to avoid routing congestion. Experiments performed on various benchmarks shows that a total of 90 vertical and horizontal tracks can satisfy the routing demand. As a result each adjacent channel of DSP contains 45 tracks which are divided in the ratio of 20%, 40%, and 40% between the length-1, length-2 and length-4 wire segments. The input or output pins of the DSP are connected to some selected wire segments or all the adjacent wire segments via a connection block (CB) of programmable switches. There exists a switch block (SB) at every intersection of horizontal and vertical channels. These are a set of programmable switches that allow some of the wire segments entering the SB to be connected to others. By configuring appropriate switches, short wires segments can be connected together to form long connections. Signal flows from the logic block into the CB, and then into the routing channel and then to the SB which provides the change in direction. The connection box flexibility parameter \( F_c \) (defined as the ratio of tracks a pin of an SMB connects to and the number of available tracks for each type of wire in the adjacent channel) of the unified architecture is set to 0.25, so that each input/output pin of the DSP connects to all length-2 wires and length-4 wires. This allows good routing flexibility even though a large number of routing resource are required which in turn incurs area. The SB flexibility parameter \( F_s \) (defined as the number of wire segments to which each incoming wire segment can connect to) is set to 3. This implies that each segment entering the SB connects to three other segments. A simplified interconnect structure of this integration is shown in Figure 4.4. Apart from the general routing interconnects, SMBs are also connected to their 8 nearest neighbours using 24 direct links (horizontal, vertical and diagonal).
Hence, a successful routing of the proposed DSP block can be achieved by extending the routing architecture of the existing fine-grained NATURE platform.

### 4.3.5 Implementation Using Proposed DSP Block

The design features of the proposed DSP architecture enhance the performance of compute intensive kernels when mapped onto DSP incorporating the NATURE architecture. The implementation of the design example in Figure 4.1 using the proposed DSP block is shown in Figure 4.5. The arithmetic operations (multipliers and adders) are mapped onto the proposed DSP blocks, while the multiplexer is mapped using LUTs. The delay of each DSP block is equivalent to 3 LUT computation cycles (due to 3 stage pipelining). Thus, the total delay of the implementation using DSP blocks is 12 LUT computation cycles compared to 25 LUT computation cycles when realized using LUTs only, reducing the delay by half.
One of the key features of the proposed DSP is its ability to reconfigure after every 3\textsuperscript{rd} clock cycles. The basic idea of DSP logic folding is that different non-overlapping arithmetic operations in the benchmark can be realized using the same DSP block. In the scheduled data flow graph shown in Figure 4.5, mathematical operations in different stages are mapped onto DSP blocks forming a chain of DSP blocks. The DSPs A and B co-exist in the same clock cycle whereas DSPs C, D and E perform operations in different clock cycles. Hence after the first cycle, using temporal logic folding, DSP A is reconfigured to perform operation of DSP C, D and E in the successive DSP operation cycles. Thus, using 2 full-block reconfigurable DSP blocks, the illustrated DFG in the Figure 4.5 can be realized. The direct mapping of the illustrated DFG would result in more number of DSP blocks (4 DSP blocks) on commercial FPGAs as the vendor tools are currently unable to analyze a generic compute kernel and automatically reuse the DSP blocks during the implementation phase. Since multiple functions can be realized by a single DSP through reconfiguration (stored in the NRAMs), instead of multiple DSPs as in traditional reconfigurable architectures, significant area saving is achieved.

### 4.3.6 Performance measurement

The total area including the switch matrix and the maximum operating frequency of the proposed DSP block is estimated using Synopsys Design Compiler simulation targeting the TSMC 65 nm technology library. Also, the dynamic power consumption of the DSP block is determined using the Synopsys PrimeTime tool. The switching activity file (vcd) is generated across a wide variety of input patterns, which are then provided to the PrimeTime tool to estimate power, using the same technology library. Table 4.9 illustrates the total area (including input switch matrix), total dynamic power and maximum operating frequency of the proposed DSP block. The size of the DSP block is set to be the size of 6 SMBs in order to provide enough interconnections with surrounding tracks when integrated with fine-grained logic. The total number of configuration bits for the proposed block...
Table 4.9: Power, area and frequency of the proposed DSP block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Cell Area ($\mu$m$^2$)</th>
<th>Total Dynamic Power ($\mu$W)</th>
<th>Max. Operating Frequency (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14209</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is 16-bits. Currently it is assumed that 16 copies of the reconfiguration bits are stored, and the configuration memory can be any high density, fast-access nano memories like NRAMs/PCMs/MRAMs. Typically, the inclusion of such nano RAMs incur less than 10% area overhead and reconfiguration delay is less than 5% of total delay [8].

4.4 DSP Applications

This section demonstrates how DSP blocks can efficiently support implementation of typical DSP functions.

4.4.1 32x32 bit multiplication

Figure 4.6 illustrates the implementation of 32x32 bit multiplication using 16x16-bit multipliers. With the aid of temporal folding, using only one DSP block, a 32×32 multiplication can be implemented as shown in the Figure 4.7. Since the input port of DSP is 16-bit wide, the 32-bit numbers to be multiplied are fed as 16-bit LSB and MSB respectively. After every DSP operation cycle (3-cycles), the reconfiguration is performed after the computed results are stored in the register.
for later use. For each DSP life cycle, the operation of the ALU is changed from idle to shift mode for the corresponding bit addition to get the correct result. In the first clock cycle, the LSBs of both numbers are multiplied to get a 32 bit number. The 16-bit LSB of the output provides the lower 16-bits of the final result at the end of 3\textsuperscript{rd} clock cycle. In the second cycle, the MSB of A and LSB of B are multiplied, shifted and added with corresponding bits of previous cycle. MSB of B and LSB of A are multiplied and added with the accumulated result to generate the next 16-bits of the final result after ninth clock cycle. Bit shift is not performed between 6-9 cycles. The final DSP block perform multiplication of both MSBs, shifted and added with the previous result and fed to the output port to get the final 32-bit result. For the 32-bit multiplication, the proposed DSP slice takes 12 clock cycles to perform the operation. The timing diagram of 32 bit multiplication and its reconfiguration is illustrated in the Figure. 4.8.

DSP blocks in commercial FPGAs also support wider multiplication; however, a direct 32×32 operation in design is often mapped using multiple DSP blocks by the vendor tools. By leveraging dynamic programmability (on Xilinx DSP blocks), it would be possible to map the entire operation to a single DSP block at the cost of additional fine-grained resources \cite{182}.
4.4.2 FIR filter implementation

The FIR filter has a finite length impulse response (or response to any finite length input is of finite duration), because it settles to zero in finite time \cite{183}. The general FIR filter convolution equation is given by:

$$y(n) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} h(i)x(n-i)$$

The output at any time $n$ is simply the weighted linear combination of the input signal samples $x(n)$, $x(n-1)$, ..., $x(n-N+1)$. The weight factor $h(i)$ is the impulse response of the filter. Realizing equation 4.2 on a hardware platform requires a large number of arithmetic nodes (additions, subtraction and division) as it requires $M$ DSP blocks and has a complexity of $N$ multiplications and $N-1$ additions per output point. However, there are a wide variety of FIR filter structures available. Some of them are cascade, parallel, lattice structures that are robust in finite word length implementations \cite{184}. The type of architecture chosen is determined by the amount of processing required in the available clock cycles. One of the common filter structures used for high-performance applications is the fully parallel FIR filter \cite{185}. The following section shows the implementation of transposed and symmetric systolic FIR filters using the proposed DSP block.
A variation of the direct FIR model is called the transposed FIR filter. It can be constructed from the direct form FIR filter by exchanging the input and output and inverting the direction of signal flow. The incorporation of registers between the adders of the transposed structure achieves high throughput without adding any extra pipeline registers.

The proposed DSP slice is designed in such a way that it can be efficiently chained together using dedicated routing resources. This makes it better to implement the transposed FIR structure. The transposed FIR implementation using chaining of the proposed DSP block is shown in Figure 4.9. Here the 16-bit input is fed to each DSP slice simultaneously. It can be observed from the figure that the co-efficients are ordered from right to left with \( h(0) \) fed to the right most DSP and \( h(N-1) \) to the left most DSP. The result calculated from each DSP slice is fed to the pipelined adder chain which acts as a buffer to hold the inner product calculated during the previous cycle. Without inheriting any additional logic, the transposed FIR filter structure can be realized using DSP blocks.

(ii) Symmetric systolic FIR filter

Linear phase response is a desirable feature of FIR filters, where the phase response of the filter is a linear function of frequency [186]. Symmetric filters are very much favored as their phase response is linear, which is beneficial in many applications. An \( N \) order symmetric FIR filter expression is given by:
\[ y(n) = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} h(i)x(n - i) \] \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

whose unit impulse response satisfies the condition,

\[ h(n) = h(N - 1 - n), n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N - 1 \] \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

Different design methods and many alternative structures for symmetric filters are available in the literature [187, 188, 189, 190]. Making use of the symmetry is extremely powerful in parallel FIR filters as it reduces the required number of multipliers by half. Hence it reduces the number of DSP slices required to implement the symmetric FIR filters. Figure 4.10 shows the implementation of the symmetric FIR filter structure using the proposed DSP slice. It can be observed from the structure that, before weighted linear combination, the input data is pre-added. The proposed DSP slice can efficiently implement the structure using one of the two pre-adder unit. Unlike the transposed FIR filter structure, the coefficients are arranged from left to right with \( h(0) \) fed to the left most DSP and \( h(N-1) \) to the right most DSP. Similar to the commercial DSP blocks, the incorporation of pre-adders in the proposed DSP structure allows the efficient mapping of symmetric FIR filter structure. In general, for a \( N \) (\( N \) being even) order symmetric FIR filter, the number of DSP slices required to realize it is \((N/2)+1\).
4.4.3 Illustrative Example

In this section the performance of the NATURE architecture that incorporates the proposed DSP block is presented by mapping the result of a small benchmark circuit. The LUT/LUT cluster folding cycle allocation in each plane after scheduling for level-1 folding is shown in the Figure 4.11.

In the existing fine-grained NATURE architecture, both the arithmetic and random logic are realized using fine-grained modules (LUT). Figure 4.11 illustrates...
that the multiplier realization in folding level-1 using LUTs takes 25 folding cycles to get the final output (from cycle 3 till cycle 27). The other operations that follow the multiplier can only be scheduled once the result is obtained. Similarly for the addition node, it takes 15 clock cycles to be realized using LUT. It can be observed that the maximum folding cycle across all the planes is 28 in plane-1. Since the critical path lies along the arithmetic operations, the bottleneck that affects the delay while implementing the benchmark using a fine-grained NATURE architecture is the LUT implementation of arithmetic nodes (addition, subtraction, multiplication).

Figure 4.12: LUT and DSP allocation of sample benchmark after scheduling.

By incorporating the full-block reconfigurable DSP in the existing fine-grained NATURE architecture, all the mathematical operations can be mapped onto it efficiently. Since the proposed DSP takes only 3 LUT computations to perform, the folding cycle delay will also be reduced significantly, while the remaining random
logic will be realized using fine-grained structure as shown in the Figure 4.12. By mapping the complex operations on DSP, it can be observed that the largest folding cycle across the four planes after scheduling is reduced to 6 for the sample benchmark circuit.

4.5 NanoMap tool flow Enhancement for DSP Block

In the enhanced dynamic reconfigurable architecture containing both fine-grained and coarse-grained modules, the NanoMap needs to be modified to support the mapping of the arithmetic computations on DSP blocks. The complex mathematical computations (such as extended multiplications, POS calculations, MAC operations, FIR filter implementations etc.) in the circuit which can be efficiently calculated using DSP are identified and marked during the circuit search step. These entries are mapped onto DSP during the technology mapping procedure. The step wise modification of the NanoMap tool for the unified architecture is discussed in the following section.

Figure 4.13 presents the enhancements done to the NanoMap in order to efficiently map the arithmetic operations on the proposed full-block DSP. In logic mapping step, after reading the RTL circuit, the basic arithmetic functions are mapped onto DSP blocks if the input width greater than 7 bits. In case of folding level 0, mapping 8-bit (or lower) arithmetic operations onto fine-grain elements consume a maximum of 118 LUTs (30 SMB blocks). Realizing such smaller datapath (up to 8 bits) arithmetic operations using the proposed DSP block results in under utilization as more than half of the compute/data path within the DSP block remains unused. However, higher bit width (≥ 8 bits) arithmetic operations like a 16 bit multiplier requires only 1 DSP block in place of 494 LUTs (124 SMBs), resulting in better performance and reduced area. Hence in the tool-flow, arithmetic operations with bit width greater than 8 bits are mapped onto DSP blocks, while smaller bit width operations are implemented using LUTs. Also, as the
Figure 4.13: Mapping flow of NanoMap.

DSP slice has only one 16-bit multiplier and one 32-bit adder/subtractor, larger arithmetic operations need to be expanded based on the available functional units equipped in the DSP block or across multiple DSP blocks. In the logic mapping steps, the LUTs and DSPs are also scheduled into the best clock cycles to enable most resource sharing and reduce the total area usage using FDS [165]. The FDS is designed such that LUT and LUT clusters are given higher scheduling priority compared to DSP blocks. Because the number of LUT and LUT clusters used in the circuit mapping is more than the DSP blocks and has more constraints on its resource usage. The modified logic mapping and scheduling algorithm is shown in the Algorithm 1.

After scheduling, logic folding enables sharing of LEs and DSPs by different operations at different clock cycles. The clustering step that follows determines which DSP operations share each physical DSP block. In this step, the clustering algorithm considers the connections between DSP operations and the time span of DSP operation. In temporal clustering, the life cycle of DSPs is determined based on register storing and are grouped without causing a timing constraint. To minimize the LE resource usage, the DFF in LEs are not used for storing the values
while node is addition/subtraction/multiplication do
  if input width >= 8 then
    Mark DSP for the operation
  end
end

Expand the node

begin schedule for all LUT/LUT cluster and DSP do
  Determine time frame of each using ASAP and ALAP scheduling
  Create LUT computation and register storage weights
  Create DSP computation weights
  foreach unscheduled LUT cluster, LUT and DSP computation i do
    foreach possible clock cycle j the nodes can be assigned to do
      calculate self-force of assigning node i to cycle j
      calculate predecessor and successor force
      Calculate total force for node i in cycle j
    end
    select the cycle with lowest force for node i
  end
end

Algorithm 1: DSP mapping and scheduling algorithm.

going to and from the DSP blocks. This is instead done by enabling the input and output registers of DSP to hold the value. The difference is illustrated in the two examples shown in the Figure 4.14a and Figure 4.14b. After scheduling of LUTs and DSPs, if any of the input to the DSP is arriving at a later stage than other inputs, the clustering algorithm will allocate the DSP blocks from its initial folding cycle to the earliest possible input signal stage so that the input registers within the block will hold the value rather than storing it in DFFs in LE. Similarly once the DSP performs the operation in its scheduled time frame and if its output is to be delivered to the LUT in a later cycle, the DSP block must remain active so that the DSP output registers hold the value till the corresponding folding cycle is reached.

The grouping of DSP blocks are performed after determining the life cycle of each node. When two DSPs are merged without any conflict, they are called friendly. All friendly DSPs are identified for each DSP. They are sorted in each folding stage in the ascending order of the number of friendly DSPs they have. If any DSP is not merged, the DSP with minimum grouping is chosen and merged into it.
This process of grouping continues till all the DSPs are considered for clustering. If there exist any timing conflict between DSPs, they are not considered friendly and hence not grouped together. The pseudo code for the algorithm is shown in the Algorithm 3. The output of temporal clustering is the netlist for placement and routing.

The final step in the mapping flow is the physical mapping in which the placement and routing is implemented on top of the VPR [119]. Modification of VPR has been done to enable mapping of circuit netlist containing DSP blocks. Blocks of different types, such as DSP blocks and LEs, cannot be swapped with each other during placement optimization. Only the same type of blocks can swap their locations. Furthermore, the layout of DSP is designed to support ease of connectivity between DSP and LE. The DSP blocks are arranged in vertical columns surrounded by LE blocks and routing structures. For routing, since the interconnection between DSP blocks are taken care of internally, the routing algorithm will consider only the interconnections between DSP and LEs. The routing delay estimation includes both DSP delay and intrinsic interconnect delays.
forall stages do
  foreach DSPs do
    while input/output edge coming going from/to different cycle do
      Extend DSP life cycle to hold the value
    end
  end
end
forall stage do
 forall DSPs do
    identify its friendly DSPs
  end
while there are unprocessed DSPs do
  pick DSP with less number of grouping
  if the DSP has a friendly DSP available then
    merge the DSP with the friendly DSP
  end
  mark the DSP as merged
end
end

Algorithm 2: Temporal Clustering algorithm.

4.6 Experimental Results

This section demonstrates the performance effectiveness of the proposed full-block reconfigurable DSP incorporated NATURE (mixed-grained NATURE) architecture over the fine-grained NATURE platform on various benchmark suites. The experiment is performed on 13 benchmark suites, which contain large number of complex arithmetic operations. Among the 13 benchmarks, Diffeq and Paulin are differential-equation solvers [191], ASPP4 is an application-specific programmable processor [192], Biquad is a digital filter and wavelet is a mathematical functions that perform wavelet transform computations respectively. The 6 bigger benchmarks ARF, FIR1, FIR2, EWF, HAL, and Smooth Triangle are popular DSP applications obtained from UCLAs MediaBench which consists of a large number of addition, multiplication and subtraction nodes [193]. Out of the 13 benchmarks, GCD (greatest common divisor) is the smallest which contains only two comparators and one subtractor node.
Table 4.10: Comparison between mixed-grained and fine-grained NATURE architecture for FL-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Fine-Grained SMB</th>
<th>Proposed Mixed-Grained SMB</th>
<th>A×D Improvement</th>
<th>P×D Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Delay (ns)</td>
<td>Total Area (mm²)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>44.75</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>23.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>48.62</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>32.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENF</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>52.50</td>
<td>182.5</td>
<td>48.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>32.50</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>29.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>32.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiffEq</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>72.40</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>57.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.38</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>78.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>86.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>98.60</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>56.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>69.90</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>42.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biquad</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>54.04</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>37.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>29.55</td>
<td>29.55</td>
<td>36.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The area-delay product (A-D) and power-delay product (P-D) improvement of the proposed full-block reconfigurable DSP incorporates NATURE over fine-grained NATURE architecture for various folding levels (FL-1, FL-2 and FL-4) is explored. The results for FL-1, FL-2 and FL-4 are demonstrated in the Tables 4.10, 4.11, 4.12. The SMB and DSP block utilization, total delay (critical delay \times total cycles), total area (in mm²), A-D and P-D improvement of each benchmark suite for different folding levels (FL-1, FL-2 and FL-4) are illustrated in the tables. The total area (Total SMB \times Area of one SMB + Total DSP \times Area of one DSP) of the circuit is calculated after estimating the area of one SMB and one DSP block using Synopsys Design compiler on a 65 nm TSMC library as target technology. Similarly, to estimate the power consumption of different designs in the mixed-grained NATURE architecture, the power consumption of the DSP block and SMBs are computed using the Synopsys PrimeTime tool, as detailed in [194, 195]. The switching activity file (vcd) is generated across a wide variety of input patterns for both the SMB and the DSP block, which are then provided to the PrimeTime tool to estimate power using same technology node. By estimating the power consumption of these building blocks, the total power consumption of individual benchmark circuits on the unified NATURE is determined as Power Total = Total SMB \times OneSMB Power + Total DSP \times OneDSP Power.

For FL-1, it can be observed from the Table 4.10 that realizing the benchmark using the fine-grained NATURE architecture results in significant reduction in area at the cost of total delay. This is because FL-1 results in more number of folding
levels allowing the SMBs to be scheduled with minimal overlap, resulting in better reuse of SMBs. In case of the mixed-grained NATURE architecture, though the DSP block enables reduction in delay, their area overhead and limited reconfiguration capability (once every 3 cycles) results in higher area consumption over the fine-grained implementations. This results in limited A-D improvement for the proposed mixed-grained NATURE at FL-1, especially for smaller benchmarks like GCD where the critical path is along fine-grained elements. However, the reduction in delay achieved by mapping computations to DSP block allows most designs to achieve improved energy efficiency (P-D) on the proposed mixed-grained NATURE architecture, as seen in Table 4.10. An average P-D improvement of $2.35 \times$ is achieved by the proposed mixed-grained over the fine-grained NATURE architecture.

Table 4.11 shows the comparison between mixed-grained and fine-grained NATURE architecture for FL-2. In case of FL-2, the number of folding cycles decreases causing more overlapping of SMB blocks, resulting in increased resource utilization of fine-grained elements. No significant change in DSP block utilization is observed in FL-2 over FL-1 as the reconfiguration of the proposed DSP block occurs only after every 3rd clock cycle. Thus, compared to fine-grained architecture, it can be observed that the A-D product for FL-2 has improved significantly over FL-1 for the mixed-grained NATURE architecture. The experiments show that the proposed mixed-grained architecture achieves an average A-D improvement of $1.56 \times$ and a maximum P-D improvement of up to $11.82 \times$ for FL-2 over
Table 4.12: Comparison between mixed-grained and fine-grained NATURE architecture for FL-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Fine-Grained</th>
<th>Proposed Mixed-Grained</th>
<th>A&gt;D Improvement</th>
<th>P&gt;D Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMB Total Delay (ns)</td>
<td>Total Area (mm²)</td>
<td>SMB Total Delay (ns)</td>
<td>Total Area (mm²)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESWF</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>20.91</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>20.91</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>21.91</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difflog</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>26.55</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCD</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>18.20</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>29.80</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>20.91</td>
<td>882.5</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASP4</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>23.20</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beqal</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>18.32</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In case of FL-4, the number of folding cycles decreases further resulting in increased area and reduction in total delay, results of which are shown in Table 4.12. For example, realizing the benchmark ARF using FL-4 achieves 41.8% reduction in total delay with 1.98× increase in SMB utilization over FL-2 implementation for fine-grained architecture. However, the number of DSP block required to realize ARF benchmark across two folding levels (FL-2 and FL-4) remains constant with 32% reduction in total delay. Across 13 benchmarks, an average A-D and P-D improvement of 3.08× and 9.6× is achieved for mixed-grained NATURE over fine-grained NATURE architecture for FL-4.

FL-0 configuration is similar to commercial FPGAs like Altera and Xilinx where cycle level reconfiguration is not performed. In case of the largest benchmark ARF, it is observed that FL-0 implementation consumes 2173 SMB blocks on fine-grained NATURE and only 28 DSP blocks on mixed-grained NATURE architecture. This translates to an A-D improvement of 10.92× and P-D improvement of 41.96× for mixed-grained NATURE over fine-grained NATURE architecture.

### 4.7 Summary

This chapter presented a full-block reconfigurable DSP block that can be incorporated with the NATURE architecture to efficiently map compute intensive
arithmetic operations over fine-grained NATURE architecture. In addition, the NanoMap tool is extended such that it is able to identify the complex mathematical functions and map them onto the proposed DSP block efficiently. The simulated results demonstrated that significant improvement in A-D and P-D product can be achieved for mixed-grained NATURE over fine-grained NATURE architecture. Compared with the fine-grained NATURE architecture, circuit realization for folding levels 1, 2, and 4 showed that incorporation of proposed DSP block can lead to respective improvements of $2.35\times$, $11.82\times$ and $9.6\times$ in P-D product. Similar improvements of $1.56\times$ and $3.08\times$ in A-D product is achieved for folding levels 2 and 4 respectively. In case of FL-1, the A-D product improvement is not significant in mixed-grained NATURE architecture due to the better overlapping of SMB blocks across different folding cycles in fine-grained NATURE architecture. A limitation of the proposed DSP architecture is its fixed 3-stage pipeline structure, which allows the DSP block to be reused only after 3 cycles, resulting in under utilization of the different stages.
5.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapter, the full-block reconfigurable DSP block takes advantage of the temporal logic folding of NATURE to enable the possibility to fold compute intensive arithmetic operations in time and map each fold to the same DSPs in the architecture. While this has increased the logic density by an order of magnitude, it is still short of fully exploiting the temporal logic folding.

For example, the 3 stage full-block reconfigurable DSP block described in chapter 4 produce result only at the end of 3\textsuperscript{rd} clock cycle, only after which the DSP block can be reconfigured to map other arithmetic operations. Hence full-block DSP block only allows mapping and folding of arithmetic operations that are not scheduled
within its operation cycles, resulting in under utilization of the DSP block, as only one pipeline stage within the design is active at any given clock cycle.

In this chapter, an enhanced reconfigurable DSP architecture for NATURE is presented which overcomes the limitations of the full-block reconfigurable DSP. The proposed DSP architecture allows independent reconfiguration of the individual pipeline stages to enable its full utilization. Thus, more operations can be folded onto the same DSP block, thereby minimizing the area overhead and increasing the effective logic density. Furthermore, the new DSP design also provides better support for complex multiplication as well as various filter designs. Compared to the previous full-block DSP design which uses a Wallace tree multiplier, the proposed DSP incorporates a Baugh-Wooley (BW) multiplier which offers better performance and area efficiency. Clock gating is also used at individual pipeline stages to minimize the power consumption. Finally, the NanoMap tool flow is also enhanced for mapping applications on the NATURE architecture by efficiently utilizing the proposed DSP blocks.

The work presented in this chapter is also discussed in,


## 5.2 Related Works

Most modern FPGAs are incorporated with high performance DSP blocks [5, 80] that efficiently implement complex arithmetic operations to enable acceleration for data-intensive computations. In [63], Ebeling et al. proposed a reconfigurable
pipelined datapath (RaPiDs) architecture which delivers very high performance for regular compute intensive applications. Word based computations of RaPiD consists of coarse-grained functional units that are arranged linearly over a programmable interconnects and datapaths. Intermediate results are stored locally in registers and small RAMs, located in their destination functional units. However, due to the absence of fine-grained units, RaPiD is not able to map highly irregular computation kernels. Another coarse-grained reconfigurable architecture to achieve extreme performance speedup for various compute intensive application is PipeRench [196]. PipeRench architecture incorporates the technique of pipeline reconfiguration, which involves virtualization of a large logical configuration on a small piece of hardware through rapid configuration. The core architecture consists a number of strips, with each strip constituting a group of processing element (PE) and programmable interconnects. During each pipeline reconfiguration, the strips are reconfigured to perform scheduled computations, with intermediate registers to hold the values of previous computation. However, the major bottleneck that limits the widespread adoption of PipeRench is the limited bandwidth between the architecture and main memory. Commercial vendors like Altera and Xilinx provide high performance DSP blocks [197, 5], with Xilinx supporting dynamic programmability in its DSP48 blocks. However, the Xilinx tool flow do not automatically support cycle-level reconfiguration, which has to be manually performed by the designer through the configuration input pins. This limits the scope of dynamic reconfigurability within a high-level design, reducing the area and power improvements that could be achieved in a design that incorporates large number of overlapping (or non-overlapping) arithmetic operations.

With the emerging technology trend for which power dissipation is a major concern, many techniques are proposed to achieve low power consumption in digital systems at a device level to system-level [198, 199, 200]. Power reduction techniques can be employed at different levels of DSP unit. In [199] low power consumption is achieved by using a controller that efficiently bypasses the multiplier and accumulator unit depending upon the consecutive input bits. Spurious Power Suppression Technique (SPST) using AND gate detection was employed in [201].
Hoang [202] proposed a low power MAC architecture using a carry save adder that replaces conventional carry propagation adder schemes. However these architectures occupy a large area as they incorporates logic for power management.

In this chapter, an enhanced DSP architecture that supports pipeline reconfiguration at runtime is presented. Efficient power management schemes to reduce the power dissipation of unused pipeline stage of DSP block are also discussed.

## 5.3 Pipelined DSP for NATURE

This section first presents the need for pipeline reconfigurability and power optimization for DSP block that support fast dynamic reconfiguration. Further sections explain the design features of proposed DSP architecture and its performance measurement. The pipeline reconfigurability and power optimization achieved after architecture enhancements and its interconnect design details are also presented. Finally the enhanced functionality of the proposed DSP block for implementing complex number multiplication is also discussed.

### 5.3.1 Motivational Example

The main feature of the NATURE architecture is its support for cycle level reconfiguration. The reconfigurability of LUTs at cycle level allows the designer to achieve area-delay trade-offs. However, the full-block reconfigurable DSP architecture incorporated in NATURE does not support such cycle level reconfiguration. These DSP blocks can be dynamically reconfigured to map other operations only after its full DSP cycle (3 clock cycles), as the individual pipeline stages cannot be enabled/disabled through the configuration bits on a per cycle basis. This results in under utilization of its pipeline stages. This can be explained with an example illustrated in Figure 5.1. Consider the Data Flow Graph (DFG) in Figure 5.1a to be mapped on the DSP incorporated NATURE architecture. Here each node denotes a mathematical or a logical operation. As shown in Figure 5.1b, the circuit
is scheduled and mapped using LUT and DSP block for folding level-1. During logic mapping stage, the arithmetic nodes (addition, subtraction, and multiplication) are mapped to DSPs while other logical operations are mapped to LUTs. Hence, the arithmetic operations, DSP_MUL1, and DSP_ADD are scheduled to start the computation in cycle 1, DSP_SUB, and DSP_MUL2 scheduled in cycle 2, and 6 respectively. Similarly, the multiplexers (MUX1, MUX3, and MUX2) implemented using LUTs are scheduled in cycle 3, 4, and 5.

The temporal clustering stage that follows logic mapping determines LUT/DSP operations that share the same physical LUT/DSP block. Due to the overlapping life span of DSP_MUL1, DSP_ADD, and DSP_SUB operations, they are mapped to 3 separate physical full-block DSP blocks. However, the life cycle of DSP_MUL2 does not overlap with any of the other DSPs, and hence, it can be clustered with any other DSP block. As a result, it takes three DSP blocks to realize the DSP operations using full-block reconfigurable DSPs. As shown in the Figure 5.2, DSP-1 initially maps the operation DSP_MUL1 scheduled in cycle 1 and is reconfigured in cycle 6 to DSP_MUL2. However, other DSP operations scheduled in cycle 1 and
2 (ADD and SUB) are independently mapped to two DSP block, DSP-2 and DSP-3 respectively. Hence, mapping this circuit using full-block reconfigurable DSP results in utilizing more DSP blocks since it supports reconfiguration only after full DSP operation. This chapter introduces a pipeline level DSP architecture that allows the reconfiguration of independent pipeline stages. This extension allows the mapping of DSP operations that are at least 1 pipeline stage apart, enabling optimal use of different DSP stages. Hence, more operations can be scheduled on to the same DSP block to achieve better area efficiency. Although the DSP48E1 blocks on Xilinx FPGAs support dynamic programmability, user designs have to manually exploit them using additional logic to drive the configuration pins on a per-cycle basis. It has been shown that vendor tools are unable to exploit the capabilities of the DSP block from a generic RTL description [203], achieving efficient mapping only in very specific cases (where the RTL code explicitly models the pipelined structure of the DSP block). Also, the vendor tools are currently unable to analyze a generic compute kernel and automatically reuse the DSP blocks during the implementation phase.

For any FPGA platform, design of a DSP architecture with high performance and low power consumption is a major challenge. Design tools map compute intensive circuits with performance constraints to DSP blocks rather than to other fine-grained elements, resulting in high DSP utilization. For such DSP intensive
implementations, the major power consumption is contributed by the DSP blocks. Typically, all pipeline stages of DSP blocks may not be used in all cycles when operations are mapped onto DSP blocks. However, this does not reduce the power consumption of the DSP block as the clock signals of these unused pipeline stages remain active and thus, power consumed by the unused pipeline stages of the DSP block also adds to the total power consumption of the circuit.

As an example, consider the case shown in the Figure 5.2. The DSP1 is scheduled across cycle 1 and 4 with 4 pipeline stages in each cycle. After the inputs IN1 and IN2 are processed in cycle 1, the pipeline stage 1 of DSP1 is not used until it is reconfigured in cycle 6. Similarly, for DSP2 and DSP3, the pipeline stages are unused till one DSP operation is completed. Since there is no active power management technique in the individual pipeline stages of the DSP, the power consumption of the DSP block fairly remains the same in all these cycles. Thus an active power management mechanism must be incorporated at each stage to minimize the power overhead of unused stages.

The pipeline reconfigurable DSP architecture proposed in this chapter allows the individual pipeline stages to be clock-gated to minimize the power consumption when the stages are idle. The control signal for individual stages is also integrated into the configuration bits of the DSP block. The detailed architecture of the pipeline reconfigurable DSP block is discussed in the next section.

### 5.3.2 Proposed DSP Architecture

Figure 5.3 shows the basic block diagram of the proposed DSP block. Similar to the previous DSP block, the proposed DSP block has 4 input ports and an output port. To support the pipeline reconfiguration, load-store registers are incorporated in the design. As shown in the Figure 5.4, the load-store registers use a multiplexer to select between the input data path and the values stored in DFF. This allows the flexibility to hold the value for later computational stage while the current pipeline stage is reconfigured. In the proposed DSP block, all the
pipeline registers (DFFs) are replaced with load-store registers to enable pipeline level reconfigurability. Unlike the case with Xilinx DSP blocks where the pipeline registers are fixed at design time (through the bitstream), the individual pipeline stages can be enabled/disabled through the configuration bits on a per cycle basis. The proposed DSP block which is configured with all pipeline stages enabled (4-stage) at a particular cycle can be reconfigured at a later clock cycle in 1-, 2- or 3-stage pipeline mode. This allows the proposed DSP block to be flexibly reused across different cycles by scheduling the operations even with overlapping computations.
In order to minimize the power consumption of the DSP block, the unused pipeline stages are clock gated. Each load-store register is gated with a clock signal using

---

**Figure 5.5:** Detailed architecture of pipelined DSP block.
the corresponding configuration bits as shown in Figure 5.4. The clock gating signal is generated by ANDing the main clock signal (Clk) and the configuration bit. Hence, by using appropriate configuration bits, the inactive pipeline stages can be switched off thereby reducing the power consumption of the proposed DSP block.

The detailed architecture of the proposed DSP block is shown in Figure 5.5 and the individual units are explained below.

- 65 primary input pins include 16-bit $A_{\text{port}}$, $B_{\text{port}}$, $C_{\text{port}}$, $D_{\text{port}}$, and 1-bit $\text{Carry}_{\text{in}}$.
- 33 primary output pins comprise one 32-bit $E_{\text{port}}$ and a 1-bit $\text{Carry}_{\text{out}}$.
- Two cascade input ports (16-bit $B_{\text{in}}$ and 32-bit $E_{\text{in}}$) and output ports (16-bit $B_{\text{out}}$ and 32-bit $E_{\text{out}}$) for chaining operations.
- Two 16-bit pre-adders/subtractors that support complex arithmetic operations. Four 16-bit input ports provide the input to the two pre-adder units.
- 32-bit ALU unit equipped to perform various functionalities such as addition, subtraction and 16-bit barrel shifter. It also supports bit-wise operations such as AND, OR, NOT, XOR, XNOR and other complex bit-level operations. The operation mode determines the functionality of ALU unit.

Compared to the previous design which uses a Wallace tree multiplier, the pipelined DSP block is incorporated with a BW multiplier with HPM reduction tree \[173\]. It supports both signed and unsigned multiplication and exhibits better performance than a Wallace tree multiplier and less power dissipation and smaller area than a modified Booth multiplier \[204\].

The major bottleneck that affects the performance of a DSP block is the multiplier unit. The performance of the previous DSP design which has 3 pipeline stages is affected by the critical path that lies between the pre-adders and the multiplier. With the design focus on improving the performance (in terms of speed) of the
proposed pipeline DSP architecture, additional pipeline registers (load-store registers) are incorporated between pre-adders and multiplier unit. This enhances the DSP block to a 4 pipeline stage architecture achieving better performance compared to the previous design.

To provide interconnect flexibility, a number of multiplexers are incorporated in the DSP architecture for directing data to various stages. Unlike the conventional DSP designs, internal interconnects of the proposed DSP block provide more flexibility for efficient utilization of different functional units of DSP. Besides, some dedicated internal interconnects are used to bypass the multiplier block and to further optimize the power consumption. For example, for a combination of consecutive add/sub operations, instead of multiplying by 1 \[172\] or incorporating special control logic to bypass the multiplier \[199\], multiplier unit can be bypassed using dedicated interconnect lines, thus saving power.

### 5.3.3 Performance Measurement

The total area including input switch matrix and maximum operating frequency of the proposed DSP architecture is determined using Synopsys design compiler on a 65 nm TSMC library. Also, the total dynamic switching power is estimated using vcd dump file on prime time complier for the entire DSP design. Table 5.1 illustrates the total area, dynamic power and maximum operating frequency of the proposed DSP block. The proposed DSP design incurs an area overhead of 16.2%, as it incorporated a BW multiplier with HPM reduction tree which require additional circuitry over the Wallace tree multiplier based full-block DSP design. Moreover, with 16 reconfiguration copies, NRAM incurs less than 10% of area overhead and the reconfiguration delay is less than 5% of the total delay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Cell Area (µm²)</th>
<th>Total Dynamic Power (µW)</th>
<th>Max. Operating Frequency (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16487.2</td>
<td>1160</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.4 Pipelined Reconfiguration

A modified approach to partial reconfiguration (PR) of FPGA design is pipeline reconfiguration\(^\text{196, 205, 206}\), in which the reconfiguration occurs in increments of pipeline stages and each pipeline stage is reconfigured as a whole. Pipeline reconfigurable computing is mainly used in a datapath-style computation where the number of pipeline stages required is larger than the available hardware resources. The architectural enhancement of the proposed DSP design incorporates pipeline reconfiguration allowing the 4 pipeline stages to be reconfigured independently. The pipeline reconfigurability of the proposed DSP block is designed to mimic the capabilities of the NATURE architecture, which supports reconfiguration of fine-grained elements in every clock cycle or in every few clock cycles, which cannot be supported by the full-block reconfigurable DSP block (presented in Chapter 4) due to its fixed pipeline structure. Unlike the full-block DSP block pipeline registers, the proposed DSP block has load store registers in each pipeline stage to hold the values that can be used for later stages. Of the four pipeline stages of DSP, the first stage is configured during the first clock cycle after which it begins computation. Once the execution of the first pipeline stage is finished, data flows to the second stage for further computation in the successive clock cycle. In this cycle, the first stage can be reconfigured to alter the processing flow for the next incoming data. This process can be repeated for all the pipeline stages of the DSP. When the pipeline stages are reconfigured, the interconnects can also be reconfigured by using appropriate multiplexer selection bits, enabling more flexibility in choosing the operation and/or data flow during each stage. The load-store registers incorporated in the pipeline stages of the proposed DSP allow the reconfiguration of individual pipeline stages without losing intermediate data, thereby lowering the resource utilization. The configuration bits for the DSP blocks are loaded from the NRAM on a per-cycle basis, similar to the fine-grain elements in NATURE architecture, resulting in a reconfiguration operation at each clock cycle. In conventional DSP architectures, the designers would require building external logic around the computational path to enable reuse of the individual stages (through
Based on the previous design example illustrated in Figure 5.1, the pipeline reconfiguration capability of the proposed DSP gives the freedom to cluster more DSPs. In this case, all other DSP operations except DSP_MUL1 and DSP_ADD blocks can be clustered. Since the life spans of DSP_SUB and DSP_MUL1 differ by a pipeline stage, pipeline reconfiguration allows the arithmetic operations to be mapped to the same DSP block by reconfiguring the first stage. As shown in Figure 5.6, after clock cycle-1, the DSP_MUL1 stage-1 is reconfigured for SUB operation in cycle-2, while the successive stages are configured to realize MUL1 node. After the IN1 and IN2 signals moves to pipeline stage 3 (which contain multiplier block) in clock cycle 3, the stage 2 will be reconfigured to perform add operation of IN2 and IN3 using pre-adder unit in stage-2. The load store registers in stage-1 hold the intermediate values for successive stage processing. At clock cycle-6, the first pipeline stage of DSP-1 is reconfigured for MUL2 operation. Similarly, the ADD operation scheduled in clock cycle-1 will be mapped to DSP-2 block. As
the folding stage progresses, the reconfiguration of the successive pipeline stages allows sharing of the DSP block without data violations.

Hence compared to full-block reconfigurable DSP block, the proposed pipeline reconfigurable DSP block can realize the circuit with fewer DSP blocks, thereby reducing the total area and power. However, each pipelined DSP block incurs an area overhead of 6.7%, as it incorporates load-store registers which require additional multiplexers to support pipeline reconfiguration. Furthermore, the pipelined DSP block is register balanced by incorporating registers at the output of pre-adders to reduce the critical path delay and improve the performance. This also results in a slight increment in its area when compared to a full-block DSP block.

5.3.5 DSP Power Reduction Technique

In any FPGA platform, design of a DSP architecture with high performance and low power consumption is a major challenge. In the literature, power reduction techniques have been employed at different levels for DSP architectures. Since Multiply-and-Accumulate unit (MAC) is the most power consuming unit, many researchers aim to improve energy efficiency of the MAC units using various architecture-level enhancements. In [199], the authors proposed reducing the power consumption by bypassing the multiplier and accumulator depending on consecutive input bits. Clock gating method was introduced in [207] to minimize the power utilization of a multiplier in a MAC unit without using additional circuitry. The proposed DSP architecture also extends this approach by allowing each pipeline stage to be independently clock gated, thus providing finer control over power consumption.

The gate control is generated based on the configuration bits of the individual stages, allowing any unused pipeline stage(s) to be independently disabled. This approach, combined with the selectable routing within the DSP block allows data to be re-routed across a disabled stage. This is contradictory to conventional DSP
architectures, where a bypass of the multiplier unit is established by performing the computation with the second input tied to ‘1’.

Figure 5.7 shows the power consumption of the proposed DSP architecture for different combinations of DSP pipeline stages. The power consumption can be dynamically tuned by gating different unused stages. When all the pipeline stages are active, the DSP block consumes a maximum of 1160 µW. However it can be observed from the Figure 5.7 that, by clock gating the pipeline stages which are inactive during one clock cycle significant power reduction is achieved. By gating various combinations of pipeline stages a maximum of 50.5% to a minimum of 8.5% power reduction can be achieved. Also, by clock gating stage-3 which contains the multiplier unit, the power consumption can further be reduced by 26.5%. Similar power reduction is achieved by clock gating stages 1, 2, and 4 (8.5%, 22.7%, and 42.0% respectively).

5.3.6 DSP Interconnect

The DSP blocks are usually placed into dedicated columns to facilitate cascading when integrated with SMBs as shown in Figure 5.8. However, being more complex than an SMB, a DSP occupies an area equivalent to a 2×3 array of SMB tiles (or 6
SMB tiles). The DSP block routing strategy and the associated interconnectivity is the same as discussed in Chapter 4 section 4.3.4 with a mixed wire segment scheme of 20%, 40%, and 40%, for length-1, length-2, and length-4 wire segments. Also the switch box flexibility $F_s$ and connection box flexibility $F_c$ values are set to 3 and 0.25 respectively to provide better interconnect flexibility with general routing structure.

5.3.7 DSP Application - Complex Number Multiplication

Typically the proposed dual pre-adder DSP block is efficient in implementing complex number multiplications which are common in wireless communication systems. One such system is the Software Defined Radio (SDR) in which the digital front end consists of a large number of filter and filter bank structures [208, 209, 210]. For example, a low pass filter with 100 taps requires 100 complex
multiplications. Such multiplication of two complex numbers can be expressed in terms of their individual real and imaginary parts. For a filter with complex input signal, $X(z)$ and filter response $H(z)$, its output response $Y(z)$ is given by [187]:

$$Y_r(z) + jY_i(z) = (X_r(z)H_r(z) - X_i(z)H_i(z)) + j(X_r(z)H_i(z) + X_i(z)H_r(z))$$

(5.1)

Implementation of (5.1) requires 2 real additions and 4 real multiplications. In general, $4N$ real multiplications and $4N-2$ real additions are required for a filter of length $N$ [187]. However, an alternative method shown in (5.2) is useful for reducing the arithmetic cost associated with the complex number multiplication. This method requires only 3 real multiplications and 4 real additions to perform one set of complex number multiplication. Hence, for an $N$-tap filter, the alternative structure requires only $3N$ multiplications and $3N+1$ real additions per input sample.

$$Y_r(z) = H_r(z)[X_r(z) - X_i(z)] + X_i(z)[H_r(z) - H_i(z)]$$

$$Y_i(z) = H_i(z)[X_r(z) + X_i(z)] + X_i(z)[H_r(z) - H_i(z)]$$

(5.2)

By making use of two pre-adders, the pipelined DSP can realize (5.2) in three steps as shown in the Figure 5.9: (i) Pre-adder output $X_r(z) - X_i(z)$ is multiplied with $H_r(z)$ and is stored in the intermediate output register. (ii) Output $H_r(z) - H_i(z)$ of pre-adder is multiplied with $X_i(z)$, stored and added with step (i) to generate the real part of complex multiplication. (iii) Pre-adder output $X_r(z) + X_i(z)$ is multiplied with $H_i(z)$ which is then added with the value stored in step(ii) to produce the imaginary part of complex multiplication. Using temporal logic folding technique, the complex number multiplication can be performed using only one DSP block. However, the conventional architectures in [5, 80], contain only one pre-adder unit which prevents them from realizing the alternative method in (5.2) in 3 steps. Besides, additional circuitry needs to be incorporated in fine-grained
logic manually by the designer to realize the alternative method, resulting in larger area and power consumption.

In addition to complex multiplications, expressions represented as product-of-sum (POS) can be more efficiently implemented using the proposed DSP architecture over other DSP blocks. For example, realizing the POS expression of the form, \( POS = (A + B) \times (C + D) \) using generic DSP blocks with a single pre-adder takes 2 DSP operations. However, the same expression can be realized using only one DSP operation with the proposed pipeline reconfigurable DSP. Hence, for \( n \) POS expressions of above mentioned form requires \( n - \lfloor \frac{n}{2} \rfloor \) proposed DSP blocks over \( n \) traditional DSPs.

However, at a slight area overhead of 5.1% for incorporating the additional pre-adder in the proposed pipeline reconfigurable DSP architecture, efficient implementation of compute intensive kernels is achieved when compared to DSP block with a single pre-adder.

Figure 5.9: Complex multiplication using proposed DSP design.
5.4 Extended NanoMap tool flow for Pipelined DSP block

As discussed, the flattened fine-grained NATURE architecture is modified with a pipeline reconfigurable DSP. Modification of NanoMap is hence necessary to fully support the proposed architectural enhancement. During logic mapping the corresponding nodes of an RTL module is implemented with the network of LUTs provided in the module library for specified folding level. The module library is extended with the information for the proposed DSP block. Module parameters like bit width, logic depth, input or output ports, carry ports and configuration bits are all well defined. The initial stages of NanoMap perform logic mapping and scheduling of different nodes (LUTs and DSP).

After assigning LUTs and DSPs into different folding cycles, temporal logic folding enables sharing of hardware resources. The original NanoMap temporal clustering determines which LUTs share the same SMB. Since pipeline reconfigurable DSP enables the sharing of DSP blocks, the clustering algorithm is also modified to perform grouping of DSP blocks to be mapped onto the same physical DSP block. First, all the mathematical operations are directly assigned to individual DSPs. Second, the clustering algorithm considers the connection and life span between DSP operations. Since the DSP supports pipeline reconfiguration, two DSPs with a difference of at least 1 pipeline stage are packed together. The clustering algorithm searches for un grouped DSP blocks and packs them into DSP groups which have fewer shared DSP. This is an iterative process until all the DSPs in the corresponding folding stage are grouped. Further, clustering for the successive folding stages is performed. The DSP blocks that are packed together share the same physical DSP block.

Similarly, the original fine-grained placer and router is modified to support the pipeline reconfigurable DSP blocks. The DSP density can be specified for different architecture and DSP locations are fixed as in the architecture shown in
Figure 5.8. The placer performs swapping of blocks to minimize the delay. However, only blocks of the same type can swap their locations. For example, the SMB cannot be swapped with DSP. Considering routing between DSPs, special vertical interconnects are used to facilitate the chaining of DSPs in the column. Blocks of different types such as DSPs, SMBs and block RAMs are efficiently interconnected using general routing structures. Using the modified VPR tool, total routing delay of the circuit is estimated.

5.5 Results and Discussion

The experimental results for mapping various benchmarks to the proposed pipeline reconfigurable DSP block for the NATURE platform is presented in this section. The reduction in DSP blocks, corresponding area, and power reductions achieved by employing pipeline reconfiguration and logic folding techniques are also demonstrated. Compute intensive benchmarks are like wavelet, Biquad, DCT etc. are used for evaluating the performance of the pipelined DSP design. Of the other bigger benchmarks like ARF, FIR1, FIR2, EWF, HAL, Smooth Triangle and GCD (greatest common divisor), the first 6 benchmark suites are popular DSP applications obtained from UCLAs MediaBench which consists of a large number of addition, multiplication and subtraction nodes [193].

5.5.1 Comparison between Mixed-Grained and Fine-Grained NATURE Architectures

This section explores the A-D trade-offs of mixed-grained (pipeline reconfigurable DSP incorporated NATURE) architecture using different benchmark circuits for various folding levels (FL). These results are then compared to the fine-grained NATURE architecture to show the A-D improvement from incorporating the pipeline reconfigurable DSP block. The A and D parameters in A-D product is the total
### Table 5.2: Comparison between mixed-grained and fine-grained NATURE architecture for FL-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Fine-Grained</th>
<th>Proposed Mixed-Grained</th>
<th>A×D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMB</td>
<td>Total Area (mm²)</td>
<td>SMB DSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>44.75</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>48.62</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWF</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>52.50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>32.50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiffEQ</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>72.40</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16.38</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36.00</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>98.60</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>42.12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>69.90</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biquad</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>54.04</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>29.55</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.3: Comparison between mixed-grained and fine-grained NATURE architecture for FL-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Fine-Grained</th>
<th>Proposed Mixed-Grained</th>
<th>A×D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMB</td>
<td>Total Area (mm²)</td>
<td>SMB DSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>27.43</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>28.86</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWF</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>36.27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>24.44</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>31.85</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiffEQ</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>43.69</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>23.40</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52.56</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>23.40</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37.95</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biquad</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27.16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>16.32</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.4: Comparison between mixed-grained and fine-grained NATURE architecture for FL-4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Fine-Grained</th>
<th>Proposed Mixed-Grained</th>
<th>A×D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMB</td>
<td>Total Area (mm²)</td>
<td>SMB DSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>15.96</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWF</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>20.93</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>20.93</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>21.91</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiffEQ</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>26.55</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>18.20</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>29.80</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>20.93</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP4</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>23.20</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biquad</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>18.32</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

area (A) and total delay (D) of the circuit. The total area of the circuit is calculated after estimating the area of one SMB and one DSP block using Synopsys Design compiler on a 65 nm TSMC library as target technology. The total area
usage is given by:

\[ \text{Area}_{\text{Total}} = \text{SMB}_{\text{Total}} \times \text{OneSMB}_{\text{Area}} + \text{DSP}_{\text{Total}} \times \text{OneDSP}_{\text{Area}} \]  

(5.3)

The critical delay of the circuit is estimated from the VPR tool. The total delay of the circuit is the product of critical delay and total number of folding cycles:

\[ \text{Delay}_{\text{Total}} = \text{Delay}_{\text{Critical}} \times \text{FoldCycle}_{\text{Total}} \]  

\[ AD = \text{Area}_{\text{Total}} \times \text{Delay}_{\text{Total}} \]  

(5.4)

(5.5)

The results for FL-1, FL-2 and FL-4 are summarized in Table 5.2, Table 5.3, and Table 5.4 respectively. The tables illustrate various resource utilization such as the total number of SMBs, and DSP blocks for different benchmarks. After estimating the area of one SMB and DSP block and associated routing tracks using Synopsys Design Compiler, the total area usage of different benchmark is determined. The A-D product gain achieved by the mixed-grained over fine-grained NATURE architecture is determined to demonstrate the benefits of proposed DSP block for realizing compute intensive circuits.

In the proposed mixed-grained architecture, DSP blocks are used to realize bigger mathematical operations along the critical paths while smaller computations along the non-critical path are mapped to fine-grained logic. Realizing the benchmark using only fine-grained architecture achieves better area and power optimization at the cost of delay since the area of one DSP block is equal to the area of six SMBs. Also, mapping compute intensive arithmetic operations on DSP blocks can significantly reduce the computation delay. It can be observed across Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 that as the folding levels change from 1 to 4, the performance (in terms of delay) improves at the cost of an increase in area. Since arithmetic operations are mapped to DSP blocks in mixed-grained NATURE architecture, the total SMB usage is significantly less for compute intensive benchmark suites. An average A-D product improvement of \(1.64 \times\), \(2.05 \times\) and \(3.6 \times\) is achieved by the proposed DSP incorporated NATURE over the fine-grained NATURE architecture for folding level 1, 2 and 4 respectively. Furthermore, it can be observed that for
bigger benchmarks such as FIR1, FIR2, DCT, Wavelet, ARF, EWF, and Smooth Triangle significant improvement in performance can also be achieved using the pipelined DSP. However, it can be observed that no significant improvement in performance is achieved for smaller benchmark like GCD using proposed DSP block. The critical path delay of the GCD benchmark in both fine-grained and mixed-grained architecture is through the two comparator units which are mapped using LUTs, resulting in large folding cycles and total delay. Hence, for such small benchmark circuits in which the critical path is not along the DSP block, the total delay of the circuit cannot be reduced for folding level 1, 2 and 4. Also, it can be observed from tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 that the total resource utilization for GCD remains unchanged as the maximum number of SMBs across any folding stage is 8, resulting in constant area usage.

To estimate the power consumption of different designs in the mixed-grained NATURE architecture, the power consumption of the DSP block and SMBs are computed using the Synopsys PrimeTime tool, as detailed in [194, 195]. The switching activity file (vcd) is generated across a wide variety of input patterns for both the SMB and the DSP block, which are then provided to the PrimeTime tool to estimate power, using a TSMC 65nm library as the target technology. By estimating the power consumption of these building blocks, the total power consumption of individual benchmark circuits on the unified NATURE is determined as $\text{Power}_{\text{Total}} = \text{SMB}_{\text{Total}} \times \text{OneSMB}_{\text{Power}} + \text{DSP}_{\text{Total}} \times \text{OneDSP}_{\text{Power}}$. It can be observed an average P-D product improvement of 10.19× is achieved by mixed-grain over fine-grained architecture across different folding levels.

### 5.5.2 Comparison between Pipeline Reconfigurable and Full-Block Reconfigurable DSP

Table 5.5 shows the DSP usage comparison of various benchmarks for earlier proposed non-pipelined full-block reconfigurable DSP and pipeline reconfigurable DSP for level-1 folding. It can be observed from the table that pipeline reconfigurable
Table 5.5: Comparison between pipeline reconfigurable and full-block reconfigurable DSPs in NATURE architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Pipeline Reconfig. DSP</th>
<th>Full-Block Reconfig. DSP</th>
<th>% Reduction in DSP</th>
<th>A×D Improvement</th>
<th>P×D Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSPs</td>
<td>Total Delay (ns)</td>
<td>DSPs</td>
<td>Total Delay (ns)</td>
<td>Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40.26</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>42.35</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18.25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23.25</td>
<td>57.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biquad</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>29.52</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>37.76</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26.18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32.48</td>
<td>65.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffeq</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>52.50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>57.40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWF</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21.90</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>29.04</td>
<td>55.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20.52</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27.30</td>
<td>61.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21.12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27.36</td>
<td>60.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>66.69</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>86.45</td>
<td>62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>47.71</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.70</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>26.67</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31.85</td>
<td>54.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>73.92</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>78.12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.28</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>36.64</td>
<td>72.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DSP based designs require fewer DSP blocks compared to the full-block reconfigurable DSP based designs for most of the benchmark suites. For example, the DCT benchmark requires 32 DSP blocks when mapped using full-block reconfigurable architecture whereas, the proposed pipeline reconfigurable DSP based architecture requires only 11 DSP blocks, resulting in 65.62% reduction in DSP usage. This results in the significant decrement of area and power overhead. For smaller benchmarks like Biquad, Diffeq, Paulin, and GCD, the DSP block utilization is same for both pipelined DSP and full-block DSP incorporated NATURE architecture. This is because all the DSP blocks are scheduled in the same clock cycles in both cases, hence preventing them from further clustering. On an average, 40.33% reduction in DSP block is achieved using the pipeline reconfigurable DSP architecture across 13 benchmarks. Furthermore, the proposed pipelined DSP architecture achieves 31.42% reduction in the area over the full-block reconfigurable DSP architecture. However, no significant reduction in area is achieved for higher folding levels as fewer clusterings of DSP blocks are possible due to resource sharing conflict.

With the significant reduction in DSP resource usage achieved using pipelined DSP blocks, a noticeable improvement in A-D product is also observed across different benchmarks. An average of 2.15× improvement in A-D product is achieved by the proposed DSP architecture over the full-block reconfigurable DSP block.

A significant P-D improvement of up to 2.63× is observed for the proposed pipeline architecture.
reconfigurable DSP (without clock gating) over the full-block DSP architecture, as illustrated in Fig. 5.10 for level-1 folding. By clock gating individual stages that are unused at any cycle, a maximum P-D improvement of $4.18 \times$ can be achieved over the full-block DSP (and $1.85 \times$ over the proposed DSP without clock gating) across the different benchmarks. Similar results illustrated in Table 5.5 may be achieved for dynamically reconfigurable architectures that support a full-block reconfigurable DSP, such as FDR [211].

5.5.3 Evaluation of Depth Relaxation on Proposed DSP Incorporated NATURE

From the previous sections, it can be observed that although the resource usage reduction is achieved using the proposed pipeline reconfigurable DSP architecture, some of the benchmarks are not able to fully utilize the full benefit of temporal logic folding. This is mainly due to the as-soon-as-possible scheduling of NanoMap, squeezing many blocks into fewer folding cycles resulting in limited resource sharing. This can be overcome by relaxing the depth (increase in folding cycles) of the circuit which will enable NanoMap to schedule the DSP blocks and SMBs over more clock cycles. Figure 5.11a shows the area-versus-depth relaxation trends for 12 benchmarks for folding level 1. This trend is plotted for depth relaxation values 0, 2, 4 and 6. A rapid decrease in area can be observed with the depth relaxation
for bigger benchmarks like ARF, EWF, WAVELET and FIR. As shown in Figure 5.12a and Figure 5.13a, significant reduction in area can be observed in FL-2 and FL-4 over FL-1, as depth relaxation improves the scheduling of non-overlapping resources at higher folding levels, allowing them to be packed efficiently.
Figure 5.12: (a) Area-versus-depth relaxation. (b) Delay-versus-depth relaxation for FL-2.

However, due to the limited number of DFFs within the DSP blocks, the area improvement tends to saturate for most circuits beyond depth parameter 4. The reduction in area comes at the cost of increased delay. This trend can be observed clearly in Figures 5.11b, 5.12b and 5.13b, which are the delay-versus-depth
Figure 5.13: (a) Area-versus-depth relaxation. (b) Delay-versus-depth relaxation for FL-4.

relaxation graphs for the 12 benchmarks at folding levels 1, 2 and 4 respectively.
Table 5.6: Comparison between Xilinx FPGA and pipeline reconfigurable DSP in NATURE architecture (FL-0).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Pipeline Reconfig. DSP (90nm)</th>
<th>DSP48A</th>
<th>% Improvement in Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LUT</td>
<td>DSP Delay (ns)</td>
<td>LUT&lt;sub&gt;eqv&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWF</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP4</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bquad</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5.4 Comparison between Xilinx FPGA and Pipeline Reconfigurable DSP in NATURE Architecture

This section provides the details of tests done to compare the performance of the proposed DSP incorporated NATURE architecture for folding level-0 against commercially available FPGAs, using 11 of the same benchmark suites. A Xilinx Spartan-3A DSP is used for a fair comparison with NATURE as the size of LUT on both devices is 4. Since, Spartan-3A family is built on a 90nm process technology, the NATURE architecture is also simulated based on the same technology library. Table 5.6 shows the resource utilization and delay (in ns) for NATURE and Spartan-3A DSP FPGA.

The majority of the benchmarks use the same number of DSP resources. However for the Paulin circuit, in addition to arithmetic nodes, the Spartan-3A DSP FPGA use DSP blocks for control logic as well resulting in increased usage of DSP units compared to NATURE. Across all the benchmarks, an average improvement in speedup of 1.29× is achieved for proposed DSP incorporated NATURE architecture over the Spartan-3A DSP platform.

As DSP blocks and LUTs cannot be compared directly between the two platforms, and to understand overall resource usage, an area comparison in terms of equivalent LUTs is performed. The formula to calculate LUT area equivalent for Spartan-3A
DSP is given by:

\[ LUT_{eqv} = nLUT + nDSP \times 64 \]  

(5.6)

where the area equivalent of DSP48A for Spartan-3A DSP FPGA is 64 LUTs. Similarly, the area equivalent of the proposed pipeline reconfigurable DSP block is 24 LUTs (6 SMBs). From Table 5.6, it can be observed that the proposed pipelined DSP block can achieve a significant improvement in \( LUT_{eqv} \) area, resulting in a maximum improvement of 65.76\% for the FIR2 benchmark. On average, the proposed DSP incorporated NATURE architecture achieves 54.13\% improvement in \( LUT_{eqv} \) area over Spartan-3A DSP platform.

### 5.6 Summary

This chapter presents a pipeline reconfigurable DSP architecture that can further enhance the performance of the NATURE architecture. The proposed DSP block supports independent reconfiguration of pipeline stages to enable efficient utilization of NATURE’s logic folding feature, which enables compute intensive tasks such as complex number multiplication to be efficiently implemented using the proposed DSP block. An extended NanoMap tool is also developed to support the proposed DSP blocks.

Simulation results demonstrated that the pipeline-reconfigurable DSP block is able to fully exploit the temporal logic folding capability of NATURE, thereby minimizing the area overhead and increasing the effective logic density utilization. The total power consumption of circuits realized can also be minimized by clock gating the individual pipeline stage of the proposed DSP blocks, with a maximum reduction of 42.0\%. Compared with the previous fine-grained NATURE architecture, circuit realization for folding levels 1, 2, and 4 shows that the incorporation of the proposed DSP block can lead to improvements of 1.6\( \times \), 2.05\( \times \) and 3.6\( \times \) in A-D product, respectively.
Compared to the earlier proposed full-block DSPs based design, the efficient reuse of pipeline reconfigurable DSP blocks enable an average of 31.42% reduction in area and $4.18 \times$ improvement in P-D product across different benchmarks. Finally, a comparison between the DSP incorporated NATURE architecture with folding level-0 and Spartan-3A DSP FPGA is also performed. Experimental results show that, on an average, the NATURE architecture achieves an improvement in performance (in terms of speed) of $1.29 \times$ and of 54.13% in term of area over the Spartan-3A DSP platform. These results indicate that the proposed reconfigurable DSP design would enable highly efficient implementation of computationally intensive applications when used on the NATURE platform.
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6.1 Introduction

Previous chapters discussed how the dynamic reconfigurability of DSP blocks at different levels can efficiently map computationally intensive designs on the NATURE architecture. The full-block reconfigurable DSP block proposed in Chapter 4 supports reuse of resources for realizing arithmetic operations only after its full DSP operation cycles. Similarly, Chapter 5 presented the pipeline reconfigurable DSP block architecture that provides better area and power efficient mapping of arithmetic circuits compared to the full-block DSP on the NATURE architecture. The DSP blocks discussed in earlier chapters incorporate a symmetric $16 \times 16$ multiplier block generating a 32-bit result. These DSP blocks are efficient in implementing designs with uniform datapath throughout the circuitry. But it
is common that the input Register Transfer Level (RTL) circuit designs require mixed precision and custom datapath widths to achieve the required accuracy and performance. It has been observed that such mixed precision requirements are usually not efficiently translated to DSP blocks during technology mapping. The fixed precision on these hard DSP blocks often results in sub-optimal utilization, especially in cases where the data-widths are half or less than the input width of the DSP block. In such scenarios, NanoMap will infer a complete DSP block but does not utilize the upper bits for computational purposes, resulting in resource and power wastage. Variable precision DSPs have been described in academic research [6, 107] and implemented by commercial vendors (Altera) [197], where DSPs are able to support different computational precision and re-use of resources. However, their precision is fixed for the circuit lifetime during execution, preventing the hard block from being reused within the design for a different operation (across different cycles), which is the key feature provided by temporal logic folding (TLF). Further, vendor tools of commercial FPGAs are currently unable to automatically promote the reuse of DSP blocks based on computational patterns, resulting in inefficient implementation in terms of area and power consumption [212].

In this chapter, a fracturable (variable precision) DSP block architecture for NATURE that can natively support runtime precision selection and temporal logic folding is introduced. The proposed DSP block can switch between sub-width operation mode (2 independent $8 \times 8$ operations simultaneously), full width operation mode, or wider multiplication mode ($32 \times 32$, $24 \times 16$ and $24 \times 8$ on a single DSP) at runtime. The NanoMap tool is also extended to efficiently map multi-precision arithmetic operations on to the NATURE architecture that incorporates the proposed DSP block. The proposed DSP architecture uses 16-bit operands to be compliant with the NATURE architecture; however, the method can be extended to a 32-bit DSP block that can simultaneously support two 16-bit operations or four 8-bit operations.

The work presented in this chapter is also discussed in,
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6.2 Related Works

Modern commercial FPGAs use highly advanced DSP blocks for accelerating complex computations. Xilinx’s 7-series FPGAs use the DSP48E1 [5] architecture, that features an asymmetric multiplier design (25 × 18) with fixed precision, with a maximum operating frequency of 741 MHz. Altera devices use variable precision DSP blocks that can perform multiple sub-width operations concurrently (up to 3 9 × 9) with a design-time decision, while also featuring extensions like coefficient memory for efficient implementation of filter blocks [197]. The DSP block supports two precision modes; *i*) Standard-precision mode (18-bit) and *ii*) High-precision mode. In standard precision mode, the DSP block can be configured to support two 18×18 multipliers in either sum mode or the independent mode. The output resolution in later configuration mode is limited to 32-bits. In high-precision mode, the DSP block can be configured to implement a 27×27 multiplier or a 18×36 multiplier. Also, these DSP blocks can be cascaded to further support a wider range of precision modes. However, once the DSP block is configured to support two 18×18 multipliers, it will keep this setting throughout the design thereby not allowing the DSP block to be reconfigured to high-precision mode in runtime.

Academic research on DSP architectures aim to enhance the performance of mixed-precision arithmetic circuits. In [6], a flexible DSP block that enhances multi-input addition operations is proposed. By bypassing the partial product generator into a field programmable compression tree, the DSP block can be configured to perform a multiplication operation or a multi-operand addition. Using this technique, it can perform fused multiply-add operations, or two fused addition-subtraction operations using only one DSP block unlike the traditional DSP blocks
that use two. The area overhead of these DSP blocks is higher due to the usage of fixed-function compression logic and large numbers of multiplexers. A highly versatile DSP block similar to DSP blocks of Altera is proposed in [107] that supports a wide variety of multiplier bit widths as well as multi-input addition with negligible overheads. The proposed technique employs a Radix-4 Booth multiplier architecture, and incorporates two paired 18-bit multipliers in addition to the multi-input addition operation. Through cascading two DSP blocks, it supports eight 9-bit, six 12-bit two 24-bit and one 36-bit multipliers. However, these DSP architectures are primarily designed for single-context FPGAs and hence do not support logic folding.

6.3 Proposed Fracturable Architecture Design

This section presents a fracturable Baugh-Wooley multiplier design, followed by an illustrative example. Further sections explain DSP interconnect design details, power optimization techniques employed and the enhanced functionality of the proposed DSP block for implementing complex number multiplication.

6.3.1 Fracturable Baugh-Wooley (BW) Multiplier with HPM Reduction Tree

The BW multiplier combined with the High-Performance Multiplier (HPM) reduction tree is an efficient way of implementing signed multipliers over other multiplier designs in digital circuits [173]. Parallel multipliers like the BW multiplier operate in three steps: generation of primary partial products, compression of these multiplier partial products using logarithmic tree and final addition. In the BW multiplier architecture, the partial products are generated using an array of AND and NAND gates, which is arranged as shown in Figure 6.1 as per Hatamian’s scheme [213] extended for the 16-bit multipliers. These are then reduced using an HPM reduction tree that performs bit-wise compression over multiple stages
Figure 6.1: Architecture of a 16-bit Baugh-Wooley Multiplier with HPM Reduction Tree.

to reduce the number of partial products, which are then fed to a final adder to compute the product. The final adder employs carry-save adders to perform fast parallel summation of the compressed partial products.

To compute two sub-multiplications in parallel, a fracturing mechanism is introduced at the primary *Partial Product* (PP) generation stage, as represented in Figure 6.2. The multiplier unit uses two configuration bits *mode* and *gate*, that indicate the mode of operation and enable a power saving gating feature, respectively. The illustration depicts the case for a 16-bit multiplier which can be dynamically fractured to perform two $8 \times 8$ multiplications simultaneously.

To achieve this fracturing, the proposed architecture makes use of other building blocks to generate the PPs, beyond the regular AND/NAND gates. These are the configurable AND/NAND, Gated-AND, Gated-NAND, Mode-based-Gated-NAND (Gated-Mode-NAND), XOR (Mode-Invert), Mode-OR-AND (Mode-AND) and 1-bit multiplexers (Mode-Mux). For the lower 16-bit partial products, the structure resembles an $8 \times 8$ multiplier, with additional rows above and below the regular 8-bit PPs. The partial products are generated by regular AND gates and configurable AND/NAND gates, while the Gated-AND/NAND gates are selectively disabled to allow sub-computations to be performed in isolation. The upper 16-bit PPs also mirrors a similar structure operating on the upper 16-bits
of the partial products. Here, the partial products are generated by Gated-AND, Gated-NAND while the Gated-Mode-NAND generates logic ‘1’ to enable proper combination within the reduction tree. By generating the PP in this manner, the logarithmic reduction tree is reused for all modes of operation, without requiring any changes to its internal structure, reducing the area overhead incurred. The output of the reduction tree is pipelined (single-stage) to limit the critical path within the multiplier.

As shown in Table 6.1, the selection bits mode and gate determine the three operating modes of the multiplier at any given time. These can be automatically generated by the tool flow (refer 6.5) for altering the modes at runtime. The operation of the circuit in different modes is described below.

(i) Regular 16-bit mode

This mode is selected when gate is set to ‘1’ and mode is set to ‘0’. In this case, the circuit falls back to the regular 16 × 16 partial product tree illustrated earlier.
in Figure 6.1. With this combination of \textit{gate} and \textit{mode}, the Gated-AND/NAND and Mode-based-Gated-AND/NAND compute regular AND/NAND functions respectively. The configurable AND/NAND gate computes an AND operation while the multiplexers select the first input line, which corresponds to their operation in the regular 16-bit mode. The partial products thus resemble the regular $16 \times 16$ partial products, which are then fed to the reduction tree and forwarded to the final adder to compute the product.

(ii) Dual $8 \times 8$ mode

This mode is selected when \textit{gate} is set to ‘1’ and \textit{mode} is set to ‘1’. In this scenario, the lower 8-bits of the inputs X and Y are taken as the input to the lower-16 section while the upper 8-bits of inputs X and Y are taken as inputs to the upper-16 section. With this configuration chosen, the Gated-AND/NAND computes regular AND/NAND operation, while the Gated-Mode-NAND gates are forced to value ‘1’. The configurable AND/NAND operates as a NAND gate, while the Mode-AND chooses the value of ‘1’. This generates two isolated sections of partial products which are then compressed using the HPM reduction tree. The Gated-Mode-NAND gates ensure that the sign bits of the lower-16 bits are unaffected (and contained) during HPM reduction, while allowing the compression of the upper-16 bits in isolation. At the final adder stage, the multiplexers (Mode-Mux) choose the lower bit of the upper-16 reduced PP, while the Mode-Invert preserves the sign bit of the lower-16 result.

(iii) Single $8 \times 8$ mode

This mode is selected when \textit{gate} is set to ‘0’ and \textit{mode} is set to ‘1’. In this scenario, the lower 8-bits of the inputs X and Y are taken as input to the lower-16 section while the upper 8-bits of inputs X and Y are ignored. With this configuration chosen, the Gated-AND/NAND are completely gated in addition to the Gated-Mode-NAND gates, producing an output value ‘0’. This gating allows
significant power reduction when the multiplication is limited to a single 8-bit scope, compared to the regular 16-bit structure to compute the same. As with the fractured mode, the configurable AND/NAND operates as a NAND gate, while the Mode-AND chooses the value of ‘1’. Similar to the dual mode, the partial products with upper-16 gated are then compressed using the HPM reduction tree. At the final adder stage, the multiplexer (Mode-Mux) is also gated to conserve power, while the Mode-Invert preserves the sign bit of the lower-16 result.

The multiplier enables computation of one $16 \times 16$ or two $8 \times 8$ in full mode, and also a single $8 \times 8$ multiplication with reduced power consumption by controlling the mode and gate pins at runtime. The lower 8-bits of the input pre-adder stages are taken as the lower 8-bits for multiplication in the fractured mode, while the upper 8-bits of the pre-adders are used as inputs to the second multiplier stage (when enabled). Thus, in the fractured mode, the DSP can compute a wider range of computations on 8-bit operands than a standard non-fracturable DSP block, and this flexibility will be explored by the tools for automatically reusing the basic structure.

6.3.2 DSP Block Architecture

The proposed fracturable multiplier is integrated into the previously proposed DSP architecture discussed in chapter 5 to form a complete DSP block that supports both fixed precision and variable precision computations. Figure 6.3 shows the basic block diagram of the enhanced DSP block. This enhanced DSP block contains gate, and mode pins to reconfigure the BW multiplier in different modes. The selection signals of these control pins are controlled by the multiple configuration bits stored in the associated configuration memory. Also, the interleaved multiplexers allow flexibility to realize different operations to be implemented using this basic structure. The two pre-adders (16-bit each) and the ALU (36-bit) have also been fractured using the same gate, mode inputs, allowing four 8-bit add/sub or two 16-bit ALU operations to be performed in addition to sub-width multiplication(s). The modified DSP can compute a wider range of computations
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on 8-bit operands than a standard non-fracturable DSP block, and this flexibility will be explored by the enhanced NanoMap.

6.3.3 Supporting wider multiplications

Using TLF, a $32 \times 32$ multiplication can be mapped using a single proposed DSP block in 8 clock cycles. The 32-bit operands are separately fed as 16-bit least significant bits and most significant bits over multiple cycles. The partially computed results are stored in the intermediate registers for successive computations. The ALU then performs shift and add operations on the multiplier output to generate the results. Figure 6.4 shows a 32-bit multiplier using only one DSP block with logic folding. Using a similar approach, the proposed DSP block can also implement $24 \times 16$ and $24 \times 8$ multiplications by reconfiguring one DSP block. Moreover, this approach of realizing wider multiplication takes 1 clock cycle less than the Karatsuba-Ofman algorithm [214], while utilizing the DSP block more efficiently. While folding can be explored for low-power designs, wider multipliers (like $32 \times 32$ or higher) for high performance requirements can also be implemented using the Karatsuba-Ofman algorithm through chaining of the DSP blocks.
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6.3.4 DSP Interconnect

In the proposed DSP block, only the multiplier unit and the corresponding internal datapaths are modified without changing the existing DSP interconnect to support fracturization. Hence the interconnect of proposed DSP block is same as discussed in chapter 5 section 5.3.6.

6.4 Illustrative Example

In this section, the effectiveness of the fracturable DSP block is illustrated, using an RTL circuit that is mapped on to the NATURE architecture.

Consider the scheduled DFG of the circuit shown in the Figure 6.5. It comprises two 8-bit multipliers and an LUT cluster (LUT CLUS-1) scheduled in the first cycle. In cycle two, 2 LUT clusters (LUT CLUS-2 and LUT CLUS-3) are scheduled followed by an 8-bit adder in cycle three and finally, the primary output is derived from LUT (LUT CLUS-4) in cycle four. The input bit width of the circuit is 8-bit and there are intermediate registers after each cycle to hold the output data.

If the circuit is realized using the pipelined reconfigurable DSP block discussed in the previous chapter, it will consume a total of two physical DSP blocks, one each for \textit{MUL1} and \textit{MUL2}. By reconfiguring the pipeline stage of one DSP block, the adder node (\textit{ADD}) scheduled in cycle 3 will be realized. Although the multiplier unit inside the pipeline DSP supports $16 \times 16$ multiplication, only the lower 8-bits
of the multiplier input ports are used since the input precision of the circuit is limited to 8-bits. This leads to the sub-optimal utilization of DSP blocks and results in resource wastage.

By fracturing/splitting the $16 \times 16$ multipliers block into two $8 \times 8$ multiplier, both multiplications scheduled in cycle-1 can be realized using a single DSP block. This can be achieved by exploiting the full bit width of multiplier input ports. By careful routing of input signals to be multiplied ($IN1$ and $IN2$, $IN3$ and $IN4$) to the lower and upper 8-bits of the multiplier inputs, both multiplications can be carried out using a single multiplier unit. Moreover, the same multiplier can be reconfigured to perform $16 \times 16$ multiplication scheduled in cycle-3. Hence by incorporating the DSP blocks with fracturable multiplier, using only one DSP block, the input circuit can be realized.

### 6.5 Enhanced NanoMap

The modification incorporated in the DSP architecture requires extending the mapping tool flow. By changing the multiplier design in the DSP block to support
fracturization, it is required to extend the NanoMap tool to cluster the DSP block efficiently by making use of the proposed multiplier capability. Following the logic mapping and scheduling of the input nodes, the clustering algorithm is performed to pack non-overlapping LUTs and DSPs.

In the enhanced NanoMap tool flow, the packing algorithm has been extended to combine DSP blocks with the proposed fracturable multiplier. After mapping the mathematical operations to individual DSP blocks, the algorithm iteratively searches for operations that are scheduled in the same clock cycles. If any two DSP blocks perform sub-width operations (for example multiple $8 \times 8$ multiplication) in the same clock cycle (called mergable DSPs), the algorithm groups them onto a single DSP block.

The clustering algorithm considers the interconnection and execution cycles of the different DSPs. For this, the algorithm scans through the connectivity graph to identify DSPs which have an operating cycle difference of 1 or more clock cycles (called affine DSPs). If each DSP has at least one affine DSP, it is marked as ungrouped and its list of affine DSPs is saved. Once the algorithm evaluates all the DSP blocks, the list of DSPs in the ungrouped list are evaluated and they are merged with their affine DSPs that have minimal cycle gap. Thus the proposed algorithm combines sub-width operations within the same cycle and operations across clock cycles which can be executed on the same DSP block. The pseudo-code for the clustering algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3, and this generates the netlist file for the clustered circuit.

The final step in the tool flow is the placement and routing which is implemented using VPR. The placement and routing has also been modified to accommodate the fracturable nature of primary Inputs/Outputs of DSP blocks.
forall clock cycles do
    foreach DSP do
        Check the operation performed
        foreach 8\times8 Multiply do
            | Identify its mergable DSP
        end
    end
    Combine mergable DSPs
end

foreach DSP do
    forall clock cycles do
        List its affine DSPs if the DSP has atleast one affine DSP then
            | mark the DSP as ungrouped
        end
    end
end

foreach DSP do
    if marked ungrouped then
        merge the DSP with the affine DSP
        mark the DSP as grouped
    end
end

Algorithm 3: Fracturable DSP grouping algorithm.

6.6 Performance Evaluation and Discussion

The area and power overhead of the proposed fracturable DSP block (previous proposed DSP design) over non-fracturable DSP blocks is presented in this section. The area-delay and power-delay trade-offs achieved using the proposed DSP block are also compared against the previous DSP block in NATURE for both single context and multi-context architectures.

6.6.1 Area/Power Overhead of Fracturable DSP Block

To evaluate the area/power overhead and the reduction in frequency due to the increased logic in the multiplier unit, the proposed DSP block unit is synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler targeting the TSMC 65 nm cell library. For comparison, the existing DSP block (on NATURE) which uses a standard BW multiplier is synthesized with the same target library. The results are shown in
Table 6.2: Power, area and frequency of the proposed DSP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Cell Area ($\mu m^2$)</th>
<th>Dynamic Power ($\mu W$)</th>
<th>$F_{Max}$ (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-Fract. DSP</td>
<td>16487</td>
<td>934</td>
<td>1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fract. DSP</td>
<td>18183</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>1191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2. The pipelined multiplier in the proposed DSP block results in a higher operating frequency ($F_{Max}$) of 400 MHz, with 10.2% increase in cell area over the existing (non-fracturable) DSP block.

The power consumption of the proposed DSP block is estimated using the Synopsys PrimeTime tool. The activity file was generated for large number of input patterns for each operating mode, which was provided to the PrimeTime tool for estimation. It is observed that with fracturing, the proposed architecture results in a 38.3% reduction in power and 43.8% reduction in area when two 8-bit multiplications are scheduled in parallel, which utilizes two 16-bit multipliers with an existing DSP block in NATURE. For single 8-bit and full precision modes, operating at 400 MHz results in a slight increase in power consumption of 2% and 2.67% respectively over the previous DSP block in NATURE that runs at 333 MHz. At 333 MHz, the fracturable design consumes 15% less power for both single 8-bit and full precision operations, compared to the existing DSP block. Thus a clear advantage is achieved in terms of performance and power consumption for the proposed DSP structure in mixed precision digital circuits, which are commonly used in many applications found in audio, vision systems and others. The advantage is further demonstrated using actual circuits in the following section.

6.6.2 Experimental Results on Single & Multi-context Architectures

The experiment is performed using generic RTL/netlists of circuits for Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Auto-regression Filter (ARF), Application-Specific Programmable Processor (ASPP4) [192], Greatest Common Divisor (GCD), Paulin
(Differential-equation solver) [191], Wavelet Transform, and Finite Impulse Response filters (FIR1 and FIR2). In addition to these generic circuits, the evaluation of the proposed DSP is also performed using complex functions such as the Elliptical Wave Filter (EWF), HAL, Smooth Triangle, HornerBezier, Motion Vector, and Matrix Multiplication. The input precision is set to 8-bit for all evaluations. The evaluation of A-D and P-D trade-offs is performed using the proposed fracturable DSP block for single-context (folding level 0) and multi-context (folding level 1) NATURE architecture, and are compared against the DSP block proposed in previous chapter.

(i) Evaluation on Single-Context Architecture

This sub-section explores and quantifies the reduction in area and power obtained using the fracturable DSP over the non-fracturable DSP block for folding level 0. The results of folding level 0, which can be considered equivalent to a single context FPGA is also compared against the results based on an Altera Stratix V (5SGSMD4E1H29C1) device that features 6-input fracturable LUTs and variable precision DSPs. These comparison results are presented in Table 6.3. To account for the difference in platforms, the effective area utilized by the implementation (in terms of equivalent LUTs) is computed using the relation

\[ A_{\text{Eff}} = \frac{LUT_{\text{Max}}}{DSP_{\text{Max}}} \times \text{DSPutilization} + \text{LUTutilization} \]

[215]. In addition, the number of multiply/MAC and add/sub operations in each benchmark are also shown (in brackets), which helps in determining the reduction in DSP blocks achieved by exploiting their fracturable nature (on Stratix V and on the proposed DSP in NATURE). The A×D improvement of the proposed DSP architecture is compared against the previous DSP structure, for the different benchmark circuits indicated earlier. The table also illustrates the resource utilization in terms of the total number of CLBs, and DSPs, total delay (in ns) and the area consumption of the different benchmarks, for the fracturable and non-fracturable DSP blocks. Furthermore, it also presents the % reduction in area and DSP usage achieved with the proposed fracturable DSP for all the circuits.
Table 6.3: Resource comparison of benchmark circuits implemented on NATURE (with fracturable DSP block and with non-fracturable DSP block) for folding level-0 and an Altera Stratix V 5SGSMD4E1H29C1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark (no of mult/mac, add/sub ops)</th>
<th>Previous DSP</th>
<th>With Fract. DSP</th>
<th>% Reduction</th>
<th>Altera Stratix V</th>
<th></th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSPs Min. Period</td>
<td>DSPs LUTs</td>
<td>$A_{\text{Eff}}$</td>
<td>Min. Period</td>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT (13,19)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>3.22 ns</td>
<td>59.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF (16,12)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>2.92 ns</td>
<td>64.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1 (11,10)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>2.94 ns</td>
<td>61.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2 (8,15)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>2.88 ns</td>
<td>65.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet (10,14)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>3.37 ns</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP4 (3,4)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>4.35 ns</td>
<td>14.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWF (8,26)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1792</td>
<td>3.27 ns</td>
<td>58.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL (6,4)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>5.09 ns</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin (2,2)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>3.79 ns</td>
<td>25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HornerBezier (8,3)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>3.32 ns</td>
<td>63.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MotionVector (12,12)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>2.83 ns</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatrixMult (48,12)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4192</td>
<td>3.46 ns</td>
<td>46.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle (17,20)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2224</td>
<td>3.25 ns</td>
<td>54.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Among the 13 benchmarks, the % reduction in DSP usage is significant for all multiplier dominated circuits such as ARF, FIR1, FIR2, Wavelet, HornerBezier, Matrixmult and HAL. Here, two 8-bit multipliers scheduled in the same clock cycle are combined to a single fracturable DSP unit, which is impossible to achieve in the case of a non-fracturable DSP block, resulting in reduced DSP utilization. This is shown in Table 6.3 where the proposed DSP block achieves significant reduction in DSP utilization compared to the previous fixed precision DSP (non-fracturable) architecture in NATURE. This is achieved by merging the two sub-width mult/MAC or add/sub operations that are scheduled in the same clock cycle into a single DSP block compared to two DSP instances with the previous DSP architecture. This results in an average reduction of 53.7% in DSP utilization, and 42.5% in area, across all benchmarks. Figure 6.6 shows the normalized A-D product comparison between the two implementation platforms (fracturable DSP-based FPGA and previously proposed DSP-based FPGA) for the different benchmark circuits. Although a minor increase in routing delay is incurred when merging two 8×8 multipliers, the proposed DSP is able to be clocked at a higher frequency resulting in lower circuit delay. This results in an overall reduction in the A-D product. It can be observed that when compared to a non-fracturable DSP, an average A-D improvement of 2.56× is achieved by the fracturable DSP based reconfigurable architecture across all benchmarks.

Figure 6.6 illustrates the normalized P-D product comparison between the two
implementation platforms for the different benchmark circuits. The gating operation allows multiple computations to be performed in isolation on the same block, leading to lower DSP usage and reduced power consumption. Furthermore, the gating logic allows single $8 \times 8$ and dual $8 \times 8$ computations to be more power efficient on the proposed DSP compared to non-fracturable DSP block. These translate to an average P-D product improvement of $2.23 \times$ on the proposed DSP based FPGA across all the benchmark circuits.

Implementation on Altera Stratix V device maps only mult/MAC operations onto DSP blocks while add/sub operations are implemented using LUTs. The proposed fracturable DSP achieves an average reduction in effective area of $1.24 \times$ (across all benchmarks), despite the Altera device having superior LUT (6-input fracturable vs 4-input fixed on NATURE) and DSP (three $9 \times 9$ v/s two $8 \times 8$ for the proposed DSP on NATURE) architecture. It can also be observed that the Quartus tool automatically merges sub-width operations to reduce DSP utilization in multiple benchmarks (DCT, ARF, PAULIN); however, the enhanced NanoMap tool-flow is able to further reduce the DSP utilization by exploiting the fracturable Pre-add/sub and Post-add/sub blocks in the proposed DSP.
Table 6.4: Efficiency improvement for fracturable DSP for folding level-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Non-Fractuable DSP</th>
<th>Fracturable DSP</th>
<th>A×D</th>
<th>P×D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSPs Min. Period</td>
<td>DSPs Min. Period</td>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>11 3.81 ns</td>
<td>8 3.14 ns</td>
<td>1.45×</td>
<td>1.23×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP4</td>
<td>4 3.66 ns</td>
<td>2 3.68 ns</td>
<td>1.49×</td>
<td>1.08×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>4 3.67 ns</td>
<td>3 3.4 ns</td>
<td>1.23×</td>
<td>1.08×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Vector</td>
<td>6 3.62 ns</td>
<td>5 3.01 ns</td>
<td>1.27×</td>
<td>1.15×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatrixMult</td>
<td>23 3.69 ns</td>
<td>21 3.58 ns</td>
<td>1.01×</td>
<td>1.03×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>10 3.65 ns</td>
<td>9 3.36 ns</td>
<td>1.07×</td>
<td>1.02×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) Evaluation on Multi-Context Architecture

Table 6.4 shows the mapping results (DSP utilization, critical delay, A-D, and P-D products) of the benchmark circuits on NATURE architecture with the proposed DSP blocks and on NATURE with non-fracturable DSP blocks at folding level 1. Here, the logic is folded (reconfigured) at a depth of 1 LUT computation. In this mode, apart from combining two 8-bit multipliers scheduled in same clock cycle to a fractured DSP, it can be reused across clock cycles to implement subsequent operations if there are no resource conflicts. Furthermore, each DSP block may vary its configuration from full 16×16 mode to the power-saving single 8×8 mode or a fractured dual 8×8 mode across different cycles, as determined by its configuration bits. This flexibility allows further optimizations in resource consumption, compared to folding level 0, which was discussed earlier in Table 6.3.

In Table 6.4, the 6 benchmarks which offered reduced resource consumption between the two target platforms (NATURE with non-fracturable DSP block and NATURE incorporating proposed DSP block) is shown. For each of the benchmark, it can be observed that the overall resource consumption was reduced in folding level 1, with both DSP blocks. An average reduction of 22.93% in DSP utilization across the 6 benchmarks and an average A-D improvement of 1.25× is achieved for NATURE architecture that incorporates the proposed DSP block. For other benchmarks (FIR1, FIR2 and others), it can be observed that temporal folding introduces resource conflicts and limits the scope of DSP reuse through fracturing.
Figure 6.8 shows the normalized P-D product for the circuits implemented on the fracturable and non-fracturable DSP block. By efficient merging and reuse of the fracturable DSP blocks, it is able to further reduce the DSP resource consumption over the non-fracturable DSP, resulting in improved area utilization and reduced power consumption. It can be observed that an average P-D product improvement of $1.09 \times$ is achieved by mapping applications on fracturable DSP over the existing DSP block on NATURE architecture for folding level 1. Based on the results achieved for the benchmark suite discussed, it can be deduced that the proposed DSP block can result in more significant improvement in the energy efficiency (in terms of $P \times D$) without compromising system performance for circuits with higher computational complexity.

### 6.7 Summary

This chapter introduced a fracturable DSP architecture for improving energy efficiency of computations on FPGAs. The proposed DSP block achieved this efficiency by fracturing its internal data-path while also providing the capability to dynamically switch computation precision. By utilizing this capability, the proposed DSP block can efficiently handle two independent half-width ($8 \times 8$) multiplications in complete isolation, perform a single $8 \times 8$ multiplication with lower power consumption or operate on regular full-width 16-bit operands. Furthermore,
these modes can be switched dynamically, allowing efficient reuse of the DSP block for low-power applications. The NanoMap tool flow have been extended to take advantage of this flexibility to automatically promote reuse of the DSP blocks by analyzing the computational pattern of the input circuit. Experimental results show that mapping benchmarks circuits onto the NATURE architecture that incorporates the proposed fracturable DSP block achieved 42.5% and 53.7% average reduction in area and DSP block utilization with 2.23× improvement in energy efficiency without utilizing temporal folding (folding level 0). Further improvement in energy efficiency and resource utilization is achieved when temporal folding is employed, without sacrificing performance.
7.1 Introduction

As shown in the previous chapters, a significant reduction in area and performance overheads can be achieved by implementing compute intensive kernels on hybrid reconfigurable architectures through the choice of appropriate DSP configurations and precision modes, together with judicious choice of folding level.

However, the optimum setting was determined manually by exploring all the possible configurations. It requires the designer to run the NanoMap tool for all the 16 different configurations. As there are 4 folding levels and 4 DSP block configurations per folding level, a total of 16 configurations are tested and compared in order to determine the best configuration (in terms of DSP configuration and
folding level) for minimum A-D product or P-D product value for each given input constraint. This is a tedious process which consumes a considerable amount of time for each iteration, and thus limits NATURE from being used for fast hardware prototyping. This chapter hence presents optimization techniques that can automatically determine the optimum folding levels and DSP modes by estimating area/power trade-off without implementing all configurations. The most efficient mapping of the chosen configuration is subsequently fed to the mapping flow (NanoMap) to generate the bitstream.

The following section of this chapter discusses some of the previous works on low power and area optimization techniques employed in architecture and mapping tool level. An automated sub-optimal depth relaxation algorithm is then presented, that aims to minimize the area utilization of NATURE architecture without degrading the performance of system, hence achieves optimum A-D value. The chapter also discusses various optimization techniques that can be used in the mapping tool to rapidly determine the best energy (P-D product) configuration. The results and discussion section then demonstrates the benefits of proposed A-D and P-D optimization techniques.

The work presented in this chapter is also discussed in,


### 7.2 Related Works

The long design cycles due to rising complexity of applications and architectures offer a major challenge to the circuit designers to meet the required A-D constraints while implementing efficient systems. Generally, the designers perform design space exploration through several iterations of synthesis flow to reach a good constraint compliant solution. Exploring and choosing the best solution that
matches the constraints of application usually is a time consuming process when done manually.

Energy efficient FPGA implementation has become a key performance metric in the design of various computation and communication systems. It is critical for wireless applications and computationally intensive kernels operating on portable hardware platforms. However, such application mapping on custom reconfigurable platform generally suffers from poor energy efficient implementation because the designers ends up giving importance to improved performance and area reduction. Hence a design space exploration and optimization techniques for energy efficient application mapping on custom reconfigurable architectures is required.

Design space exploration is the process of analyzing several functionally equivalent implementation alternatives to identify optimal solutions. Earlier works on low-power design space explorations for FPGAs focus on architecture level mainly, register binding, functional unit binding and resource allocation problems \[216, 217\]. Other techniques include mapping input design using coarse-grained blocks than fine-grained configurable blocks in FPGA, since the former are more power efficient that the latter for the same function \[125\]. For streaming applications like FIR filters, cosine transforms, pipelining techniques are used prominently for reducing the glitches and hence minimizing power consumption \[126\]. Also word-length optimization \[218\], clock gating \[128\], and dynamic voltage scaling \[219\] are some of the architecture level power optimization techniques employed in the literature.

Over the period of several years, researchers have worked on architecture level and mapping tool level optimization of FPGA implementation to estimate area-delay trade-offs. In \[137\], area-delay estimation is determined based on a library of benchmarks implemented and characterized for several FPGAs. The main bottleneck of this approach is the requirement of different libraries for various task for diverse devices and applications. Based on Xilinx XC4000 device, Xu. \textit{et al.} proposed a technique to compute area and delay values from an estimation obtained from mapping and place & route stages \[138, 139\]. Techniques proposed in \[140\]
estimate area and delay at abstraction level (DFG) in which a combination of both algorithm characterization and FPGA mapping model is used. However, it fails to consider the control and multidimensional data overheads. An iterative compilation based method is proposed in [142], which performs extensive transformation, approximation and optimization of DFF nodes that are mapped onto FPGA to compute the best area and delay values. [144] is another compiler-based technique that estimate area and delay based on the synthesis results of a high-level synthesis tool. Choi et al. proposed a technique suitable for a large design space to efficiently estimate the area-delay values [146]. However, most of the research works focused on a single RTL architecture that proposes several implementation models.

Power optimization techniques for FPGA architecture are also applied to CAD tools which map the input design to the reconfigurable fabric. Power-aware high level synthesis algorithms for FPGA are proposed in [147, 149]. Moreover, power optimization is also applied on different stage CAD tools such as technology mapping, clustering, placement and routing stages [150, 157, 160]. Although, research on power optimization techniques for FPGA have been carried out for years on different levels, energy efficient mapping of applications for a reconfigurable architecture like NATURE that provide varied configuration levels has not been widely studied.

### 7.3 Proposed Area/Power-Aware Algorithms for NATURE

In this section, a heuristic approach to determine the optimum A-D product configuration to map a compute intensive kernel on multi-context FPGA architectures along with a design example is presented. Further sub-sections explain various optimization techniques that can be used in the NanoMap tool to readily determine the best energy configuration.
## 7.3.1 Area-Delay Minimization using Sub-Optimal Depth Relaxation

In NanoMap, various circuit parameters such as logic depth, width of logic in each plane, number of planes etc., determine the number of folding stages, and subsequently affect the scheduling of LUTs and LUT clusters.

The logic depth of a circuit is defined as the number of LUTs along the critical path of the circuit. NanoMap uses an ASAP scheduling algorithm to compute the logic depth. Starting with $depth$ parameter variable set as one, the ASAP algorithm traverses through the input edge of the first node and assigns it with an initial depth value (one). It then moves to the next node that is connected to the output of the previous node, and increases the value of the $depth$ variable by one. This process repeats until the algorithm reaches the final output edge. The final value of the variable provides the maximum depth of the circuit. After determining the depth of the circuit for a given folding level, the folding stage is computed as follows:

$$
\text{#total\_folding\_stage} = \left\lceil \frac{\text{logic\_depth\_max}}{\text{logic\_folding\_level}} \right\rceil \quad (7.1)
$$

where $\text{logic\_depth\_max}$ is the maximum depth of the circuit across all the planes.

Once the folding stages are determined, the tool uses FDS for the assignment of LUT and LUT clusters into different folding cycles, aiming to balance the resource usage across computed folding stages in each plane. Since the architecture is designed to support deep logic folding, it can be deduced that the total number of folding stages will be equal to the logic depth of the circuit. Using an iterative approach followed by the FDS method, each LUT and LUT cluster can be assigned to different available folding cycles of minimum force.

After scheduling, LUTs and LUT clusters are packed into LEs to simplify the placement and routing. As the folding level is set to the lowest possible value,
further minimization in area is possible only by increasing the logic depth. This will increase the number of folding stages such that the LUT and LUT cluster can be assigned to a greater number of folding cycles. This enables more resource sharing with the penalty of a longer delays in the circuit. As such it is necessary to provide a means to control the amount of delay by limiting excessive depth relaxation.

An adaptive algorithm is proposed in this chapter to determine the optimal depth for minimum area under a set of limiting parameters.

The proposed algorithm uses an iterative approach to obtain the minimum LE resource usage. It consists of two parts - one is to determine the optimized depth for minimum area for a given delay constraint and the other is to get the minimum area without delay constraint.

For delay constraint optimization, the algorithm determines the delay of the circuit ($\text{Cur\_delay}$) and compares it with the input delay ($\text{Sample\_delay}$). If the delay ($\text{Cur\_delay}$) is less than $\text{Sample\_delay}$, the depth is relaxed by one step and the process repeats. During each iteration, after clustering, the LE resource usage $\text{Cur\_LE\_Count}$ is determined and is stored along with its corresponding relaxed depth. When $\text{Cur\_delay}$ exceeds the $\text{Sample\_delay}$ the process is stopped. The algorithm selects the depth which has the minimum value of $\text{LE\_count}$. Using the obtained depth, the LUT and LUT clusters are scheduled, and grouped to generate a netlist for further processing.

The next step is to determine the optimized depth for minimum area identification without delay constraint, the algorithm searches for minimum $\text{LE\_count}$. During each iteration, the algorithm checks whether $\text{Cur\_LE\_count}$ is less than or equal to $\text{pre\_LE\_count}$. If the condition satisfies, then $\text{Depth\_max}$ is relaxed by step one and LUT scheduling and clustering is performed. This process repeats until the condition is violated and it generates the netlist using the identified minimum $\text{LE\_count}$. The algorithm also checks for the consistency of LE usage during each depth relaxation stage. If the $\text{LE\_count}$ value remains the same for some iterations, the algorithm terminates searching for minimum LE resource and fixes it with the
cur_LE_count =0;
Count =0;
if delay_constraint == TRUE then
    if Cur_delay < Sample_delay then
        Schedule LUT and LUT_cluster;
        Temporal_Cluster LUT and LUT_cluster;
        Depth_max = Depth_max+1;
        Store [Cur_LE_count, Depth];
    else
        Search for minimum LE_count and depth from stored value;
        while Depth minimum do
            Schedule LUT and LUT_cluster;
            Temporal_Cluster LUT and LUT_cluster;
            Generate net_list;
        end
    end
else
    if cur_LE_count <= pre_LE_count then
        if cur_LE_count = pre_LE_count & Count <=3 then
            Schedule LUT and LUT_cluster;
            Temporal_Cluster LUT and LUT_cluster;
            Depth_max = Depth_max+1;
            Count = Count+1;
        else
            Schedule LUT and LUT_cluster;
            Temporal_Cluster LUT and LUT_cluster;
            Count = Count+1;
        end
    else
        Generate net_list;
    end
end

Algorithm 4: Depth relaxation algorithm.

constant value to reduce the search timing. Through experiments conducted on
various benchmark suites, the maximum number of iterations to be performed to
check the LE usage consistency is identified to be 3. The proposed algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 4.
The performance of the proposed sub-optimal depth relaxation algorithm is demonstrated using a design example that has 8 LUT nodes scheduled for logic folding level-1 without depth relaxation is shown in the Figure 7.1. It can be observed that the depth of the circuit is determined to be 4. Across all the folding stages, the maximum number of LUTs required is 3. Hence by using 3 LUTs, the entire circuit can be realized to achieve optimum performance (minimum delay). By mapping the same circuit using sub-optimal depth relaxation method, the LUT usage can be minimized with slight increase in delay of the circuit. As shown in the Figure 7.2, by relaxing the depth of circuit from 4 to 6 by two steps, maximum number of LUT usage is reduced from 3 to 2. Similarly the LUT usage is reduced by 1 by relaxing the depth of the same circuit by 8. As the depth of the circuit is increased, the number of folding stages increases by an equal amount resulting in increased flexibility for scheduling the logic resources into more folding stages. This in turn reduces the number of LUTs in the folding stages, resulting in a higher probability of resource sharing without timing conflict.
Figure 7.2: (A) Depth relaxed by 2 (B) Depth relaxed by 4.

### 7.3.3 Mapping Tool-Flow for Minimum P-D Evaluation

Current design tool flows require the designer to manually run the tool with all permutations of folding levels and DSP configuration settings in order to identify the minimum energy configurations. This section proposes an automated mapping tool that will automatically identify the minimum energy configuration for a given input design and user constraint. NATURE architecture supports mapping of four DSP configurations in all four folding levels (1, 2, 4 and 0). The four DSP configurations on each folding levels are:

1. Full-block reconfigurable DSP with fracturable multiplier configuration ($DSP_{\text{config1}}$)
2. Full-block reconfigurable DSP without fracturable multiplier configuration ($DSP_{\text{config2}}$)
3. Pipeline reconfigurable DSP block with fracturable multiplier configuration ($DSP_{\text{config3}}$)
4. Pipeline reconfigurable DSP block without fracturable multiplier configuration ($DSP_{\text{config4}}$)
With design space exploration being a critical parameter for dynamically reconfigurable architectures, the proposed automation tool incorporates different optimization schemes to identify the optimal and sub-optimal P-D product configuration based on user requirement in minimum iterations. The following sections describe different methods employed and its benefits.

(i) Exhaustive Search Technique

Exhaustive search is an iterative problem-solving method that consists of systematic enumeration of all possible choices for the solution and checks whether each choice satisfies the problem’s statement. Exhaustive search techniques can be viewed as the simplest meta heuristic approach to find the solution when the problem size is limited. The exhaustive search technique is used as a baseline method for comparing the results generated from other proposed algorithms. As shown in Figure 7.3, the iterative process of the design automation tool starts by setting the folding level to 1 and DSP configuration parameter to $DSP_{config1}$ and evaluate corresponding area, resource usage, power and critical delay. After the first iteration, DSP configuration is changed to iterate through other 3 configuration sets such as $DSP_{config2}$, $DSP_{config3}$ and $DSP_{config4}$ respectively for folding level 1.

After the evaluation of all the four configuration sets of DSP block for level 1 folding, folding level is changed to 2 and the process is iterated. This method is repeated for folding level 4 and 0 respectively to generate a search space with P-D product value corresponding to all 16 configurations. For input designs where operating frequency is a user objective, the minimum P-D product corresponding to the constraint is sorted out from the generated search space. Similarly the minimum P-D product is sorted from the search space when the given input constraint is area.
Fig.7.3 illustrates the design automation tool flow considering area, delay and power [220] for NATURE architecture. For a given input design, the initial step is to optimize the logic followed by technology mapping in which the circuit is mapped onto basic building blocks of given architecture. Logic clustering is used to pack the mapped circuit to a given cluster size. After clustering, the VPR tool performs placement and routing to generate the final bitstream. Using the area and delay information obtained from VPR, the total power utilized by the circuit is estimated based on the switching activity of the components. Finally the P-D value corresponding to the given constraint is determined.

The design evaluation tool flow using exhaustive search techniques is a time consuming process. 80% of the total time consumed is taken up by VPR for an optimized placement and routing. This limits the faster evaluation of configuration corresponding to minimum P-D product for the given user constraints.

In cost function approach, the delay of the circuit is estimated based on the component connectivity of each folding stage using the NanoMap tool. The delay of basic building blocks (LUT, DSP, BRAM, and DFF) of NATURE architecture is
pre-calculated using Synopsys Design Compiler tool on 65 nm library to determine the circuit delay. Forward and backward edge tracing algorithms are incorporated in NanoMap to estimate the stage wise register to register combinatorial logic delay. If there exist a number of combinational logic within any folding stage, the maximum delay across the combinational logic of one folding stage is calculated. Once all the stage wise delays are estimated, the critical logic delay of the circuit is determined based on the maximum delay across all folding stages.

Next, the total area of the circuit is determined based on the individual area of each component using Synopsys Design Compiler on a 65 nm library. The automated tool iterates for 16 configurations and determines the area and power. At the end of the evaluation of area and delay for the entire configuration set, a cost function is evaluated for the minimum P-D product determination. The cost function is defined as:

\[
CF = \alpha \times A_{\text{norm}} + \beta \times D_{\text{norm}}
\]  

where \( A_{\text{norm}} \) and \( D_{\text{norm}} \) are normalized area and delay respectively corresponding to each configuration and \( CF \) is the cost function. \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are weight factors with:

\[
\alpha + \beta = 1
\]

For the input design where only area is given as a user constraint compared to delay, the value of \( \alpha \) is set to one and for applications where operating frequency is critical than area \( \beta \) can be set to one. The power consumption is only consumed by the used FPGA resources. The power model distinguishes different types of used hardware resources is as follows:

\[
P_{\text{total}} = \sum_i \frac{1}{2} N_i \times f \times V^2 \times C_i
\]

The summation is over different types of architecture elements, i.e., LUTs, DFF, DSPs and BRAMs. For type \( i \) circuit elements, \( C_i \) is the switching capacitance,
is the number of used circuit elements, $V$ is the voltage and $f$ is the operating frequency of the resource. After determining total power of circuit, weighted P-D product is evaluated and is given by:

\[ PD_{\text{final}} = P_{\text{total}} \times D_{\text{ckt}} \times CF \]  

where $PD_{\text{final}}$ is the final P-D product value, $P_{\text{total}}$ is the total power evaluated from 7.4, $D_{\text{ckt}}$ is the critical delay of the circuit and $CF$ is the cost function from 7.2. Once $PD_{\text{final}}$ is determined for all the 16 configurations, the minimum $PD_{\text{final}}$ is sorted out. Finally, the design automation tool generates the configuration bits with configuration settings corresponding to identified minimum $PD_{\text{final}}$.

In the cost function approach, the delay parameter to estimate the minimum P-D product depends only on the component delay determined in the NanoMap tool flow. Hence, a significant reduction in compilation time can be achieved as the delay is not evaluated using VPR tool which consumes a considerable amount of time. Using this approach, it is possible to find out sub-optimal folding level and DSP configurations which might not result in the most efficient energy implementation. This is because routing delay has not been considered to estimate the circuit delay in this approach.

In the next section we discuss a model based technique which gives better P-D value estimation compared to the approach presented.

(iii) Multiple Linear Regression Technique

In the NATURE architecture, the P-D product estimation depends on folding level, DSP, LUT, and BRAM resource usage and the critical delay of the circuit. A multiple linear regression (MLR) method is used to model these dependencies, thereby reducing the need to run all the configurations to obtain the corresponding value of P-D.
MLR is one of the most widely used statistical techniques, that models relationship between a dependent variable and a set of independent variables/predictors [221]. Minimum energy profiling is performed using this linear fitting strategy over multiple regressor variables derived from design automation tools. The MLR technique basically consists of two steps:

- Generate a regressor model to estimate a dependent variable, \( Y \) based on certain defined independent/predictor variables, \( X \). The estimation uses a subset of data samples (training samples) to generate a model.

- The regressor model is then used to estimate the dependent variable using independent variables corresponding to remaining data samples (test samples).

The MLR model estimation is given by:

\[
Y_{est} = BX
\]  

(7.6)

where \( Y_{est} \) is the estimated value, \( B \) is the regression coefficients and \( X \) are the independent variables. Using least squares method, the MLR coefficients \( B \) can be estimated by

\[
B = (X^T X)^{-1} X^T Y
\]  

(7.7)

The error of estimation is given by

\[
E = Y - Y_{est}
\]  

(7.8)

and the Mean Square Error (MSE) for \( N \) number of data samples is given by:

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{N} EE^T
\]  

(7.9)
Here, MLR is used to estimate the PD value \( Y \) corresponding to each configuration, using folding levels, total number of DSPs, SMBs and BRAM usage as the independent predictor variables \( X \).

First step in the MLR method is to create a model using randomly selected configuration pairs (folding level and DSP configuration) as training samples from the total configuration pair supported by NATURE. If the total number of configuration pair is \( N \), the data \( (Y,X) \) corresponding to \( k \) configurations are randomly selected, where \( 1 < k < N \). The MLR model is generated based on these \( k \) configuration pairs. The model is then used to estimate \( Y \) for the remaining \( N-k \) configuration pairs and the MSE of the estimation is determined. For the same value of \( k \), the process is repeated 100 times, and average value of MSE is considered, to avoid estimator bias. At the end of this method, average MSE corresponding to varying number of training samples \( (k \in [1,N-1]) \) is determined. The value of \( k \), that limits MSE within a threshold value is then determined, based on which the final model is created.

The total compilation time, i.e., the time required to obtain P-D values for each configuration is given by

\[
T_{PD} = T_{VPR} + T_{NM}
\]

where, \( T_{PD} \) is the total compilation time, \( T_{VPR} \) and \( T_{NM} \) represent the time required to run VPR and NanoMap tool respectively. Also, \( T_{VPR} \) accounts for roughly 80% of the total compilation time. The time required to determine configuration offering minimum P-D for a particular benchmark, in exhaustive search method is \( N \times T_{PD} \). Using the MLR approach of estimating P-D, this time is reduced to \( K \times T_{VPR} + N \times T_{NM} \), with a tolerable error in estimation. Through experiments, the optimum folding level and DSP configuration can be identified in the minimum iterations within a tolerable error range of 18%.

This approach achieves the minimum P-D configuration with better accuracy over cost function techniques for the multi-context NATURE platform that supports 16 configurations. Typically, MLR techniques provide accurate estimation for
large search space problems. Based on the regression model that is generated to estimate the optimal value, identical results can also be achieved for multi-context platforms that support large configuration sets.

However, the quality (in terms of accuracy) of estimation is affected as the number of predictor variables and data samples (total number of configurations) reduces resulting in poor regressor model generation. Hence, this technique is not suitable for finding the optimum solution for problems that have small search space due to the boundary constraints.

The next section introduces an approach for fast boundary identification of data samples (search space) based on the user constraints. This technique can be further extended to find out the sub-optimal and global optimal P-D product configurations (folding level, DSP configuration).

(iv) Nearest Neighbour Search for fast Boundary identification

It is often required to find the configuration corresponding to minimum energy for applications like FIR filter designs where operating frequency is a critical parameter. Moreover, it is equally important to realize such applications with emphasis on throughput over area, requiring the designer to implement the designs without going beyond a given A-D product. Under such scenarios, it is required to identify the upper and lower cut-off frequency and find the energy efficient configuration at the minimum number of iterations. To achieve this, a Nearest Neighbour Search (NNS) approach is used to explore and determine the upper and lower delay constraint in minimum iterations.

NNS is an optimization problem for finding the closest point or the boundary. NNS can be defined as follows: given a set of points $P$ in a space $R$ and a query $X \in R$, find the closest point in $P$ to $X$. To find the upper delay constraint, the evaluation process (using NanoMap including VPR) starts with the configuration
set corresponding to maximum performance; i.e., folding level and DSP configuration set to zero and \( DSP_{config4} \) and the ratio of resultant delay and the user constraint is determined. The ratio of delays is a measure of how close is the resultant delay to the user constraint delay. During the next iteration, only the folding level is changed from 0 to 4 and the tool evaluates area and delay for the new configuration. If the new ratio is less than the previous evaluation, then the current delay value is closer to the constraint, else the delay obtained is moving further away from the desired boundary. In this process, instead of performing an exhaustive search, the proposed algorithm jump between two configuration sets close to the boundary until the desired configuration is obtained.

In order to determine the configuration for upper delay constraint, the process is repeated except that the starting configuration set will be equal to the maximum delay point which is folding level 1 and DSP configuration \( DSP_{config1} \). Once the closeness of delay is determined with respect to the given upper delay constraint, the automation tool (NanoMap including VPR) will evaluate the delay corresponding to folding level 2 and DSP configuration \( DSP_{config1} \). Once the closest folding level is evaluated, the DSP configuration is changed and the ratio is further calculated. The iteration is carried out till the delay nearest to the upper delay constraint is obtained and the equivalent configuration is saved. It will be shown later that, by incorporating a NNS approach, the number of iterations to achieve folding level and DSP configuration pair corresponding to upper and lower delay constraints is reduced considerably. Moreover, if the upper and lower delay constraint values are closer to the extreme boundaries of the search space, then the configurations can be determined through minimum iterations.

Once the configuration pair corresponding to upper and lower delay constraints are identified, sub-optimal or global optimal P-D value configuration can be estimated using hill descent or heuristic approach respectively.
(iv-a) Hill descent Technique

The implementation of best energy efficient approach can be compromised to a certain degree for applications where time is a very critical parameter. For such cases, mapping of input circuit design with the configuration settings (folding level and DSP configuration) that satisfy within the user constraint is the best possible solution. Sub-optimal optimization algorithm like the greedy technique/hill descent \[222\] is introduced that makes a locally optimal choice for determining configuration pairs within a given user constraints. A greedy algorithm does not in general deliver an optimal solution, but nonetheless it may yield locally optimal solutions that approximate a global optimal solution within a reasonable time.

The proposed method starts from the folding level and DSP configuration value corresponding to the upper delay constraint obtained from the NNS approach and maps the circuit with the subsequent configuration to determine the P-D product. The delay value is determined after placement and routing using the VPR tool. During the first iteration, the resultant P-D value is compared against the value evaluated using the configuration pair corresponding to the upper delay constraint. If the resultant P-D value is less than the estimated P-D corresponding to the upper delay constraint, the configuration value is changed and the process is iterated until the resultant P-D value is higher than the previous P-D value. Finally, the design automation tool maps the input circuit with the folding level and DSP configuration corresponding to the lowest P-D value within the performed iterations.

For example, if the folding level and DSP configuration corresponding to the upper delay constraint is 2 and $DSP_{config3}$, the tool will map the application with the next configuration pair, folding level 2 and DSP configuration $DSP_{config4}$ and evaluates the P-D product. If the P-D product determined is greater than the previous P-D value, the previous configuration is determined as the locally optimal solution for minimum PD value within the constraint. However, if the current P-D product is less than the previous value, then the configuration is changed to
folding level 4 and $DSP_{\text{config}}$ and the algorithm is iterated until the condition (current P-D value less than previous P-D value) violates.

The main benefit of the greedy approach is that the automation tool yields locally optimal energy efficient configuration parameters in a reasonable compilation time. The results prove that the proposed method is efficient for time critical applications.

(iv-b) Global Optimal

In this section, a heuristic method is proposed to select folding level and DSP configuration parameters corresponding to globally minimum P-D product within the user constraint delays. After determining the folding level and DSP configuration pairs corresponding to upper and lower delay user constraints using the NNS technique, the proposed design automation tool evaluates the P-D product delay for the configuration parameters that follow the parameter pair corresponding to upper delay constraint. This process is repeated until the configuration pair corresponding to the lower delay constraint is reached. Once all the P-D products are evaluated, folding level and DSP configuration corresponding to the minimum energy are determined.

The results show that the total time take to identify the minimum energy configuration set is greater than the locally optimal method, since the tool runs through all configuration pairs between the upper and lower delay constraints. However, the proposed global optimal method consumes relatively less computation time compared to an exhaustive search approach.

7.4 Results and Discussion

Experiments are performed using the same benchmark suites used in the previous chapter. Among 12 benchmarks, ARF, FIR1, FIR2 and EWF are popular benchmarks from MediaBench [193], having only directed acyclic datapaths, which
mainly contain multiplications, additions and subtractions. Additionally, ASPP4 (Application Specific Programmable processor), DCT (discrete cosine wave transform), Diffeq, Paulin (differential-equation solvers), and Biquad (digital filter) contain both datapaths and control logic with cyclic dependencies. Complex benchmarks such as HornerBezier, MotionVector, MatrixMult, and SmoothTriangle are dominated by arithmetic and memory operations.

7.4.1 Performance Evaluation of Depth Relaxation

This section presents the experimental results for several benchmarks mapped onto the fine-grained NATURE architecture using modified NanoMap tool for sub-optimized depth relaxation algorithm. For all benchmarks used in the experiment, logic circuits are folded using folding level-1. The experiment is carried out in three different modes of mapping tool:

- Mapping with depth relaxation without delay constraints.
- Mapping with depth relaxation with delay constraints.
- Mapping without depth relaxation.

The depth relaxation optimization in NanoMap can map the benchmark suites to its optimal area or to its optimal performance. The proposed algorithm is flexible enough to map the benchmarks without compromising the performance by relaxing the depth with delay constraint. The experiment is performed for the benchmarks on all the three modes and the result are shown in the Table 7.1. From the table, it can be observed that for GCD benchmark under a given delay constraints when the depth is relaxed by 2 steps (from folding stage 21 to 23), the LE resource usage is reduced from 32 to 17, resulting in 46.8% LE reduction. For the same benchmark without delay constraint, similar reduction in LE resource usage is observed. However in ARF benchmark, it can be observed that the there is no considerable reduction in LE usage even when the depth is relaxed. This is because even after relaxing the depth, certain scheduled nodes along the folding
Table 7.1: Comparison of LE usage with and without depth relaxation.

Stage remain unchanged. Hence the number of LE resources required to realize the logic in that stage remains the same irrespective of depth. An average LE reduction of 11.8% and 9.13% is achieved for depth relaxation with and without delay constraints over mapping of circuits without depth relaxation.

7.4.2 Performance Evaluation of Energy Efficient Tool-Chain

The performance evaluation (speedup and % error) of the proposed optimization techniques that determine optimal configuration for minimum P-D product is presented in this section. The exhaustive search technique is performed to be used as a ground truth to identify the minimum energy configuration corresponding to user defined constraint for all the 16 configurations. The average compilation time (in seconds) for each benchmarks over 100 iterations for minimum energy configuration is determined. These results are further used to evaluate the benefits of various technique proposed in this chapter.

(i) Comparison between Exhaustive and Cost Function Technique

In the cost function approach, based on the user constraints (area or delay), the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) values are evaluated and determine the minimum P-D configuration.
The compilation time taken by the proposed method is also evaluated. The obtained results are then compared against the baseline approach (exhaustive search method) for the same user defined constraints. It can be observed from Figure 7.4 that the proposed cost function techniques achieves significant compilation time speedup of $21.83 \times$ over an exhaustive search method. Speedup is achieved mainly by estimating the critical delay of the circuit using the proposed component delay estimation method employed in the NanoMap. This avoids the compilation time overhead caused by the VPR tool during placement and routing. Although the routing delay is not considered during P-D product estimation, the experimental results show that the deviation of estimated P-D value from the original value is in tolerable range from -0.003 to +0.09. The P-D product % error for each benchmark is shown in Figure 7.5.
Table 7.2: Comparison between Exhaustive and MLR Method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Exhaustive Search</th>
<th>MLR Technique</th>
<th>% Error</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original PD Comp. Time (s) Total Run Count</td>
<td>Ext. PD Comp. Time (s) Training Samples</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>2.11 809.18 16</td>
<td>2.25 390.52 8</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>2.13×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>1.29 599.21 16</td>
<td>1.29 274.43 8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.96×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>1.26 599.30 16</td>
<td>1.34 356.11 9</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>1.68×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>4.16 801.14 16</td>
<td>4.16 401.70 8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.99×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>5.70 1204.55 16</td>
<td>5.79 700.89 9</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.72×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP4</td>
<td>3.09 362.50 16</td>
<td>3.09 287.62 9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.26×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWGF</td>
<td>1.99 1098.20 16</td>
<td>1.99 677.30 9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.62×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>9.97 402.50 16</td>
<td>9.97 221.47 8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.82×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>3.58 261.74 16</td>
<td>3.64 253.10 9</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.03×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>2.82 863.70 16</td>
<td>2.89 512.23 8</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.69×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Vector</td>
<td>2.34 768.30 16</td>
<td>2.34 367.48 7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.09×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatrixMult</td>
<td>1.13 2054.80 16</td>
<td>1.13 1304.80 9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.57×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) Comparison between Exhaustive and MLR Technique

The accuracy of the MLR technique is determined by how well the regressor model is generated based on the training samples and predictor variables. The challenge here is to determine the minimum number of training samples required to model the MLR, so as to estimate the P-D for all configurations with minimum MSE. The training samples are randomly selected from the total (16 configurations) samples. The process is repeated N (100) times, using random training samples each time, to create the model. The average performance of all these models is considered to avoid bias (or to generalize) in results. The minimum number of training samples required to limit MSE within a threshold value is then determined, based on which the model is created. A threshold of 18% of the maximum MSE is chosen (empirically). The estimated P-D value and computation time of the MLR technique is then compared against the baseline approach, as shown in Table 7.2. It can be observed that out of the 12 benchmarks, P-D value obtained for seven benchmarks using proposed MLR method matches the desired P-D value, resulting in 0% error. The results show an efficient P-D estimation with minimal MSE (1.56%) can be achieved using only 9 training samples. For benchmark like Motion Vector, it requires only 7 training samples i.e., running both NanoMap and VPR for 7 configurations, to generate the MLR model to estimate the P-D value, achieving a speedup of 2.09×. The proposed MLR technique reduces the need to run the VPR tool from 16 (for exhaustive search) to 9 times, offering a 1.71 × speedup on average.
Table 7.3: Comparison between Exhaustive and Hill Descent Method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Exhaustive Search</th>
<th>Sub-Optimal</th>
<th>% Error</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original PD Comp.</td>
<td>Original PD Comp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time (s) Total Run</td>
<td>Time (s) Total Run</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>4.27 809.18 16</td>
<td>4.27 361.82 7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2.24×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>1.29 509.21 16</td>
<td>1.29 287.75 8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.77×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>4.01 509.3 16</td>
<td>4.16 303.40 7</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>1.98×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>1.12 801.1 16</td>
<td>1.23 325.01 7</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td>2.46×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>5.70 1204.64 16</td>
<td>6.07 488.68 7</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>2.47×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPF4</td>
<td>8.12 362.5 16</td>
<td>8.21 192.80 7</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.88×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWF</td>
<td>1.99 1098.2 16</td>
<td>1.99 552.30 7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.99×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>1.08 402.5 16</td>
<td>1.09 200.73 7</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>2.01×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>6.69 261.74 16</td>
<td>7.35 116.10 7</td>
<td>9.87</td>
<td>2.25×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>2.82 863.7 16</td>
<td>2.89 417.60 7</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.07×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Vector</td>
<td>4.81 768.3 16</td>
<td>4.81 607.36 10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.26×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatrixMult</td>
<td>1.15 2054.8 16</td>
<td>1.37 1072.30 7</td>
<td>19.13</td>
<td>1.92×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(iii) Comparison between Exhaustive, Sub-optimal and Globally Optimal Techniques

This section quantifies the performance matrix (speedup, % error and total configuration run) achieved for the proposed sub-optimal and global optimal techniques for minimum P-D product configuration for bounded delay constraints. Based on the user constraint given (lower cut-off frequency) and maximum A-D product for each benchmark, the upper and lower delay constraint using NNS technique is determined. Compared to an exhaustive approach, the NNS method improves the design productivity by identifying the upper and lower configuration parameters (folding level and DSP configuration parameters corresponding to user defined upper and lower delay constraints is defined as upper and lower configuration parameters) in a minimum number of iterations. After the bounded delay estimation, the proposed integrated tool flow executes with the designer choice for sub-optimal or global optimal value for minimum energy configuration identification. The sub-optimal P-D product configuration is determined using a hill descent approach, while an exhaustive search mentioned is carried out to determine the global minimum P-D product between the bounded region.

For a fair comparison, the results obtained from the sub-optimal and global methods are compared against a baseline approach (exhaustive method) to illustrate the % error and speedup achieved. Table 7.3 illustrates comparison between sub-optimal and exhaustive method. It can be observed that an average speedup of 2.02× is achieved for the proposed sub-optimal method over exhaustive method.
Table 7.4: Comparison between Exhaustive and Global Method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Exhaustive Search</th>
<th>% Globally Optimal</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original PD</td>
<td>Comp. Time (s)</td>
<td>Total Run Count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>869.18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR1</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>569.21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR2</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>599.3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>801.1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Triangle</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>1291.64</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPF4</td>
<td>8.12</td>
<td>362.5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWF</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1098.2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAL</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>402.5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulin</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>261.74</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCT</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>863.7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motion Vector</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>768.3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatrixMult</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>2054.8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at minimum configuration iteration. For benchmarks like ARF, FIR1, EWF, and Motion vector, the sub-optimal technique provides accurate configuration parameters for minimum P-D product value.

However, the sub-optimal technique is error prone when compared to the exhaustive (brute-force) technique. It can be observed from the Table 7.3 that the configuration parameters determined using hill descent method (sub-optimal) for 8 out of 12 benchmark suites is different from desired configuration parameters. This is because of the fact that the PD values determined using exhaustive search method in Table 7.2 correspond to the minimum PD product for each benchmark across all 16 configuration without user defined delay constraint, whereas in Tables 7.3 and 7.4, the PD values determined correspond to the minimum PD estimated for the bounded delay constraint given by the user for each benchmark. The average P-D product % error across all benchmarks is observed to be 4.46%.

Using the proposed global optimization technique for the bounded delay constraint, it can be observed that the P-D product value achieved (0% error) is the same as that of exhaustive search method. Table 7.4 shows the comparison between global and exhaustive methods. An average speedup of 1.18× is achieved for proposed method over the baseline approach. Furthermore, the configuration parameters determined using the global optimal method matches the desired configuration settings resulting in 0% error. This is achieved by running the NanoMap tool for more iterations. Compared to sub-optimal method, an average increase in total run count of 1.85× is required for global optimal method.
7.5 Summary

This chapter proposed an intelligent automated NanoMap tool that maps an input circuit efficiently by choosing the best configuration supported by NATURE architecture that meets the desired A-D/P-D product. To achieve the best A-D trade-off, a sub-optimal depth relaxation algorithm is proposed aiming at minimizing the area without considerably affecting the performance. Based on the user delay constraint, the tool will map the input circuit to a minimum area by relaxing depth. From the simulation results of various benchmarks, a maximum reduction of 15 LEs is observed in the GCD benchmark. Hence by incorporating the sub-optimized depth relaxation method in dynamic reconfigurable architecture tool flow, it is possible to implement different applications using minimum hardware resource.

Also, different optimization techniques are incorporated in the NanoMap tool to determine minimum P-D product and the corresponding configuration parameters in minimum runtime. The proposed cost function technique achieved a 21.83× improvement in compilation time over exhaustive search methods within an error tolerance range between -0.0003 to +0.09. Using a model based (MLR method) estimation to determine the configuration pair for minimum P-D value, compilation time speedup of 1.64× is achieved over exhaustive search method. For fast user constraint determination within the search space, nearest neighbor search method is incorporated. A sub-optimal and global optimal technique to estimate the minimum P-D product within a bounded user defined constraints is also proposed. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieved 2.02× and 1.18× improvement in compilation time over exhaustive search method. The optimization techniques incorporated in NanoMap give the flexibility for user to choose the best technique that suites the application requirement (minimum configuration run or better accuracy).
Conclusion and Future Research

Hybrid multi-context FPGA architectures like NATURE incorporate high-density, high-speed nano RAMs to enable runtime cycle-by-cycle reconfiguration and temporal logic folding. In this thesis, several unique DSP architectures are proposed for the hybrid multi-context NATURE platform in order to better exploit its advantages and possibilities. The dynamic reconfiguration of DSP blocks at full-block and pipeline levels provides designer flexibility to achieve A-D trade-offs while implementing different arithmetic operations. The reconfigurable multi-precision DSP block proposed in this thesis also enables the NATURE architecture to realize mixed-precision applications efficiently.

The research also investigated different design space exploration algorithms that can determine the optimal configuration for a given circuit based on the design requirements and user constraints. These are achieved by incorporating different
optimization algorithms such as cost function, MLR and NNS based techniques to the NanoMap tool flow to automatically explore the different folding levels and DSP modes. This chapter draws the conclusion from various contributions presented in this thesis and outlines future research direction.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

Three DSP architectures optimized for NATURE platform are proposed in this thesis. To support optimized mapping of these DSPs for the NATURE platform, intelligent algorithms are also developed and incorporated into the NATURE NanoMap based tool chain.

8.1.1 Full-Block Reconfigurable DSP Block

Chapter 4 of this thesis proposed a novel full-block reconfigurable DSP architecture that can be incorporated with the NATURE architecture to perform compute intensive arithmetic operations. The DSP block has 3 pipeline stages which contain dual pre-adders, $16 \times 16$ Wallace tree multiplier, and 32-bit ALU unit and can operate up to a maximum frequency of 300 MHz. The flexible interconnects and integration of multiple output registers enable it to bypass unused functions and store the results so that it can be reused to realize other functions. The NanoMap tool is correspondingly extended such that it can support the efficient mapping of the proposed DSP blocks for the NATURE platform. Simulation results based on 7 complex mathematical benchmarks demonstrated that the delay and LE usage on the proposed DSP incorporated architecture is less than the fine-grained NATURE architecture. By mapping the complex arithmetic operations along the critical path using DSP blocks and other random logic using LEs, the performance can be improved by 58.6% on average.
8.1.2 Pipeline Reconfigurable DSP Block

The limitation of the proposed full-block reconfigurable DSP is that it can only be reused to map arithmetic operations that are scheduled after one full DSP operation. Hence, the full-block DSP fails to fully exploit the capability of NATURE’s temporal logic folding, resulting in under utilization of pipeline stages. Chapter 5 then presented a pipeline reconfigurable DSP architecture that supports independent reconfiguration of pipeline stages to enable efficient utilization of NATURE’s logic folding feature. A 4-stage pipelined DSP block which uses a 16-bit BW multiplier with HPM reduction tree is used to achieve higher power efficiency and better performance when compared to Wallace tree multiplier. A clock gating technique is incorporated in individual pipeline stages to minimize the power consumption of unused stages. The NanoMap tool is also further extended to support the proposed DSP blocks, such as to automate the mapping of complex arithmetic operations using the DSP blocks in NATURE circuit realization. Experimental results demonstrated that the pipeline reconfigurable DSP block is able to fully exploit the temporal logic folding capability of NATURE, thereby minimizing the area overhead and increasing the effective logic density utilization. The total power consumption of circuits realized can also be minimized by clock gating the individual pipeline stages of the proposed DSP blocks. Compared to full-block DSPs based design, the efficient reuse of reconfigurable DSP blocks enable an average of 31.42% reduction in area and 4.18× improvement in P-D product across different benchmarks. A comparison between the proposed DSP incorporated NATURE architecture with folding level-0 and Spartan-3A DSP FPGA is also performed. The results show that an average improvement in performance of 1.29× and 54.13% gain in area can be achieved.

8.1.3 Fracturable DSP Block

While the two DSP blocks described earlier can be used to achieve efficient resource and power reduction in a given circuit, for RTL designs with mixed precision and
custom datapath widths, usage of fixed precision DSP blocks often result in sub-optimal utilization. To overcome these problems, a fracturable DSP architecture was presented in chapter 6 that allows its internal compute-path to be fractured while maintaining the capability to dynamically switch computation precision. By utilizing this capability, the proposed DSP block can switch between sub-width operation mode (2 independent $8 \times 8$ operations simultaneously), full width operation mode, or wider multiplication mode ($32 \times 32$, $24 \times 16$ and $24 \times 8$ on a single DSP) at runtime. The fracturable DSP block can efficiently handle two independent half-width ($8 \times 8$) multiplications in complete isolation, perform a single $8 \times 8$ multiplication with lower power consumption or operate on regular full-width 16-bit operands. The NanoMap tool flow is further extended to efficiently map and merge mixed precision multiplications on the proposed DSP block. Experimental results based on mapping benchmarks circuits onto NATURE showed that architecture that incorporates the proposed DSP block can further achieve 42.5% and 53.7% average reduction in area and DSP block utilization with $2.1 \times$ improvement in energy efficiency without utilizing temporal folding (folding level 0). The proposed method also demonstrated an improvement in energy efficiency and resource utilization when temporal folding is employed, without sacrificing performance.

### 8.1.4 Area/Power-Aware NanoMap

Optimal mapping of input circuits on a multi-context FPGA platform requires an equally efficient mapping tool for converting the given circuit to the configuration bitstream. Chapter 7 proposed an intelligent automated NanoMap tool that can determine the best configuration supported by NATURE architecture to meet the desired A-D/P-D product. A sub-optimal depth relaxation algorithm was used to minimize the area without affecting the performance excessively. Based on the user delay constraint, the tool will map the input circuit to a minimum area by relaxing its depth.
Various optimization algorithms are incorporated in the NanoMap tool that can determine the minimum P-D product and the corresponding configuration parameters in a minimum runtime. First, a cost function based technique was proposed to determine the minimum energy configuration in which the critical delay of the circuit is estimated using component delay estimation incorporated in NanoMap. The proposed cost function technique achieved $21.83\times$ improvement in compilation time over exhaustive search methods within an error tolerance range between $-0.0003$ to $+0.09$. Cost function approach can be used for circuits that need to be mapped on the fly with configuration for minimum P-D product. Using a model based (MLR method) estimation to determine the optimum folding level and DSP mode for minimum P-D value, the compilation time improvement of $1.64\times$ was achieved over an exhaustive search method. This technique is suitable for a multi-context FPGA architecture that supports a wide range of configuration. A sub-optimal and global optimal technique to estimate the minimum P-D product within bounded user defined constraints was also proposed. For fast user constraint determination within the search space, a nearest neighbour search method was incorporated. Experimental results show that the proposed method achieved $2.02\times$ and $1.18\times$ improvement in compilation time over an exhaustive search method. NNS-based sub-optimal and global optimal techniques provide solution for P-D estimation with user constraints. Hence, incorporating the proposed algorithms in NanoMap allows the designer to choose the required approach that meets the user constraint.

8.2 Future Research

The following are several possible extensions to the work presented in this thesis, which can be explored in future research.
8.2.1 Floating Point DSP block for Complex Arithmetic Computations

The DSP blocks presented in this thesis only support fixed-point arithmetic computations. The growing complexity of DSP algorithms, dynamic range of data representations and its precision demand the need of DSP block that can perform floating point computations. Moreover, mapping and computing real world critical applications in the field of space research, medical imaging etc. require the DSP block to deal with floating point data with high accuracy. Mapping such applications on current NATURE architecture require cascading of multiple DSP blocks which is highly inefficient and power consuming. As such, the existing NATURE architecture can be extended to 32-bit with floating DSP block to support dynamic range of data representation.

8.2.2 Efficient Template Matching of DSP Block

Currently in the technology mapping phase, each arithmetic node is independently mapped onto an individual DSP block. After the scheduling phase, the non-overlapping DSP operations are clustered to one physical DSP block, thereby reducing the total resource utilization. However, for folding level-0 (no logic folding) the clustering of DSP operations to one physical DSP block does not takes place and results in large resource utilization. Moreover, the full advantage of the proposed DSP block with its sub-blocks that provide different functionality is not fully exploited. Template matching techniques could be explored in order to fully exploit the wide range of configuration of dual pre-adder based DSP block for folding level-0. In this technique, after technology mapping, the DFG is segmented into sub-graphs that match various possible configurations of the DSP block primitive. This would provide full utilization of DSP and its sub-blocks for folding level-0, resulting in minimum resource usage of DSP blocks thereby minimum area and power consumption.
8.2.3 Improved Temporal Clustering Algorithm

As opposed to the conventional clustering methods, clustering in NanoMap supports temporal logic folding techniques. Clustering aims to reduce the resource utilization by taking the flattened LUT and DSP network as input and group the non-overlapping LEs and DSPs into physical LEs and DSP blocks respectively. The current clustering strategy incorporates a constructive algorithm that tries to reduce the number of LUT usage by packing them as much as possible into the SMBs, is thus, primarily focused on minimizing area. However, this can have adverse effects on delay and power. Hence, it is required to have a clustering scheme that achieves a balance between both delay and area to meet the user constraint for better A-D trade-offs. This can be done by incorporating improved clustering techniques like simulated annealing to devise a more balanced approach.

8.2.4 High-Level Synthesis (HLS) Tool for NATURE

Designing complex systems using HDL requires expertise to efficiently describe the circuit behaviour and to optimize the control/data flow patterns for high performance. HLS tools aim to lower this barrier, allowing the system behaviour to be described at a higher level of abstraction using standard C/C++ programming languages. However, in NATURE architecture, the input design has to be described in the form of a low-level technology mapped netlist, called (.mg) format. It requires the designer to have a fair understanding of the NATURE architecture and its capabilities like temporal folding, limiting the adoption of NATURE for complex systems. Also, traditional HLS algorithms perform allocation, scheduling and binding to generate the RTL description, which prevents effective use of temporal folding in multi-context architectures. To overcome these limitations, a dedicated HLS tool-flow for NATURE can be developed. The tool will read the circuit described in C/C++ format and translate to the optimized netlist, which can be further used by the NanoMap tool flow to generate the configuration bitstream.
8.3 Summary

This thesis has contributed several DSP architectures and efficient mappings for multi-context NATURE architecture to implement compute intensive arithmetic kernels, enabling the designer to better exploit the capabilities for mapping complex applications. The results from this work will be beneficial to the FPGA community in migrating to next generation of FPGA devices such as the NATURE based architecture for a wide range of applications.
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